Alma Mater
by Louis Corson

Alma, our Alma Mater,
The home of Mountaineers.
Sing we of thy honor,
Everlasting through the years.
Alma, our Alma Mater,
We pledge in song to you.
Hail, all hail, our Alma Mater,
West Virginia “U”.
May 2022

The West Virginia University journey that you began with a dream culminates today with a solid sense of purpose.

Grit and determination have helped you overcome every obstacle along the way, and we all know that the last few years have presented many obstacles. But, as the word “commencement” implies, another journey is now beginning.

Your experience at West Virginia University has been about creating your purpose and making sure your choices serve that purpose. Is your goal healing the sick? Inspiring others with your artistic vision? Shattering the status quo with the next high-tech innovation?

Whatever path you choose, Mountaineer perseverance will guide you to ever-higher summits.

The unique skills and strengths you honed here will drive you onward.

The hopes and goodwill of 200,000 other West Virginia University graduates will accompany you.

And your own inner calling will lead you to the perfect destination.

Your purpose is calling.

Let’s go!

Sincerely,

E. Gordon Gee
President, West Virginia University
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Information for Graduates and Guests

AMBASSADORS AND VOLUNTEERS
Student Ambassadors and University volunteers are available to assist you. Look for individuals wearing West Virginia University name tags.

ACCOMMODATIONS
If you made arrangements with the Office of Accessibility Services, please follow the instructions that were provided to you. Accessible seating is available on a first-come, first-served basis.

COURTESY
West Virginia University asks that guests remain in their seats. For the safety and security of the participants, guests are not permitted to approach the stage to take personal photos of, present gifts to, or congratulate the graduates. Air horns or other noise-making devices should not be used. Please turn your cell phone to “silent” and remember that graduates will remain with their class for the duration of the ceremony. Your cooperation is appreciated.

DIPLOMAS
Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the West Virginia University Office of the University Registrar. Registration for graduation does not ensure that graduate names appear in this program, and this document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Participation in Commencement does not constitute graduation from West Virginia University. Students who have met the academic criteria required for their program of study will have their degree conferred by the University and will receive their diploma in the mail. Please contact the Office of the University Registrar at 304-293-5355 or registrar@mail.wvu.edu with questions.

EMERGENCY INFORMATION
In an emergency, event staff will guide guests and graduates to the nearest exit. If medical attention is needed, EMS is available to assist. Please seek out a Student Ambassador or other volunteer to assist you.

FLORAL SALES
Proceeds benefit West Virginia University’s Horticulture Club and Plant and Soil Sciences Club.

LOST AND FOUND
Please call 304-293-7132 to make inquiries about any lost and found items. Unclaimed items will be retained for 90 days.

PHOTOGRAPHY
West Virginia University contracts with GradImages to capture the special memories of Commencement. A photograph of each student will be taken as they cross the stage. Graduates will be sent electronic copies of their photo proofs within 48 hours of their ceremony. All electronic communication will be private and secure and will be sent to the email address indicated by the graduate. Visit gradimages.com for complete information.

SURVEY
Following the ceremony, please take a moment to share your opinion of WVU Commencement. Your responses will be used to strengthen and shape future events: graduation.wvu.edu.

West Virginia University is a tobacco-free campus.
Commencement Traditions

WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY SEAL
The West Virginia University Board of Regents adopted the seal on June 15, 1869. The Regents’ original, handwritten resolution is located in the University Archives at the Wise Library. The Greek motto inscribed in the inner circle translates to: “Add to your faith virtue and to virtue knowledge.” The Latin verse inscribed on the outer circle translates to: “Seal of the West Virginia University. Established 7 February, 1867.” The hills depicted behind Woodburn Circle reflect the institution’s stability, and a rising sun indicates its prosperity.

WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY MACE
The mace is a symbolic tradition that originated during the Middle Ages. The University Marshal brings this ornamental staff of authority to the platform and taps it three times to signify the beginning of the ceremony. It represents the official authority of the University president and precedes him or her during Commencement and inauguration.

WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY ACADEMIC REGALIA
The history of academic regalia worn today dates to the Middle Ages. The oldest universities of northern Europe evolved from ecclesiastical institutions where both faculty and students were regarded as part of the clergy and dressed in clerical garb. The head covering of modern academic costume was developed from the skullcap worn by the clergy in cold weather to protect their tonsured heads. At universities, this skullcap acquired a point on top, which gradually evolved into a tassel. The bonnet with tassel is still worn by some, but the mortarboard is more common.

The gown worn today evolved from the habit worn by Benedictine monks. No trimming is found on bachelor’s or master’s gowns, but for those holding doctoral degrees, the gown is faced down the front and trimmed on the sleeves with velvet. Today’s hood is colored according to the scholarly field of the individual and bears the official colors of the institution that conferred the degree.

WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY ACADEMIC PROCESSIONAL
The sequence of the processional is as follows: deans, degree candidates, faculty, platform party, honored guests, and University president.

WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY MARSHALS
The tradition of academic marshals comes from storied English universities. The Grand Marshal is the chief protocol officer who coordinates the ceremonial traditions of Commencement, including the processional and recessional. The Grand Marshal is also responsible for the school’s relics, including the mace and batons. Marshals are typically members of the faculty. Student marshals may be selected to help facilitate individual ceremonies.
2022 Order of Augusta

The Order of Augusta is awarded to a select group of each year’s WVU Foundation Outstanding Seniors. Those selected have shown superior scholarship, leadership and service as an undergraduate. This award, the highest given to a student by the University, is named for its historical significance in the state. Augusta was among the original names considered by the Legislature when the state seceded from Virginia in 1863.

Ashley Eby
Wellsburg, WV
Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry; Bachelor of Science, Psychology

Colson Glover
Lewisburg, WV
Bachelor of Science, Neuroscience

Benjamin Harman
Weston, WV
Bachelor of Science, Global Supply Chain Management

Savannah Hays
Mineral Wells, WV
Bachelor of Science, Biomedical Engineering

Myya Helm
West Union, WV
Bachelor of Arts, Political Science; International Studies

Emma Locarnini
Charles Town, WV
Bachelor of Music, Music Performance; Bachelor of Science, Biomedical Laboratory Diagnostics

Lillian Rhinehart
Elkins, WV
Bachelor of Science, Environmental Soil and Water Sciences

Allie Satterfield
Morgantown, WV
Bachelor of Science, Global Supply Chain Management
Established in 1995 to signify the 40th anniversary of the WVU Foundation, the WVU Foundation Outstanding Senior award is given yearly to West Virginia University’s top graduates, based on a number of criteria: academic achievement, honors, awards, public service, demonstrated leadership, collegiate work experience, letters of reference and a narrative of the value of the West Virginia University undergraduate experience.

Sydney Allman - Parkersburg, WV
Bachelor of Science, Biology

Cassie Bambrick - Aston, PA
Bachelor of Science, Forensic Chemistry

Lauren Barbee - Concord, NC
Bachelor of Science, Mechanical Engineering; Industrial Engineering

Victoria Dean - Morgantown, WV
Bachelor of Science, Environmental Soil and Water Sciences

Ashley Dibling - Perrysburg, OH
Bachelor of Science, Biomedical Engineering

Nicole Dibling - Perrysburg, OH
Bachelor of Science, Mechanical Engineering

Kevin Donnelly - Morgantown, WV
Bachelor of Science, Chemical Engineering

Hailey Durner - Nazareth, PA
Bachelor of Arts, Musical Theatre

Grant DuVall - Bridgeport, WV
Bachelor of Science, Biology

Ashley Eby - Wellsburg, WV
Bachelor of Science, Chemistry; Psychology

Rebecca Erwin - Wheeling, WV
Bachelor of Science, Chemical Engineering

Morgan Glass - Wheeling, WV
Bachelor of Science, Biochemistry

Colson Glover - Lewisburg, WV
Bachelor of Science, Neuroscience

Benjamin Harman - Weston, WV
Bachelor of Science, Global Supply Chain Management

Olga Hawranick - Fairmont, WV
Bachelor of Science, Mathematics

Savannah Hays - Mineral Wells, WV
Bachelor of Science, Biomedical Engineering

Brianna Heger - Chambersburg, PA
Bachelor of Arts, Human Performance and Health; Master of Occupational Therapy

Myya Helm - West Union, WV
Bachelor of Arts, Political Science; International Studies

Derek Hockenberry - Copley, PA
Bachelor of Science, Electrical Engineering; Computer Engineering

Alexandra Holsclaw - Charleston, WV
Bachelor of Science, Advertising and Public Relations

Kareem Ibrahim-Bacha - Charleston, WV
Bachelor of Science, Biology

Sarah Ihlenfeld - Wheeling, WV
Bachelor of Science, Economics; Bachelor of Arts, International Studies

Darian Jack - Butler, PA
Bachelor of Science, Communication Sciences and Disorders

Rachel Johnson - Princeton, WV
Bachelor of Science, Advertising and Public Relations

Dalton Kendig - Hedgesville, WV
Bachelor of Music, Music Education

Kenzie Kohrs - Clermont, FL
Bachelor of Science, Energy Land Management

Emma Locarnini - Charles Town, WV
Bachelor of Music, Music Performance; Bachelor of Science, Biomedical Laboratory Diagnostics

Laura May - Fairmont, WV
Bachelor of Science, Neuroscience

Jaxon Miller - Hurricane, WV
Bachelor of Multidisciplinary Studies; Bachelor of Arts, History

Virginia Milleson - Charles Town, WV
Bachelor of Arts, Psychology; Bachelor of Science, Neuroscience

Lauren Moore - Clarksburg, WV
Bachelor of Science, Economics

Hailey Mostacciuolo - Gainesville, VA
Bachelor of Science, Sport and Exercise Psychology

Kylie Parker - Wheeling, WV
Bachelor of Science, Exercise Physiology

Ali Rai - Morgantown, WV
Bachelor of Science, Biomedical Engineering

Lillian Rhinehart - Elkins, WV
Bachelor of Science, Environmental Soil and Water Sciences

Elizabeth Rockwell - Hopwood, PA
Bachelor of Arts, Music; Women's and Gender Studies

Kirsten Roys - Timonium, MD
Bachelor of Science, Civil Engineering

Allie Satterfield - Morgantown, WV
Bachelor of Science, Global Supply Chain Management

Joseph Schmidlen - Elkins, WV
Bachelor of Science, Biochemistry

Miranda Signorelli - Hurricane, WV
Bachelor of Science, Psychology

Abigail Smith - Parkersburg, WV
Bachelor of Arts, Political Science

Dalton Tenney - Buckhannon, WV
Bachelor of Social Work

Cara Thomas - Morgantown, WV
Bachelor of Science, Accounting and Finance

Zachary Velling - Basking Ridge, NJ
Bachelor of Arts, Russian Studies; International Studies

Bethany Wager - Waverly, WV
Bachelor of Science, Wildlife and Fisheries Resources

Elise Weber - Charleston, WV
Bachelor of Science, Accounting

Katherine Whittington - Sissonville, WV
Bachelor of Science, Organizational Leadership; Bachelor of Arts, Political Science

Rhyanna Wiethe - St. Clairsville, OH
Bachelor of Arts, Public Relations

Brook Woldegabriel - Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
Bachelor of Science, Civil Engineering; Mathematics

Lillian Wright - Bluefield, WV
Bachelor of Arts, English; French

Lauren Young - Huntington, WV
Bachelor of Science, Biochemistry
Dear Statler College of Engineering and Mineral Resources Class of 2022,

Commencement marks a major milestone in your life. On this day, you can say that because of your hard work, your dedication to yourself, your steadfast commitment to your goals and your willingness to follow your dreams, you have created a better future for yourself. On behalf of the Statler College, I wish to congratulate you on this outstanding achievement. As much as graduation is a very personal accomplishment, please acknowledge and celebrate the friends, family members, loved ones and mentors who supported you along this journey.

It is no question that your generation faces unique challenges. Now, more than ever, we need innovative leaders, creative thinkers and compassionate individuals who will make a difference by solving major challenges the world faces. I have no doubt that the skills you acquired as part of the Statler College will allow you to chart a new course, design and build new innovations for the betterment of society and become the leaders we need.

At the Statler College, we strive to uphold the importance of education, celebrate diversity and always treat one another with respect. I hope you hold these values close to you and carry them with you as you navigate your own path in life. Each of you has left your mark on the Statler College, and I look forward to seeing the mark you leave on our world.

Although this is a celebration of the end of your academic journey, it is also the moment when a new chapter of your life is beginning. Wherever your path takes you, I hope you always have West Virginia University in your heart and remain a proud member of the Statler College Family.

Remember that you are a brilliant, ambitious and able individual who can accomplish whatever you set your mind to. I could not be prouder of each one of you.

Congratulations! Let’s go!

Sincerely,

Pedro J. Mago

Pedro J. Mago

Glen H. Hiner Dean
AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Joseph Paul Dygert

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Brent Andrew Bishop
Jordan Scott Chapman
Elijah B. Hedrick
Katherine Hedrick

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Aron Kidane Gebreslase
Amir Hossein Houshmandyar
Golnoosh Khajouei
Mahmood Khan
Md Tawhidur Rahman

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Ali Dabouei
Ali Dehghan Banadaki
David Alexander Shelhammer

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
Sadaf Kabir

COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Sinan Imad Sabri

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Nikola Janevski

ENGINEERING
Xiaoyan Wang

ENERGY SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Gage Michael Donovan

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
Yugesh Dhungel
Vy Tran Phuong Nguyen

MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
Allison Maria Arnold
Domenic T. Cipollone
Kavin Sivaneri Varadhatarajan Idhaam
Yi Wang
Lingleng Zhou

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Kristyn Blake Johnson May
Samuel Adeola Okeleye
Sergio Andres Paredes Navia

PETROLEUM AND NATURAL GAS ENGINEERING
Ayodeji Luke Aboaba
Aymen Ab Ali Alhemdi
Marwan Mohammed Alnuaimi

AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Nicholas Scott Borelle
Jonathan Andrew D’Alessio
Steven Christopher McCallister
Tanner Miller
Uthman Oladipo Olawoye

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
Danielle Marie Norman

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Andrew Ross Kenney
Vladyslav Machulsky Sr.
Nagavardhani Malineni
Claire McDonald
Cory Joseph Nasiadka
Erika Lauren Osborne

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Drake Aesoph
Levi Cole Butcher
Anthony Carrola
Saminur Islam
Paul Phillip Maclean
Greg Clancy Murray

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Ahmad Jamal Baroudi
Morgan Rachelle Dameron
Katelyn Marie Hampel

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Kieren Yoshiki Samarakoon

PETROLEUM AND NATURAL GAS ENGINEERING
Darren Guedon
Armel Quentin Mbakop
Christian Pacheco
Gabriel Antonio Quintero

SAFETY MANAGEMENT
Omolola Adegboye
Brandon Taylor Booth
Hope Alexis Fisher
Jarrett Douglas Fowler
Michael Joseph Keen
Dale Michael Lacey Jr.
Michael Patrick Lawler
Avery Robert Lehane
Kaylee Marie Martin
Emilee McCullough
Zachary Mock
Alexander Michael Myers
Nicholas Oakes
Cody Andrew Papa
Jacqueline Lynn Rader
Roque Schipilliti
Drew Merrick Sclueter
Evan Scott Staley
Ryan Leigh Vaught
Frankie Beth Williams

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
Abit Jurkuch
Sarah Lynn Moore
Joseph Paul Oliverio
Kaval Patel
Kyle Thomas Sine

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
* *** Issac James Avery
  Christopher Michael Barry
  Zachary Jordan Bollinger
  Cortland Thomas Brower
  Megan Laine Brown
* *** Elek Jay Buday
  Robert F. Burgoyne
  John Eric Casto
* *** Kyle Garrison Casto
  Heath Scott Cottrill
  Emma Pearl Dorsey
* *** Ellie Branch Gardner
  Jared Gianantonio
* ** Cody Darin Gillespie
  Jacob Andrew Gosnell
  James Matthew Harris
  Kurundu Patabedige Shanaal
  Shavinka Jayasekera
  Tucker James Johnson
* ** Eleanor Josephine Kearney
  Jessica Kaillan Leonard
* Jennifer Dawn Lynch
  Simon Blake Marvinovich
* ** Clifton Anthony McKenzie
* Andrew Joseph Olsen
* Natalie Kirsten Ott
  Sreejith Sreekumar Pillai
  Cameron Jacob Purtha
  Ricardo S. Remar
* ** Gerardo Josue Rivera
  Eric Swan Sadowski
  Cicely Sharafati
  Joseph Michael Soulsby
  Annette Christine Straziuso
* ** Matthew Swanson
  Brandon Anibal Ventura Arreaga

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
* *** Madewa Victoria Adeniyi
  * Abdullah Abdulkarem Almousa
  Hashem Tofiq Alnasser
  Lily Aminian
  Reid James Balliet
  Parker Allen Boggs
  Maryam Salman Budaris
  Hunter Alan Cottrill
  * Victoria Grace Dean
  * Evan Christian Dwyer
  * Megan Elizabeth Fischer
  * Madison Rose Grigg
* *** Savannah Paige Hays
  * *** Lisa Michele Lin Hilgar
  * ** Raimah Hossain
  * *** Hope Haily Huffman
  * Joseph Jascur
  Evan Tayte Johnson
  * Victoria Richelle Jolliff
  Kingsly Jonathan
  * Kayla Marie Kelemen
  * Sarah Rae Lankas
  Michael Wayne Looker II
  * William Benjamin McChesney
  * Mahder M. Mekonnen
  * Callie Alyse Perry
  * Drew Pownall
  * *** Ali Tariq Rai
  * Garrett Blake Richardson
  * Justin Michael Robinson
  * Kathryn Elizabeth Roemer
  * Cameron Michael Rose
  * Kaleb Royer
  * Casey Helene Russell
  * Dakota Eli Sanders
  * *** Trenton Glenn Shaw
  * *** Tristan Thomas Shaw
  * Sydney Evelyn Virtue
  * Sarah Ann Westfall

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
* *** Marwan Al Abri
  * Salem Alajmi
  * Hamed Said Hamed Al-Bahlani
  * Daniel Valente Allen
  * *** Jackie Rhys Arnold
  * Joel Brian Burdette
  * Brandon L. Catlett
  * Kenneth Tyler Corhn
  * Divino Italo D'Alessio
  * Ryan Joseph Diehlmann
  * *** Kevin Boyd Donnelly
  * *** Tyler Eric Drummmond
  * *** Rebecca Lynn Erwin
  * Briana Renee Haas
  * Lisa Michele Lin Hilgar
  * Andrew John Hull
  * Fatmah Hamza Karam
  * Ari Leo Kendra
  * *** Tess Maureen Lannon
  * Omar Mahli
  * *** Antonio Steven Mascaro
  * Parker Wally McKenzie
  * Aubrie Midkiff
  * Adrienne Brooke Nestor
  * *** Abigail Mae Paul
  * Catrina Elizabeth Perry
  * Ali Raisinafchi
  * Haley Reese Rineer
  * Jessica Rose Sacco
  * Savannah Salome Sakhi
  * Samantha Schwab
  * *** Jenna Nicole Vito
  * Kaley Wilson
  * Omar Mazen Yousef
  * Andrew Zimmerman

CIVIL ENGINEERING
* ** Maram Ebrahim Ahmed Isa Abdulla Alsaegh
  * Abdulla Mohammed Al Salmi
  * Faisal Aldaihani
  * Sarah Shaker S. Alhakeem
  * Mohammed Wael Almosuaed
  * Colin Kenneth Bourn
* ** Hannah Faith Bowie
  * Maxwell Browning Carey
  * Alfonso Giuseppe D'Alessio
  * Caleb Samuel Daugherty
  * Chance Parker Daugherty
  * Luke William Daugherty
  * Troy Isaiah Dawson
  * Brett Thomas Duft
  * Peter Jacob Formica
  * Sydney Elizabeth French
  * Garrett Joseph Geresti
  * Kayla Marie Gibson
  * Kacey Elaine Hann
  * Sayed Isu Husain Mahdi Alawi
  * Hashem Almusawi
  * *** Cooper Edward Hineman
  * Brooke Helene Karon
  * Takoda Lee Kelly
  * Nermin Nady Khalefa
  * Alec Jarrell Kuskey
  * Megan Christina Mills
  * Ahmad Mohammad
  * Suad Mah Mohammad
  * Timothy David Mullican
* ** Joseph Bernard Murtaugh
  * Samuel Pierson
  * Jacob Isaac Pritt
  * Ben Anajd Qasem
  * Tate Richard Russell
  * Abdullah Sabti
  * El Hacen Saleh
  * ** Payton Lucas Seats
  * *** Madison Elizabeth Sharpe
  * ** Nicholas Christopher Stoicoisy
  * Greysen Alexander Sudy
  * ** Levi Isaac Whetzel
  * Delaney Ty Wilbur
  * Joshua Regis Wohar
  * *** Brook Teklu Woldeabriel
  * Zachary T. Young

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.

Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
COMPUTER SCIENCE
Abduraheeman Mohammed Al Otaibi
Thomas Anderson
** Sydney Lauren Bailey
* Shannon Michelle Biega
* Patrick Cunningham Boehler
Christopher Conner Brown
* Nathan Edward Burd
Charleigh Ann Carter
Ian Rain Chapman
** Ryan Andrew Cole
* Katie Ann Digon
* William Anthony Ferrell
* Dana Foulal
* Joshua Nikolas Glover
* Hunter Wayne Gorby
** Nathan Thomas Grey
* Murad Mirza Hamirani
* Jaret Hardek
* Joshua Orlando Hernandez
Adam Lane Hitchcock
** Hasan Abdullah Ibraheem
*** Lennon Jones
Tara Kecojevic
Bradley Wilmot Kersting
Arpan Ram Kumar
** John Alexander Lowe
** Anthony Jerome Lowery II
** Aron John Ludwinski
Jonathan Michael Malcomb
Austin Cody Ooten

COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Assel Alabbadi
** Mohammad KH. H. KH. M. Alenezi
Fatemah Abdulwahab Alkandari, Jr.
Matthew Bryan Angeline
Morgan Elaine Bartley
Ryan Michael Cox
Chad Crisman
Eric Matthew Cruciani
*** Sampurna Dhungana
Jacob Lawson Dunning
Andrew James Guire
* Erica Hannah Hall
*** Derek Joseph Hockenberry
* Hasan Abdullah Ibraheem
* Hanna Marie Knox
* Zachary Joseph Lynch
** Jordan Page
* Dallas Rollins
* Joseph S. Shepard
* Chase Austin Swick
Phoenix Trout
Henry Lewis Vos
* Madeleine Weber

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Cameron Pampena
* Wren Louis Parker
Carter Douglas Parrish
* Jordan Matthew Potter
Victoria Elizabeth Prisby
Bryan Austin Rogers
*** Talia Nicole Rowan
** Jon Max Salmons
John Christopher Sanders
** Marlena Rose Schopper
* Gavin Lee Shaffer
Avash Shrestha
Jeremy David Six
Elijah Skalarski
* Ryan Joseph Stout
Cody S. Thorgate
** Reed Wayne Tuttle
Henry Lewis Vos
Emily Catherine Waechter
*** Ethan Morris Weaver
* Matthew Robert Winston
Seth Ryan Wolfe
Norman Yeung

CYBERSECURITY
Sara Jessica Bryja
** Katie Ann Digon
*** Joshua Orlando Hernandez
Samuel Stewart Kidder
* Ryan Michael Mraz
Liam J. Richardson
*** Talia Nicole Rowan
Jacob Stine

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
Talal A. M. S. Abdulsalam
*** Jenna Renee Adams
Abdullah Alghanem
Tareq Alkandari
*** Lydia Grace Bowers
* Evan Patrick Brown
Hamad Mohammad Bulabqah
Cole Thomas Bullard
*** Adam Edward Burns
** Cal Anthony Davis
Angelo James Dececco
* Jacie Lee Dotson
*** Hannah Olivia Ferenchak
*** Holly Jayne Forkey
Madison Elizabeth Franco
Anthony Lee Garber
Allison Gardner
** Marell Julia Glendenning
Allison Christine Gray
* Daniel Thanh Ha
* Olivia Shaye Hafer
** Rebekah Jeannette Horsky
** Sarah Jeannette Horsky
* Barrett Richard Huntzinger
* Noah Daniel Ingram
Nicholas Patrick Jewett
Maheen Mohammed Khan
*** Paul Bernard Kinney
Bradley Thomas Krams
*** Cameron James Laffoon
Louis James Latta
Dalton William Layfield
Brayden Mikhail Lesher
Joseph Lincoln
* Genna Luster
* Aaron Joseph Marshall
*** Gianna Christina Mascio
* Anthony Michael Mazelon

* Cum Laude          ** Magna Cum Laude          *** Summa Cum Laude          A Honors Foundations Scholar          H Honors Laureate
Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Bachelor of Science (continued)

** Steven Elliott McHugh Jr.
* Sean Michael McKinzie
Jack McNulty
Brendan Nicholas Magina
* Arianna Maria Michniak
Levi Caiden Mikula
* Ryan Christopher Miller
Wyatt Jacob Murphy
Mary Luigarde Rauscher
Cameron Joseph Reisz
Mackenzie Joseph Richardson
Brandy Rodriguez
Vincent Michael Rossetti
Domenic Jacob Scherer
Dhruv Suresh Shet
James Andrew Smith II
Jenna Michelle Soltesz
Gregory Nicholas Stanek
Geoffrey Joseph Stokes Jr.
Liam James Theeke
Trevor Anthony Tombley
* Brandon Gregory Turcheck
Benjamin John Twiest
Tanner James Veneri
James Maxwell Wujek
Kelsea Wyrebek

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Hader Abualsaud
*** Amjad Mahmood Al Hinai
Talal Fawaz Almutairi
Sean Michael Anderson
Trevin Marshall Anderson
*** Issac James Avery
Matthew D. Barker
* Michael Joseph Barton
Erhan Henry Becker
Nathan Tyler Bole
Zachary Jordan Bollinger
John Daniel Borda
Taylor James Boursy
Jackson Carmichael Boyle
Matthew Renat Brockman
** Taylor Butler Bromwell
* Cortland Thomas Brower
Megan Laine Brown
*** Adam Edward Burns
*** Colin Aubrey Burns
* Tyler Patrick Carr
John Eric Casto
*** Kyle Garrison Casto
Vincent Chang
Saugyan Chapain
** Thomas Henry Clareson
Colin Michael Colombo
*** Heath Scott Cottrill
Trent Alton Covert
*** Jillian Noelle Creswell
* Jackson Andrew Crouse
Nicholas David
* Daniel Peter Deal
Christina M. Deshayes
*** Ashley Dibling
*** Nicole Alexa Dibling
* Erin Elizabeth Dodd
* Emma Pearl Dorsey
Leah Elizabeth England
Olunbosun Ayodeji Fakiye
** Marissa Ann Farabaugh
** Esteban Fernandez
Julia Christine Frey
Joshua D. Frum
*** Ellie Branch Gardner
** Ellena Dawn Gemmen
Jared Gianantonio
** Cody Darin Gillespie
** Kaleigh Rose Gilroy
Mason Dane Hall
Tonek Gaudette Hancock
* James Matthew Harris
*** Benjamin Michael Holbert
* Haydn Tyler Holt
Tucker James Johnson
Cameron Ryan Kalar
Emilee Michele Karalus
** Eleanore Josephine Kearney
James Walter Keller
Michael Edward Kroboth
Michael David LaBelle
Carolyn Rose Lake
Tannor Ashby Lewis
*** Laura Leyzorek
Anastasia Elizabeth Lucci
** Jennifer Dawn Lynch
Philip Lawson Mantz
** Simon Blake Marinovich
Matthew David McCartney
Robert Franklin McDougal
*** Clifton Anthony McKenzie
** Hunter Cole McQuain
* Jessica Logan McWaters
** Sean Michael Mihalik
Tanner Nadik
** Daniel James Niedringhaus
*** Junior Robert Noss
* Andrew Joseph Olsen
* Natalie Kirsten Ott
Sreejit Sreekumar Pillai
Kylie Elizabeth Pinion
*** Alisha Deniese Pinti
* Noah Hunter Poore
** Brice Andrew Reiman

MINING ENGINEERING
* Colin Kenneth Bourn
* Emily Lorraine Carroll
Brett Thomas Duft
William Timothy Goldhauser
* Kayla Marie Gibson
Maxwell James Gustafson
Takoda Lee Kelly
Chase Mowery
Dylan Shane Powers
* El Hacen Saleh
John Henry Samonsky V
Tyler Scott Samonsky
*** Maxwell Bernhardt Schaefer
*** Mackenzie Louise Stone

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  ✒ Honors Foundations Scholar  ✶ Honors Laureate

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.
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Bachelor of Science (continued)

PETROLEUM AND NATURAL GAS ENGINEERING

*** Awadh Al Jassasi Sr.
*** Imad Hamed Al Yaqoubi
Ehab Hasan Alabsi Sr.
Fahed Sh. F. Sh. S. Alajmi Sr.
Mobarak Hasan Alajmi
*** Abdullah Alajmi
Abdullah A. H. A. M. Alfailakawi
* Thamer Yosef A. Alfuraidan
** Abdulaziz Alghamdi
*** Ibrahim Hasan Algosai
Khalidoun Mohamed Alhanaee Sr.
Fawaz Alharbi
Ali Alhazzaa
Fawaz Alhejaili
*** Bader Ahmed Alhussaini
Rashed S. A. S. Aljowalikh
* Saad Nageeb Alkadeeb
Musaed Alkalhatan
*** Mohammad Mazen Almaghlouth
Huseen Almazedi Sr.
Azam Ali Al-Risi
Ali S. A. N. M. Alsharifi
*** Khaled Mohammed Alsubaie
Mohammad Altahow
Sarah Behbehani
Jared Douglas Farley
Hayden Ford
** Ahmed Furati
* Juan Felipe Galindo Maza
Noah Phillip Garland
Abdalwahab Kh. Habeeb
John M. Hershberger
Maryam Ahmad Mahmood
* Kyle Alexander Mallett
Richard Joseph Myers
Dalal Hassan Redha
* Tarek Sadeq
Jordan Alexander Schwab
* Mohammad Tuwainah
* Lauren Alexandria Winkie
Julian Work
* Torey Isaiah Wright Jr.
Eric Timothy Zwolinski

Certificate

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING

Jackie Rhys Arnold
Joel Brian Burdette
Rebecca Lynn Erwin
Jessica Rose Sacco
Jenna Nicole Vito
Omar Mazen Yousef
Andrew Zimmerman

* Cum Laude       ** Magna Cum Laude       *** Summa Cum Laude   ® Honors Foundations Scholar

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Kerri Knotts is the vice president for commercial spaceflight at Barrios Technology, Ltd. Barrios has been a prime contractor for NASA for four decades, providing exceptional engineering, operations and data/IT Integration for Human Spaceflight programs. Knotts is focused on fostering a thriving commercial space economy by partnering with commercial launch, spacecraft and orbiting space destination providers.

Knotts spent 20 years as a NASA aerospace engineer advancing human space flight at the Johnson Space Center in Houston. She trained astronauts on the systems, procedures and hardware they would use in space during complex spacewalk missions for the Space Shuttle and International Space Station programs.

Knotts was an instrumental part in the success of many critical missions to construct the International Space Station, developing mission plans and executing critical real-time flight activities as a NASA flight controller in the Mission Control Center.

She led many projects and organizations related to next-generation spacesuits and Moon and Mars exploration before heading into oil and gas to fund multiple companies. Knotts has served in many executive roles as CEO, president, managing director and chairperson.

Knotts is a distinguished West Virginia University alumna who graduated from the Benjamin M. Statler College of Engineering and Mineral Resources in 1994 with a bachelor’s degree in aerospace engineering.

She is a Tau Beta Pi Eminent Engineer, currently serves on the WVU Statler Visiting Committee and recently was elected to the WVU Foundation Board.
Congratulations on being a historic class!

As the first graduates to celebrate in the Loulie, Valerie and William Canady Creative Arts Center, you are setting the stage for what will become a “new normal.” Of course, you are historic for other reasons, primarily as the class that persevered through a pandemic. As a class you have grown and developed during a time of great “disruption.” Your ability to persevere has inspired us and makes us proud of you. Your ability to persevere also gives us hope as we enter this “new normal.” We know that the world you are graduating into is a world that needs the arts and the best you have to give. You graduate into a world that is damaged, a world that needs healing. A world that needs culture and the arts more than ever before. To paraphrase alumnus Michael Chioldi, you graduate into a world that now realizes, “the Arts Are Essential!” That statement may seem dramatic, but drama is part of our nature. As long as there has been civilization the arts have been essential. The history of the previous century is proof of that fact. A hundred years ago the world was just recovering from a “Great War” when the last pandemic hit. That period was followed by the roaring twenties, a time when artistic creation flourished. Since then, all historic social disruptions have been accompanied by periods of increased creative activity. World War II, the Civil Rights Movement, The AIDS Epidemic, September 11th, or Hurricane Katrina all led to surges in creativity. You will lead the way by creating a sincere and relevant “voice” for this moment.

The moment to lead is close, but now is the moment to reflect and enjoy this achievement. Now is the time to know we will miss you (so please visit!). Now is the time to share hugs (if you are OK with that) and take lots of selfies. Now is the time to rest before creating our next “new normal.”

Congratulations, you are ready to add the power of your “voice” to the world!!

H. Keith Jackson, DMA
Philip J. Faini/Falbo Family Dean
Doctor of Musical Arts

PERFORMANCE
Brandon Paul Carbonari
Matthew Derek Cyphert
Zi-Ling Heah
Akina Kondoh
Michael Anne Tolan
Michael K. Waddell

Master of Arts

ART HISTORY
Madelyn Elizabeth Brodie

MUSIC INDUSTRY
Sarah Giles
Russell Alexander Pryor Jr.
Brittany Nichole Underwood

MUSICOLGY
Kira Browning
Victoria Marie Byrom

Master of Fine Arts

ACTING
Nicole Jeannine Smith

CERAMICS
Raymond Lloyd Brown III
Yi Xiong

LIGHTING DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY
Colleen Marie Doherty

PRINTMAKING
Hanna Marie Kesty

SCENIC DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY
Seret Teresa Cole
Abigail Elizabeth Wagner

SCULPTURE
Gabriel Christian Richmond

Master of Music

CONDUCTING
Mark Lee Wallace

MUSIC EDUCATION
Victoria Marie Byrom
Nathan Anthony Catanzarite

JAZZ PEDAGOGY
Antonio Manuel Duran

PERFORMANCE
Tiffany Paige Meyers
Alicia Kathryn Rafter

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Bachelor of Arts

ART HISTORY
- Nicole Lauren Archer
- Grace Lindsay Belknap
- Griffin Scott Nordstrom

DANCE
- Eden Taylor Canby
- Nash Richard Dawson
- Bonnie Samantha Fox
- Drew Monir Gasemy
- Mekenzi Jaden McNabb
- Kaitlyn Rose Moyer
- Lilly Rebecca Runion
- Lauren Renee Starliper
- Kevin Kongxin Tang
- Sarah Elizabeth Walker

Bachelor of Fine Arts

INTERACTIVE DESIGN FOR MEDIA
- Kareem Akremi
- Thomas Joseph Ambrusico
- Kirsten June Barrett
- Shauntii Dewayne Cash
- Emma Christian Copley
- Shawna Jajka
- Andrew Mathis
- Madison Noelle Mills
- Joseph Charles Veddla II
- Catherine Margaret Wylie

MUSIC
- Kathryn Elizabeth Roberts
- Elizabeth Marie Rockwell
- Julia Morgan Stocking

MUSIC INDUSTRY
- Katelyn Marie Callahan
- Kirsten Edwards
- Cecil Ramal Keel III
- Jarrett Hart Lowther
- Brayden Blake Ray

THEATRE
- Brandon M. Russi
- Kaitlin Marie Smith
- Yixi Zhou

ART EDUCATION
- Riley Scott Barriger
- Peyton Grace Bosley
- Jordan Carol Phillips
- Michele Christine Schmitz

ART HISTORY
- Demitria Faith Evans
- Linza Rose
- Alison Zoe Tucker

CERAMICS
- Katerina Ann Devadan
- Emma C. Posey

GRAPHIC DESIGN
- Saud Alsabah
- Qian Chen
- Grace Margaret Hanna
- Wesley Garrett Holliday
- Paige Madison Hrabovsky
- Alexandra Saedi Murphy
- Jenna Marie Piatt
- Megan Abigail Rinker
- August Stewart Thompson
- William Henry Thompson IV
- Finnegan Neal Thornton

INTERMEDIA AND PHOTOGRAPHY
- Lauren Mary Cook
- Jonathan Steven Merchant
- Alexis Danielle Mulligan
- Alyssa Christine Shanbrotz

MUSICAL THEATRE
- Eryk Draven Bluto
- Savanna Jordan Crane
- Nash Richard Dawson
- Hailey Veronica Durner
- Alexander Ryan Evans
- Bonnie Samantha Fox
- Drew Monir Gasemy
- Noah Aaron George Gross
- Katelyn Lorraine Karpinski
- Gabrielle Maria Pedraza
- Mackenzie Grace Wolcott

PAINTING
- Gina Marie Cuzzo
- Maria Lorraine Deely
- Anna Stolina
- Cydney Nicole Thomas
- Julia Ryan Zaph

SCULPTURE
- Griffin Scott Nordstrom

THEATRE DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY
- Alexis Faith Allenbaugh
- Emily Nita Bishop
- Tobias Angelique Francis
- Maggie Hissam
- Kyleen Elizabeth Kelly
- Levi Dustin Main
- Tyler Richard Roth
- Natalie Eve Tiredi
- Presley Lynn Weimann

* Cum Laude ** Magna Cum Laude *** Summa Cum Laude ⚡ Honors Foundations Scholar ⚡ Honors EXCEL Scholar

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Bachelor of Multidisciplinary Studies

* Joseph Matthew Ashton
  Emily Michelle Bedway
  Alexandra Gabriella Edwards
  Elisabeth Anne Gray
  Sajid Islam
  *** Adrianna Katherine McCaw

Bachelor of Music

MUSIC EDUCATION

* Genesis Berrios
  *** Jacob Fiedler Blank
  Owen Boachie
  *** Micah Christian Buser
  *** Dalton Lee Kendig
    Alexandra Marie Markowicz
    Sean Conner O’Callaghan
  ❃*** Rachel Celeste Pellegreen
  *** Nathaniel Brandt Penven
  *** Isaac Stone Price
  *** Douglas Earl Shaffer
  ** Joshua Aaron Sheppard
  Andrew Patrick Simonette
  *** Hannah Elizabeth Sims

MUSIC PERFORMANCE: INSTRUMENTAL

*** Jacey Ann Crayton
  *** Simone Elizabeth Georgerian
  * Garrett Dyer Gorby
  ** Nathaniel Gresham Kaniecki
  *** Emma Julia Locarnini
  ❃*** Heather Lynne Marsico
  *** Juan Carlos Narvaez
  *** Andrew Gibson Strutz
  *** Nathanael Robert Turner

MUSIC PERFORMANCE: VOICE

*** Anthony Kole Butler
  *** Faith Michelle Craven
  Trinity Carrie Gray
  Juwan Zechariah Johnson

MUSIC THERAPY

*** Amelia Frances Dolce
  ❃ *** Autumn Jaymi Holt
  * Kelsey Lynn Keza
  ❃ Emily Grace Lehr
  †* Elizabeth Merlet Mesogianes

Certificate

THERAPEUTIC ART

Hanna Marie Kesty
  Yi Xiong
Matt Van Dyne is a graduate of West Virginia University with a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree in Acting and Directing and a Master Of Arts degree in Theatrical Design. He has worked in television, film and theatre in Los Angeles for over 25 years. Early credits include the long-running syndicated program “Entertainment Tonight,” The E Channel and a variety of other entertainment programs for which he established identifiable styles and designs still being seen today.

During his initial 10 years, Van Dyne founded the company Clothe Inc., a provider of wardrobe arrangements serving as a liaison between prominent fashion houses such as Armani, Dior and Ferragamo and various films, television programs and special events, most notably the Winter Olympic Games for CBS.

Throughout the 1990s and into the 2000s, Van Dyne has been involved in designing, styling and supervising for The Disney Channel, the WB Network HGTV, and a number of television shows including “Cheers,” “Murphy Brown,” “The Shield,” “Jeopardy,” the “Miss USA Pageant/ Miss Teen USA,” “Eileen Ford Supermodel of the Year,” “Buffy the Vampire Slayer” and more.

In his work in television and film, he has styled and costumed a variety of actors, personalities, musicians and sports figures, including Michael J. Fox, John Travolta, Lily Tomlin, Sarah Michelle Gellar, Alyson Hannigan, Ellen Burstyn, Kevin Dillon, Sally Field, Scott Bakula, Ted Danson, Woody Harrelson, Lynn Redgrave, Walton Goggins, Michael Chiklis, CCH Pounder, Leah Remini, Debi Mazar, Jesse Metcalfe, Alyssa Milano, Merv Griffin, Alex Trebek, Pat Sajak, Mary Hart, Diahann Carroll, Alicia Silverstone, Jeff Garlin, Rue McClanahan, Rascal Flatts, Ashanti, Olivia Newton-John, Patti Labelle, Leeza Gibbons, John F. Kennedy Jr., Bob Costas, Greg Gumbel, Scott Hamilton, Andrea Joyce, Katarina Witt, Captain Kangaroo and several more.

He has recently participated with publications, events and podcasts involving his contributions to the legacy of various television shows.

Matt Van Dyne currently resides in Los Angeles, California.
Dear Graduates of the College of Education and Human Services,

On behalf of the entire faculty and staff of the College of Education and Human Services, it is my distinct pleasure to extend our heartfelt congratulations to you. Your hard work and dedication in a time of unique challenges has been inspiring. We are exceptionally proud of your achievements and wish you great happiness as you take the next steps on life’s journey.

Each of you now possesses the opportunity and responsibility to your communities using all that you have learned here. I know you are up to the task. You have demonstrated that you are committed, compassionate, collaborative and well-prepared to function successfully in our ever-evolving world. The need for educators and helping professionals who can improve the lives of others is greater than ever before. I am confident that you are prepared for whatever challenges are ahead.

As you look to the future, please take a moment to reflect in appreciation on all who have supported you along the way. Be they parents, family members, friends, neighbors, advisors, or employers — no doubt your path has been eased in a critical moment by someone who cared and believed in you. Please pay their kindness forward to those who will follow in your footsteps, for lasting meaning springs from a multitude of collective actions.

Thank you for choosing West Virginia University and the College of Education and Human Services. Thank you for respecting and embracing what our faculty offered — and thank you for teaching us in turn. You — our treasured students — are why we do what we do.

Please stay in touch. Share your stories. Let us know about those first jobs and later career accomplishments. It is a privilege to learn of the adventures of our alumni, to travel beside you in spirit and to welcome you back on many and varied returns.

With happiest wishes,

______________________________
Tracy L. Morris, PhD
Dean
Doctor of Audiology

Allison Mary Amend
Abby Nichole Barnes
Jessica P. Chen
Hannah Clettie Dearth
Lauren Maria Guridy
Meghan Victoria Mann
Hailey Purcell
Abigail Marie Warren
Lauren Darlene Wolfe

Doctor of Education

INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY
Tracey Jean Beckley
Angela Berna Milliren
Lee O. Silverman

SPECIAL EDUCATION
Heather Lynn Hoffert
Courtney Dawn Miller
Kinsey Ann Wright

Doctor of Philosophy

COMMUNICATION SCIENCES AND DISORDERS
Allegra Cornaglia

COUNSELING PSYCHOLOGY
Mary Eleanor Burkhart Polk

EDUCATION
Ashley Nicole Kookan
Jill Cathleen Woods

EDUCATIONAL THEORY AND PRACTICE
Sean Patrick Freeland
Sarah Katherine Powell

Master of Arts

COUNSELING
Julia Baruffi
Easton Berry
Annalise Colleen Brockner
Candice Jaye Brown
Karly Marie Casanave
Hannah P. Cottrill
Caitlin Lee Cuomo
Brianna Nicole Dietz
Helena Jane Garren
Alayna Gruss

Andrew Scott Haines
Christopher Jacob Hamilton
Moyosoreoluwa Olushola Jacobs
Allison Nichole Lampinen
Kevin Robert Lou
Olivia Francis Olivito
Sydney Elizabeth Ricket
Zoe Paige Sampson
Taylor Leigh Scott
Shannon Michaela Shockey

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
Darran Robert Cairns

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Constance Ann Eli
Kevin Edward McClosed
Morgan Freyja Simpson

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.
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Master of Arts (continued)

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION/ADVANCED
Melinda Lou McManus

INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY
Kimberly Dawn Locy
Jessica Rae Zimmerman

MULTICATEGORICAL SPECIAL EDUCATION
Rebecca Ashley Baker
Helen Wenonia Davis
Stephanie Michelle Palicka
Jennifer Beth Riggs

HIGHER EDUCATION ADMINISTRATION
Niara S. Campbell
Ashley Diaz
Melinda Jean Gallagher
Gabriela Jasek
Shannon Justine O’Leary
Melissa Marie Pistor
Tyler Christopher Redding
Hannah Kathryn Rossi
Chandler Thomas-Scott Sagal
Marra Jane Sigler

LITERACY EDUCATION
Adrienne Apostolon
Crystal Lynn Castillo
Addie Mae Cronin
Moriah Davis
Morgan Paige Frieler
Kaylee Dawn Knapp
Matthew Wayne McKenzie
Caitlin Newton
Lauren Amanda Oxley
Ashley R. Porter
Sarah Marshall Savoie
Christina Lynne Secreto

PROGRAM EVALUATION AND RESEARCH
Sumaia Ali Raisa

SECONDARY EDUCATION
Samantha Mae Canady
Katherine Flanagan
Regan Marie Gallo
Haley Hicks
Phillip James Payne
Jonathan C. Phillips
Brittany Yetsick

Clinical Rehabilitation and Mental Health Counseling
Christopher Brian Arthurs
Sarah Marie Benfield
Caitlin Boyce
Madelyne Faith Crawford
Jonathan Andrew Dower
April Leann Fincham
Enis Lenora Fox-Schaufler
Julie Anne Harris
Sara Marie Husson
Rendi Cardova Ratliff
Eric Christopher Ryan I
Jaden Mary-Marie Sargent
Ashlee JoRae Shafer
Mikala Rae Ann Vucich
Jordan Brock Waldron
Monica Renee Young

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Bachelor of Arts

**ELEMENTARY EDUCATION**

** Madison Paige Bender  
** Mariah ReAnn Bennett  
** Annmarie Grace Bevins  
*** Laura Ann Brock  
** Halie Bryanna Raquel Casto  
*** Karlee Ann Edwards  
* Francesca Catherine Elia  
** Marissa Jean Elliott  
Noah Hanselman  
** Keely Beth Hinkle  
* Mackayla Jo Holdren  
*** Jessica Huber  
Sabrina Imperato  
Samantha Alexia Kazaku  

* Julie Ann Kercher  
** Kaitlyn Nicole Knox  
*** Peyton Anne Kukura  
** Charissa Mae Lindley  
** Lacy Brooke Linton  
*** Hannah Catherine Lippis  
*** Izabelle Lynn Lloyd  
** Emily Sarah Lyle  
** Catherine Felice McComb  
** Julia Elizabeth Mooney  
*** Shaina Kathleen Morgan  
Abbey O’Connor  
*** Nathan Andrew Ramsey  
*** Mallorie Bernice Rudy  

* Karly Alexa Saran  
** Breana Rebecca Scott  
*** Lauren Silvester  
*** Alexandria Smith  
*** Stephanie Mae Spencer  
** Lauren Renee Starliper  
*** Alana Dawn Stratton  
*** Samantha Marie Sullebarger  
** Lucy Ann Thompson  
** Zane Matthew Thompson  
** Madison Olivia Tomlinson  
* Claire Madison Via  
*** Victoria Elizabeth Waide

Bachelor of Multidisciplinary Studies

**EDUCATION/HUMAN SERVICES**

Kaitlyn Clark  
** Logan Paige Garris  
** Rebecca Kathleen Giger  
Emily Morgan Knotts  
Shannon Marie Labelle  
* Harley Martin  
Lindsay Brooke Phares

Bachelor of Science

**CHILD DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY STUDIES**

* Lauren Elizabeth Brostek  
*** Micah Ann Collins  
Payton Cramutolo  
Chasity Renay Drennen  
Elizabeth Ann Gessling  
Annie Elizabeth Goodman  
Faith Elizabeth LaHaye  
* Riley Shaye Lennon  

Tarah Ashley Milburne  
Laura Rabel  
Joelle Elizabeth Ruddle  
*** Ciara Mckenzie Smith

**CHILD DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY STUDIES PATHWAY**

Mary Elizabeth Evans  
Jami Allison Keener

* Cum Laude  
** Magna Cum Laude  
*** Summa Cum Laude  
Honors Foundations Scholar  
Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.  
Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Certificate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT</th>
<th>INFANT/TODDLER EDUCATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chasity Renay Drennen</td>
<td>Chasity Renay Drennen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Elizabeth Evans</td>
<td>Mary Elizabeth Evans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Ann Gessling</td>
<td>Elizabeth Ann Gessling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jami Allison Keener</td>
<td>Jami Allison Keener</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Rabel</td>
<td>Laura Rabel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joelle Elizabeth Ruddle</td>
<td>Joelle Elizabeth Ruddle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ciara Mckenzie Smith</td>
<td>Ciara Mckenzie Smith</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Kevin Elko, Ph.D., is a nationally known performance consultant, speaker and author. He has published seven books: “Nerves of Steel,” “The Pep Talk,” “True Greatness,” “Touchdown,” “The Sender,” “The Sender Companion Journal” and “Believing is Seeing.” In sports, he has consulted for various professional and collegiate teams and has earned 30 championship rings.

Currently, Elko works with the University of Alabama Football Team, the Philadelphia Eagles and the University of Louisville Baseball Team, among others.

His corporate clients have included New York Life Investments, The Hartford, Jackson National Life, Pioneer Investments, Lincoln Financial, Wells Fargo and Prudential, to name a few. Elko received his bachelor’s degree in biology, education and coaching from California University of Pennsylvania, where he later received the Alumni Professional Achievement Award in 2000.

He earned two master’s degrees and a doctoral degree from West Virginia University and went on to intern at the United States Olympic Committee in Colorado Springs.

Elko was inducted into the WVU College of Education and Human Services Hall of Fame in 2008 and the WVU College of Physical Activity and Sport Sciences Hall of Fame in 2010.
Dear College of Law Class of 2022,

Congratulations on receiving your law degree from the West Virginia University College of Law! On this triumphant day, you join generations of proud Mountaineer alumni who use the knowledge and skills gained here to lead and to serve communities throughout the state of West Virginia and the world. You are an admirable member of that group and we look forward to celebrating your future successes with you.

Today, we celebrate your many accomplishments and you face your future with confidence, but it is also a day to reflect upon your time at the College of Law. You have made lasting friends, you have learned a great deal about law and society in the classroom and outside of it, and you have developed critical thinking, reading and communication skills. You persevered through the normal challenges associated with law school and the uneasy challenges of a global pandemic. It has been a privilege to learn from you just as you have learned from us. Your families and friends are tremendously proud of you, and we are, too.

On behalf of our faculty, staff and your fellow alumni, I would like to extend our best wishes as you leave us to being on a new journey full of joy, hope and confidence that your time here has prepared you to engage in the legal profession in a meaningful way. We know that you are ready to serve our profession well, no matter where your personal path leads you next. Good luck with your new endeavors. Please stay in touch and come back to visit us on Law School Hill soon!

Take good care,

Amelia Smith Rinehart
William J. Maier, Jr. Dean and Professor of Law
### Doctor of Jurisprudence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baylee A. Abbott</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaitlyn Akers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brooke A. Alexander</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peri Elizabeth Bailey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isaiah Belcher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ginny Blake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Bortolussi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Mckay Brash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria Cecilia Bruno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James O. Bunn III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel H. Burkhardt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunter C. Butkovic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony G. Caldera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Camp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathryn Campbell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon Anthony Chinn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meghan E. Claar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kate W. Colclough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John S. Crockett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick Crowe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Cunningham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace K. Dague</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamie M. Deitzler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darcy N. Delligatti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsher S. Dhilliwal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laken Dillon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tony M. Dunlap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyle A. Elliott</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael John English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexis S. Evans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexa Fox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dylan J. George</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathryn Giegel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor T. Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel E. Granfield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audra L. Grimm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thos Halmi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abigail M. Harman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darwin Dmonj Harris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aliaha Hasan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heather J. Haugh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael D. Heidenreich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madison Hinkle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert W. Hinzman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shownee H. Hogbin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mackenzie A. Holren</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker C. Holstein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas J. Hurney IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaylin K. Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabrielle C. Karr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Elizabeth King</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren C. Knowlden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimberly M. Kosloski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric S. Lasky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer K. Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeremy L. Mains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Marie Mandat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dayton C. Meadows V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexis M. Medley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William R. Morris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace L. Morris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holly K. Nye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel M. O’Hare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addison M. O’Rourke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydney Dalton Pack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily K. Pauley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emma Pearman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jared A. Phalen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casey Nathaniel Putney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael P. Quinlan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Annette Railey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary Taylor Ramey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Ramesh Ramezan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashlyn Marie Ramsay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew J. Regan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel J. Reitz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher G. Robinson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sophia Grace Runion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha G. Schaal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ian M. Shoulders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aarij Ahmed Siddiqui</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark T. Simala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindsay Michelle Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan L. Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley M. Stephens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Claire Stern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin B. Stewart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathryn Bryson Stewart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin H. Stryker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Marie Tate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Augustus T. Thomson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keelleigh S. Utt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoe C. Vilasuso</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalia E. Watkins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abigail C. Wearden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shae A. West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Grace Williams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert J. Williamson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam H. Wilson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin Michael Wilson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emilee B. Withrow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Katherine Wright</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dylan L. Yingling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rayann M. Yocum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamie Zepeda</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Commencement Speaker

Vincent Paul Cardi is the Bowles Rice Professor of Law at the West Virginia University College of Law. He is the Professor of the Year, selected by the WVU College of Law Class of 2022.

Professor Cardi teaches Contracts, Sales and Secured Transactions, Bankruptcy, Creditors and Debtor Rights, and Commercial law. He is a past recipient of the Professor of the Year Award (2012, 2019) and the WVU Foundation Award for Outstanding Teaching (1992, 2020).

Over the course of his career, Professor Cardi has held visiting professorships at Wake Forest, Ohio State, Mercer, St. John’s and St. Thomas universities.

Professor Cardi is a member of the American Law Institute, past president of the Southeastern Association of Law Schools, and a former board member and president of Legal Aid of He is also a former member of the West Virginia State Election Commission.

Professor Cardi earned his bachelor’s degree in history and J.D. from Ohio State University (1963, 1967), and his LL.M. from Harvard University (1971).

His wife, Jane, is a local artist who recently retired as an assistant dean of the WVU College of Education. They have three sons.
Dr. Roslyn Clark Artis is the first woman president of Benedict College in Columbia, South Carolina — unanimously appointed by its Board of Trustees in 2017. She previously served as the 13th and first woman president of Florida Memorial University in Miami Gardens.

A fierce advocate for educational access, Dr. Artis is frequently engaged as a mentor, lecturer and catalyst for strategic transformation. She is a nationally respected innovator and thought leader on higher education issues, specifically those related to underserved and vulnerable populations.

She has been recognized as Female HBCU President of the Year (“HBCU Digest”), among the Top 35 Leading Women in Higher Education (“Diverse Issues in Higher Education”) and President of the Year (“Higher Ed Dive”).

Dr. Artis serves on the Board of Directors of the American Council on Education and the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on Colleges. She is the chair of the Presidents’ Advisory Board for Title III Administrators; a member of the NCAA Division II Presidents Council; and a member of the Educational Testing Service Presidents’ Advisory Council.

She also serves on the Advisory Board for the University of South Carolina’s National Resource Center for The First-Year Experience and Students in Transition and she is a board member for the Forum on Education Abroad. Dr. Artis is vice-chair for the Southern Regional Education Board HBCU-MSI Collaboration and has been named an Equity in Energy Ambassador for the U.S. Department of Energy.

In 2021, Dr. Artis was appointed to the National Advisory Committee on Institutional Quality and Integrity, counseling the U.S. Secretary of Education on accreditation matters and institutional eligibility for federal student aid.

Dr. Artis has received more than 300 awards and recognitions for her work, including the 2021 Lawyers and Leaders Award from the WVU College of Law and “West Virginia Executive Magazine.”

Dr. Artis holds a J.D. from the West Virginia University College of Law (1995) and a Doctorate in Higher Education Leadership and Policy from Vanderbilt University (2010). Her B.A. in political science is from West Virginia State University (1991).
Robert S. Whitehill’s community service leadership roles are extensive. Among them, he is a former chair of the Pittsburgh chapters of the American Civil Liberties Union and the American Immigration Lawyers Association. He was a national board member and is a current emeritus board member of the Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society. Additionally, Whitehill is a former chair of the Allegheny County Bar Association’s Immigration Practitioners Committee and a former chair and current board member of the Community Day School.

Whitehill is a past recipient of the Pro Bono Award from the Allegheny County Bar Association and the Levinson Award for Community Leadership from the United Jewish Federation. He is a Fellow of the Wexner Heritage Foundation and a founder of the annual Shore-Whitehill Award that recognizes individuals who advance the inclusion of the Greater Pittsburgh Jewish community.

Earlier this year, Whitehill was part of a team from the WVU Law Immigration Clinic that worked at a federal facility in Wisconsin to help Afghan citizens resettle in the U.S.

He earned his J.D. from the University of Pittsburgh School of Law (1972) and his B.A. from Tulane University (1968).

Robert S. Whitehill is a senior counsel at Fox Rothschild LLP in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, specializing in immigration law. He is the former chair of the firm’s Immigration Group and has, for more than 25 years, served as the supervising attorney and co-director of the Immigration Clinic at the West Virginia University College of Law.

Active in civic and community issues, Whitehill has trained volunteer lawyers to represent foreign nationals trying to secure U.S. citizenship; helped counsel Muslim individuals from 26 countries who were forced to register with the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service in the wake of 9/11; facilitated the integration of hundreds of former Russian citizens into U.S. society; and assisted the Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society in formulating public policy.

He also participates in Carnegie Mellon University’s Project Olympus Program, a startup incubator that encourages and supports student, faculty, alumni and staff entrepreneurship by helping to turn their research and ideas into business ventures.

Justitia Officium Award
Dear College of Physical Activity and Sport Sciences Class of 2022,

On behalf of the faculty, staff, students and alumni, congratulations on your graduation from CPASS and WVU. I’m certain that this is the first of numerous important professional accomplishments that you will experience throughout your life. Be extremely proud that as a CPASS graduate, your name will join an illustrious list of alumni who have inspired and changed the world throughout the past 90 years. I’m confident that you will also strive to make your own positive impact upon society.

I trust that your experiences while in CPASS rate among the best times of your life. Although your last two years of college were like no other, the challenges you experienced have helped you develop an ability to adapt and persevere and you will be stronger for it as you take this next step. I’m also certain that you have made multiple “forever” friendships and identified more than a few mentors. Together, these people, challenges and adventures have set you on a path that will help you triumph personally and professionally.

It is my sincere hope that you have followed your passion within CPASS and are plotting a course for life fulfillment. Although you will encounter future successes and failures, be confident that you can rely on the knowledge, values and Mountaineer spirit that you learned as a CPASS student. These lessons will serve you well during salient times in your life.

My advice is to follow your passion and always strive to make the world a better place by promoting our college’s fundamental values: Application of Knowledge; Diversity, Equity and Inclusion; Collaboration and Discovery; Community Engagement; and Well-being. These values and the formal and informal learning you have experienced can guide you to greatness, just as they did for our commencement speaker, Jack Marucci. Through similar experiences as a CPASS student, he learned to adapt, innovate and be creative.

I am honored to have played a small part in your educational journey and am extremely proud of you. I hope you have treasured your time in CPASS as much as we have loved having you as a student.

And remember, country roads will bring you home to Morgantown and WVU. Please share your life events with us, as we love to hear what our alumni are up to.

Let’s Go Mountaineers!

Jack C. Watson II, PhD, CMPC
Dean
Doctor of Education

COACHING AND TEACHING STUDIES
Margaret Anne Roberts

Master of Science

COACHING AND SPORT EDUCATION
Brett Albin Anderson
Michael Anthony Ball
Jennings G. Berry
Wesley James Gawel
Benjamin Hunter Ivey
Marija Medelinskaite
Tristan James Price
Anthony Rames
Ashli Dawn Richards

SPORT MANAGEMENT
Corey Jordan Acord
Lindsay Cara Auld
Unique Beaver
Connor Allan Buswell
Gabriella Isabella Ciulla
Nicholas Cooks
Kyle Davison
James R. DelGatto
Michael James Dober
Lucas Facemire
Jack Lucas Falls
Jarred Tyler Franklin
Alek Raffi Freedman
Glenn James Garrison Jr.
Monica Yamile Gonzalez Cueva
Michael Appoplo Guah
Caine Harder
Whitney Cierra Harris
Elizabeth Marian Henry
John Ryan Henson
Deion Hill-Ford
Sean Thomas Howard
Travis James Jecks
Blake Austin Johnson
Michael Johnson
Maxwell James Kemper
Morgan Kirby
Megan Kusner
Christopher Nicolas Legitime
Sierra Leigh
Theodore Lemmerhirt
Steven Harris Lockwood

PHYSICAL EDUCATION - TEACHER EDUCATION
Duncan James-Lee Breeden
Michael Antonio Frankenberry
Jodi Marver

SPORT COACHING
Kit N. Awakuni
Keri Jean Coats
Caitlin Marie Hoover
Lauren Olivia Keener
Richard Donald Kennedy Jr.
David Christian Klipstein Jr.
Ryan Michael Leasure
Melissa Joyce Millican
Pedro Freire D’Aguiar Neiva
Rene Javier Rangel
Jake Tyler Rosenfeldt
Kathryn Schoepfer
Kyle Christopher Willis
Jessica Wright
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Bachelor of Arts

HEALTH AND WELL-BEING
Makayla Gilbert Bartley
Delaney Lee Morgan

Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Bachelor of Multidisciplinary Studies

Darrell David Carpenter III
Brandon Deion Herbert
Roy Gene Kuhl III
Quamaezius Latrell Mosby
Thomas Sieban
Zachary Michael Travers

Bachelor of Science

ATHLETIC COACHING EDUCATION
Christopher James Brown
Jair Anthony Cannon
David Allen Dixon III
Roman Alfonso Hawkins
Alan David Johnson
Sean O’Hara
Michael Alexander Pirsos
Bailey Ann Prewitt
** Scott William Raber

ATHLETIC TRAINING
* Grace Catherine Clonch
* Ryan Taylor Dodson
Lydia Victoria Flores
* Kaila Lyn Hadrick
** Carter Ethan Kenton
* Joe Landy
* Brendan Lynch
* Emily May Raynard
*** Tyler Joseph Repici
* Rowen Shae Samms

HEALTH AND WELL-BEING
** Emma Elizabeth Abfall
* Athena Michelle Ardila
Kasey Nicole Canei
H. Rose Graeff
* Lucy Daria Harman
* Syndie Paige Johnson
* Madison Nicole Mawyer
Dalton Keith Perdue
*** Sydney Belle Spiker
* Daniel Christian Thompson

PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND KINESIOLOGY
** Jordan Leigh Bolton
Trey Daniel Cooper
* Brett Allen Coughlin
* Logan Phillip Crouch
* Gehrig Mason Everly
Emilee-Louise Cruz Go
Vincent T. Harvey
*** Carter Alan Houdersheldt
* Kendall Keplinger
Trent Nicola Lusk
Jordan John Moss
** Joseph X Plevich
*** Mark David Wilson
Dawson Ziegler

SPORT AND EXERCISE PSYCHOLOGY
Nebiyyu Alemayehu
Taylor Marie Atkins
** Paige Elizabeth Bergefur
Riley Hunter Berreth
** Skylar Marie Blankenship
Kyle Austin Bruno
** Eden Taylor Canby
Julian Cepeda
Quinn Harrison Chambers
** Morgan Noelle Chaney
* Mikayla Tamia Colvin
Habdel Coulibaly
Allison Marie Cree
Nautia Jazz Croscro Jr.
Rachel Morgan DeRosa
** Dustin James Donner
* Nakayla Lakin Elliott
Sarah Allison Fink
Zachary Scott Fizer
Bradley James Foote
Conner Freeman
* Brendan Mathew Greene
Haylee Kathleen Gregan
Maya Key Hannon
Olivia Rose Hart
Anne Margaret Herndon
Isabelle Grace Hidalgo
Lawrence Jenkins

PHYSICAL EDUCATION - TEACHER EDUCATION
*** Carley Renee Walton

Catonya Kadyak
Jacob Anthony Krukowski
Alexis Simone Lamb
Mark Austin Land
** David Emerson Lerner
Brooke Alexis Little
** Jordan Thomas Loy
MacKenzie Paula Marchello
Caitrin Marie Masene
Regan D. Megarry
*** Malina Lucy Mitchell
*** Hailey Cameron Mostacciulo
David Nehring
* Hannah Newill
Gavon Daniel Nichols
Tyler Niehaus
Shannon Marie O’Connor
Kaylee Michelle O’Dell
* Olivia Paige Oldaker
** Elisa M. Paterra
Mary Lorraine Perkins
Michael Joseph Philbrick
Carsyn Danielle Quackenbush
*** Shariya L. Ratiff
*** Kirk Anthony Reardon
Kiah Fern Russell
** Alexis Morgan Ruth
Kyle Dean Schwartz
Lucas Clark Seibert
*** Emma Christine Shaffer
John Patrick Shane
Preston Shay
Katelyn Elizabeth Shiley
Margarite Anna Stefanelli
Paige Alexa Swaney
Marco Barry Tilliard
Tevin Jermaine Tucker
* Jared Anthony Tuerck
Brianna Rose Van Fossen
Jacqueline Marie Wagner
** Kaitlyn Nicole Weaver
Nicholas Joseph Yarosz
*** Chandler Lillian Zink

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
&& Honors Foundations Scholar
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COMMENCEMENT 2022

Bachelor of Science (continued)

SPORT MANAGEMENT

* Jennifer Amanda Bailey
   Elliott Thomas Baker
   Trevor Allen Wayne Bennett
   ** Blake Stephen Brewer
   Andrew Brophy
   Ariana Lea Burke
   Joseph Perry Burr
   Justin Canei
   Alexis Marie Castileberry
   Adam Cholodofsky
   Brendan Richard Conroy
   Matthew James Corke
   Reinaldo Cruz Jr.
   Austin Jemal Davis
   Konner H. Davis
   Kirsten Deans
   Kinder Mae DeWoolfson
   Dyon Rene Henricus Petrus Dromers
   Ryan Patrick Dunn
   Leo Harrison Earl

** Kyle David Everett
   Jack Lucas Falls
   Ryan Wesley Fluharty
   James Donovan Gatens
   Thomas Hunter Green
   Tristan James Grimes
   Leif Hansen
   Joseph A Harim III
   Nicholas Crawford Haynes
   Zachary Louis Heroux
   Fausto David Huerta Tate
   Lauryn Elyse Kallay
   Lauren Marie Lawson
   Bryce Thomas Lester
   Chad Lusardi
   Kyle Lathy
   Kristin Anne Lux
   Jesse Maddox
   Noah Tyler Mankin
   Nicholas Vincent Manno

*** Michael Thomas May
   Daniel McGuire
   Molly Marquette Miller
   Bryce Leander Moore
   Zachary Ortinger
   Natali Petrova
   Ryan Pych
   Nathan Alexander Rednowers
   Andrew James Rock
   John Kolbe Rogers Jr.
   Hanna Marie Rosenberger
   Jordan Snyder
   Nathan David Spearko
   Cody Joseph Stahley
   Rylan Thomas Toledo
   Montez Toye
   Tyler J. Wanner

* Cum Laude   ** Magna Cum Laude   *** Summa Cum Laude   🌟 Honors Foundations Scholar
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As a leader in the field of athletic training and analytics, Jack Marucci enters his 26th season at LSU. As LSU’s former director of Athletic Training, and now as Director of Performance Innovation, Marucci’s leadership and vision has moved LSU to the forefront of collegiate athletics.

As director of Athletic Training, Marucci oversaw the athletic training operation for all 21 varsity sports. Marucci helped design the Broussard Center for Athletic Training at Tiger Stadium as well as the newly renovated Football Operations Building, which includes an innovative locker room boasting 8,000 square feet and “performance pods” built for relaxation, recovery and comfort.

While at LSU, Marucci spearheaded the “#18” program, also recognized in the College Football Hall of Fame. Each year, the player who demonstrates outstanding leadership and character is awarded the coveted #18 jersey to wear for the season.

At LSU, Marucci has been part of three national football titles. Marucci also served as assistant athletic trainer at Florida State from 1988-96, including eight bowl trips with Coach Bobby Bowden and a national championship. While in Tallahassee, Marucci was a host trainer for two NCAA baseball tournaments.

Marucci graduated from WVU in 1986 with a bachelor’s degree from the College of Physical Activity and Sport Sciences, earned his master’s from Alabama in 1988, where he also served as a graduate assistant trainer from 1986-88. He also worked with the Tampa Bay Buccaneers in 1987 and the Cleveland Browns in 1985.

In the field of analytics, Marucci has developed metrics for predicting athlete success, including physical, mental and character assessments that allow athletes to capitalize strengths and maximize performance. He has studied eye tracking in football wide receivers to identify players’ most efficient routes and has established metrics for pass rush and field goal blocks that allow players to be most productive. Marucci also consults with NFL teams on the S2 cognition program.

Marucci is published in 19 sports medicine studies, including one regarding ACL reconstruction and the other assessing head trauma using helmet sensors, both of which changed the landscape across the NCAA.

Off the field, Marucci has mastered crafting wooden baseball bats and founded the Marucci Bat Company. The company, originally started as a backyard workshop, now has hundreds of major leaguers swinging its bats.

His latest projects include a collaboration with LSU called Tigeraire, which created cooling devices for athletic helmets, and also crafting drumsticks.
As the famous children’s author Dr. Seuss wrote:

“... You’re off to Great Places!
Today is your day! Your mountain is waiting, So ... get on your way!”

Mountaineers, your next mountain is waiting. Although you might be tempted to move or conquer it, remember it is meant to be explored and to open your eyes to new places and ways.

A mountain holds trees and trails, difficulties and darkness, flowers and springs – there is always beauty to find. It holds the entirety of a journey, of time well-spent and life well-lived.

Remember your recent WVU mountain: the all-nighters, the 20-page papers, the F’s and A’s, the friendships and fun. Looking down on it from the mountaintop, it’s beautiful, isn’t it? It always was.
“... Oh, the places you’ve been.”

What you are looking at now is the next mountain, the beginning of a glorious climb into the rest of your life. It looks enormous, majestic and, perhaps, daunting. As you press on, I hope you go forth in your life understanding what you’re about to face will be and is now beautiful.

“... Oh, the places you will go.”

Congratulations, graduates. You’re off to great places. Today is your day. Your next mountain is waiting. So ... get on your way!

Let’s Go!

Darrell W. Donahue
Dean
Doctor of Philosophy

ANIMAL AND FOOD SCIENCE
Victoria Elizabeth Ayres
Timothy Paul Boltz

FOREST RESOURCE SCIENCE
Rafael Da Rosa Azambuja
Lucas Eli Price
Christopher William Schwinghamer

GENETICS AND DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY
Elaina Janine Spahr

NATURAL RESOURCE ECONOMICS
Ritika Khurana

PLANT AND SOIL SCIENCES
Gregory Dean Martin

REPRODUCTIVE PHYSIOLOGY
Mingxiang Zhang

Master of Agriculture, Natural Resources and Design

Samuel Hunter

Master of Landscape Architecture

Olivia Anne Sinclair

Master of Science

AGRICULTURAL AND EXTENSION EDUCATION
Lacey Dawn Seckman

APPLIED AND ENVIRONMENTAL MICROBIOLOGY
Rachel Lauren Winslett

ENERGY ENVIRONMENTS
Shaylan Brooke Anderson
Alexander Doyle
Katrina Nicole High
Rachel Pell

ENVIRONMENTAL SOIL AND WATER SCIENCES
James Edward Leonard

GENETICS AND DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY
Erin Paige Hartzell

FORESTRY
Erin Duffy Shaw
Eric Carl Edward Sjöstedt
Matthew Allen Young

HORTICULTURE
Nathan El Blake

NUTRITIONAL AND FOOD SCIENCES
Corey Waitman Coe
Taylor Haney
Robert Elliott Hickey
Olivia Nicole Kinkade
Elizabeth Ann Lynch
Rebecca Stearns
Carly Jane Waldman
Kasey Michelle Yost

WILDLIFE AND FISHERIES RESOURCES
Mary Elizabeth Akers
Stephanie Heather Augustine
Ian Taylor Booth
Levi Foster Brown
Jacob Daniel Harrell
Peter Jenkins
Erin E. Morrison
Krista Noe
Kaylyn Zipp

Honors Foundations Scholar
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Bachelor of Science

AGRICULTURAL MANAGEMENT
- Evan T. Brunette
- Kacie Geary
- Matthew Ross Hainor
- Holden Mathew Headlee
- Brett Jacob Jabbour
- Savannah Cheyenne Pettit
- Hollie Ann Robinson
- Daniel Finnegar Tinsley
- Ian James Waitkus
- Carrie Renee White

ANIMAL AND NUTRITIONAL SCIENCES
- Colton James Arrington
- Alyssa Marie Blancke
- Megan Leanne Casner
- Rachel Erin Deery
- Amber Leigh Cook Drysdale
- Simone Elizabeth Geogerian
- Kenzie Todd George
- Lauren Lindsey Graham
- Joplin Blake Parsons
- Brian Patrick DeVol
- Jayden Paulette Lindsey
- Derek Nguyen
- Nicole Pereira
- Shayna Rose Redford
- Ryan Lee Schilling
- Joseph Allen Schmidlen
- Peyton Kenneth French Sims
- Kathleen Nicole Summers
- Hanna Christine Traggiai
- Sierra Desiree Ward
- Isabel Weeks
- Leon J. Wilson
- Emily Ann Wyda
- Lauren Evette Young

DESIGN STUDIES
- Peter David Hart

ENVIRONMENTAL AND NATURAL RESOURCES ECONOMICS
- Lacey Dougherty
- Madelyn Elizabeth Mitchell
- Sofia Loraine Nunez

APPLIED AND ENVIRONMENTAL MICROBIOLOGY
- Marshall Clark Robinson
- Rachel Lauren Winslett

BIOCHEMISTRY
- Carter Allen Boger
- Juan Alvaro Casas Doza
- Andrew Paul Cook
- Celeste Angelina DeRiggi
- Kevin Edward Dubaj
- Matthew Todd Dugan
- Stephanie Elizabeth Dykas
- Hunter Dylan Edwards
- Joshua Weber Ferrar
- Lydia Marie Fry
- Morgan Jane Glass
- Alyssa Nicole Hardy
- Coleman Hazen
- Brianna Nicole Hodak
- Max Charles Hollmeyer
- Jayden Paulette Lindsey
- Derek Nguyen
- Nicole Pereira
- Shayna Rose Redford
- Ryan Lee Schilling
- Joseph Allen Schmidlen
- Peyton Kenneth French Sims
- Kathleen Nicole Summers
- Hanna Christine Traggiai
- Sierra Desiree Ward
- Isabel Weeks
- Leon J. Wilson
- Emily Ann Wyda
- Lauren Evette Young

ENGLISH AND LITERATURE
- William David Arrington
- Kacie Geary
- Matthew Ross Hainor
- Holden Mathew Headlee
- Brett Jacob Jabbour
- Savannah Cheyenne Pettit
- Hollie Ann Robinson
- Daniel Finnegar Tinsley
- Ian James Waitkus
- Carrie Renee White

ENVIRONMENTAL AND ENERGY RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
- Jacob Christopher Bedekovich
- Logan Paul Bohn
- Jacob Burdette
- Luke William Deglmann
- Hailee Jane Hammerquist
- Kenneth Michael Hergenroeder
- Samuel James Humber
- Isabella Anne Miller
- Cassidy Hope Northup
- Michael Quinn Nye
- Colton Blake Parsons
- Riese Patton
- Eli Alexander Reed
- Kyle Urban Sheetz
- Garrett Alan Smyton
- Kelly Ann Starliper
- Nathan James Walker

ENVIRONMENTAL MICROBIOLOGY
- Eliza Liberty Siefert
Bachelor of Science (continued)

**ENVIRONMENTAL, SOIL AND WATER SCIENCES**
- Bradley Cahill Baldacci
- *** Jenna Breeckner
- Lillian Rose Byars
- Tyler James Deidrick
- Hannah Yu-Lin Dilliplane
- John Christopher Dolan II
- William Roy Fleming
- Austin Lee Kerns
- Matt W. Loughney
- Tymber Leigh Minnick
- Nicholas Alexey Penix
- Dominic Michael Ragusa
- Lillian Abigail Rhinehart
- * Calla Anne Solomon
- Samantha Nicole Spector
- * Anna Trombetta

**INTERIOR DESIGN**
- *** Kasey Frances Beggi
- ** Calista Ann Boggess
- Nathan Allen Boggs
- ** Taylor Ashley Bowers
- Mohamed Safwat Elhaddad
- ** Nyah A’Delle George
- Kelsey Alexis Hornsby
- Eliza Ann Jackowski
- Morgan Elizabeth Kalman
- ** Abigail Pauline Kauffman
- Elizabeth Sue Orenzuk
- Sarah Johnette Stanford
- *** Valentina Javiera Vidal Luna

**WILDLIFE AND FISHERIES RESOURCES**
- ** Stanleigh Hunter Archer
- Wyatt Lane Baker
- Jacob Paul Baney
- ** Amelia Marie Bard
- ** John Frederick Beilhart IV
- Leah Grace Bittinger
- * Seth Brawley Blackwell
- Seth Aaron Blosser
- Lauren Taylor Cheshire
- Augustus Harrill Coppala
- Shaylin Renee Dresher
- Dominique Marcella Ennis
- Taylor Ann Floyd
- Ashley Lynn Frimel
- Joseph William Groome
- Brady Overton Harris
- Sean Michael Keane
- Jonathan Knauff
- Dylan Thomas Koontz
- * Cameron Moore Layne
- William Paris Lisenby
- Thomas Bradley McMillion
- Connor Christopher McMullen
- Bayli Noel Meighan
- Christopher Meyer
- Lyndsey M. Miller
- Alexandra Catherine Mizelle
- Michael Allen Mosser
- ** Jacob Chase Louis Perine
- Tristan Scott Phillips
- Burgundy Elizabeth Roby
- * Cosmo Quinn Scott
- Owen Michael Segard
- Chase Matthew Semanyk
- Samuel Luther Shelton
- ** Jordan McCrea Skates
- Alex Thomas Smith
- Benjamin Stearmer
- Ethan Micah Stepp
- ** Andrew Stephen Travis
- ** Steve Joseph Turon
- ** William Stanley Uldrich III
- ** Bethany Lynn Wagner
- Pasquale Michael White
- David James Witt
- ** Mikayla Marie Wood

**FASHION, DRESS AND MERCHANDISING**
- Taylor Lynn Hesdra
- Grace Isabella King
- ** Riley Ann O’Neil
- Ava Marie Peroni
- * Taylor Lynn Plourd
- ** Sierra Taylor Ramsey
- * Julie Ke Sabol
- ** Jillian Elizabeth Carter Smith
- * Marielena Somoza Fernandez

**FOREST RESOURCES MANAGEMENT**
- Jonathan Reid Banton
- Jeremiah Alton Buchanan
- Clay Milliron Cochran
- Jackson Owen Combs
- Griffin Pierce Doggett
- Jacob Gregory Felber
- Eliah Layne Haynes
- ** John Byrd Holden IV
- Colin Patrick Metz
- Austin Joseph Taylor
- Nicholas Richard Tsardoulas
- *** Trenner Wile

**LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE**
- Sara Ghanim Alawadhí
- ** Faith Annelise Bigelow
- Morgan Adair Clutter
- Dilan Chase Holland
- * Jiaxuan Hu
- ** Kileigh Violet Lade
- Mikhail Alexander Lewis
- ** Jordan Elias Metzler
- * Luiza Mola Curi
- ** Kurt Allen Moyer
- Madison Rose Shultz
- ** Jacob Dylan Young
- Quinn Robert Zajicek

**RECREATION, PARKS AND TOURISM RESOURCES**
- Aubrey Leigh Bartman
- Daniel Austin Buchanan
- Spencer Thomas Carr
- * Olivia Joyce Dunn
- ** Katherine Grace Eddy
- Benjamin Allen Hurley
- *** Anna Melia Kinkopf
- Marigan Wells Mangum
- Maclain R. Raley
- ** Braden Rupe

**HUMAN NUTRITION AND FOODS**
- Ahmad Abdulaziz
- Alison Nicole Carroll
- Natalie Jean Dziwulski
- Sarah Fiedeldey
- * Peighton Denae Foster
- Renee Jean Hertenberger
- Evelyne Chi Lam Lee
- Melanie Noel Maroun
- *** Anna M. McDougal
- ** Aiden Kenneth McDowell
- Tara Bess McNabb
- Jessica Temple
- *** Annie Madison Ziegler

**ENVIRONMENTAL, SOIL AND WATER SCIENCES**
- Bradley Cahill Baldacci
- *** Jenna Breeckner
- Lillian Rose Byars
- Tyler James Deidrick
- Hannah Yu-Lin Dilliplane
- John Christopher Dolan II
- William Roy Fleming
- Austin Lee Kerns
- Matt W. Loughney
- Tymber Leigh Minnick
- Nicholas Alexey Penix
- Dominic Michael Ragusa
- Lillian Abigail Rhinehart
- * Calla Anne Solomon
- Samantha Nicole Spector
- * Anna Trombetta

**INTERIOR DESIGN**
- *** Kasey Frances Beggi
- ** Calista Ann Boggess
- Nathan Allen Boggs
- ** Taylor Ashley Bowers
- Mohamed Safwat Elhaddad
- ** Nyah A’Delle George
- Kelsey Alexis Hornsby
- Eliza Ann Jackowski
- Morgan Elizabeth Kalman
- ** Abigail Pauline Kauffman
- Elizabeth Sue Orenzuk
- Sarah Johnette Stanford
- *** Valentina Javiera Vidal Luna

**WILDLIFE AND FISHERIES RESOURCES**
- ** Stanleigh Hunter Archer
- Wyatt Lane Baker
- Jacob Paul Baney
- ** Amelia Marie Bard
- ** John Frederick Beilhart IV
- Leah Grace Bittinger
- * Seth Brawley Blackwell
- Seth Aaron Blosser
- Lauren Taylor Cheshire
- Augustus Harrill Coppala
- Shaylin Renee Dresher
- Dominique Marcella Ennis
- Taylor Ann Floyd
- Ashley Lynn Frimel
- Joseph William Groome
- Brady Overton Harris
- Sean Michael Keane
- Jonathan Knauff
- Dylan Thomas Koontz
- * Cameron Moore Layne
- William Paris Lisenby
- Thomas Bradley McMillion
- Connor Christopher McMullen
- Bayli Noel Meighan
- Christopher Meyer
- Lyndsey M. Miller
- Alexandra Catherine Mizelle
- Michael Allen Mosser
- ** Jacob Chase Louis Perine
- Tristan Scott Phillips
- Burgundy Elizabeth Roby
- * Cosmo Quinn Scott
- Owen Michael Segard
- Chase Matthew Semanyk
- Samuel Luther Shelton
- ** Jordan McCrea Skates
- Alex Thomas Smith
- Benjamin Stearmer
- Ethan Micah Stepp
- ** Andrew Stephen Travis
- ** Steve Joseph Turon
- ** William Stanley Uldrich III
- ** Bethany Lynn Wagner
- Pasquale Michael White
- David James Witt
- ** Mikayla Marie Wood

**FASHION, DRESS AND MERCHANDISING**
- Taylor Lynn Hesdra
- Grace Isabella King
- ** Riley Ann O’Neil
- Ava Marie Peroni
- * Taylor Lynn Plourd
- ** Sierra Taylor Ramsey
- * Julie Ke Sabol
- ** Jillian Elizabeth Carter Smith
- * Marielena Somoza Fernandez

**FOREST RESOURCES MANAGEMENT**
- Jonathan Reid Banton
- Jeremiah Alton Buchanan
- Clay Milliron Cochran
- Jackson Owen Combs
- Griffin Pierce Doggett
- Jacob Gregory Felber
- Eliah Layne Haynes
- ** John Byrd Holden IV
- Colin Patrick Metz
- Austin Joseph Taylor
- Nicholas Richard Tsardoulas
- *** Trenner Wile

**LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE**
- Sara Ghanim Alawadhí
- ** Faith Annelise Bigelow
- Morgan Adair Clutter
- Dilan Chase Holland
- * Jiaxuan Hu
- ** Kileigh Violet Lade
- Mikhail Alexander Lewis
- ** Jordan Elias Metzler
- * Luiza Mola Curi
- ** Kurt Allen Moyer
- Madison Rose Shultz
- ** Jacob Dylan Young
- Quinn Robert Zajicek

**RECREATION, PARKS AND TOURISM RESOURCES**
- Aubrey Leigh Bartman
- Daniel Austin Buchanan
- Spencer Thomas Carr
- * Olivia Joyce Dunn
- ** Katherine Grace Eddy
- Benjamin Allen Hurley
- *** Anna Melia Kinkopf
- Marigan Wells Mangum
- Maclain R. Raley
- ** Braden Rupe

**HUMAN NUTRITION AND FOODS**
- Ahmad Abdulaziz
- Alison Nicole Carroll
- Natalie Jean Dziwulski
- Sarah Fiedeldey
- * Peighton Denae Foster
- Renee Jean Hertenberger
- Evelyne Chi Lam Lee
- Melanie Noel Maroun
- *** Anna M. McDougal
- ** Aiden Kenneth McDowell
- Tara Bess McNabb
- Jessica Temple
- *** Annie Madison Ziegler

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
* Honors Foundations Scholar

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Certificate

Bachelor of Science in Agriculture

AGRICULTURAL AND EXTENSION EDUCATION
** Jacklynn Kiara Carroll
** Lynneey Kauffman
*** Catherine L. Melchek
  Shawnee Rae Michaels
  Kacie Layne Miller
  Allison Rae Mongold
  Phoebe Abbigail Rawson
** Jamison Captain John Smith
** Ivy Paige Ward
** Mckenzie Wills

AGROECOLOGY
** Joseph Daniel Malone
  Drake Bradshaw Pollock

ANIMAL AND NUTRITIONAL SCIENCES
Victoria Lynn Craig
Emily Marjory Egan
* Katlin Elizabeth Fick
** Logan Christopher Foley
  Kelsea Jordyn Harbro
  Courtney Nicole Holbrook
  Andrea Denise Masters
  Kaitlyn Lynnelle Sammons
  Madeleine Ann Schoderbek
  Elizabeth Nadine Sheets
  Tajae Areyon Stuckey
** Jensen Kaye Swartz

HORTICULTURE
* Alexandra Lee Busdeker
  Kaley Cavanaugh
  Brittnyan Ann Cooley
  William Jackson Creek
  Natalie Olivia DiStefano
  Savannah Brette Mead
  Jonathan Peter Morgan
** Meleana May Sativasci
  Alex Thomas Smith

GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS
AND SPATIAL ANALYSIS
Branson Dale Anderson
Stephanie Heather Augustine
Alexander Doyle
Faith Mareen Hartley
Zachary Adam Kniceley
James Edward Leonard
Karlie Alyson Murray
Lucas Eli Price
Olivia Anne Sinclair
Erick Carl Edward Sinius Sjöstedt
Sarah Elizabeth Woolard

* Cum Laude ** Magna Cum Laude *** Summa Cum Laude ♦ Honors Foundations Scholar ♣ Honors Laureate
Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Heather Jennings is a 2000 graduate of the Davis College at West Virginia University. She continued her studies at the Parsons School of Design in New York City, an experience that helped foster her innovative spirit and love of functional design, and broadened her understanding of retail, product sourcing, fashion merchandising, and commercial design.

Jennings founded Blackwell and Jennings in 2016 after transitioning from fashion to interior design. In 2017 she began to focus specifically on projects in the health and wellness sector, working to improve productivity and well-being in her clients’ workspaces and waiting rooms. Her projects incorporate methods and techniques proven to increase creativity and make visitors feel welcome.

Her goal is to create experiences for her clients that are inclusive and engaging by integrating natural materials/light, plants, greater color definition and varied spatial set-ups.

Heather believes in lifelong learning and is currently studying color theory, space planning and new rendering platforms.

She recognizes empathy for her clients, and the ever-changing zeitgeist, as important influences on her design style. Fascinated by the ways an interior space can provide healing and comfort, Heather Jennings practices daily design rituals both at work and at home.
Dear Eberly Graduates:

On behalf of the entire Eberly College of Arts and Sciences, I want to congratulate you and tell you how delighted we are on your attaining this amazing achievement. This clearly is a time to celebrate. I do encourage you to take time to reflect on the experiences that have brought you to this day. You will no doubt reflect fondly on so many things such as the friends you have made, the unique and fulfilling experiences you have had, and the many things you learned, both inside and outside of class. At the same time, you will probably recall some things which may have challenged you; maybe even disappointed you. And you will most certainly reflect on the difficulties of pursuing your studies through an unprecedented public health crisis. However, your perseverance in the face of adversity makes this accomplishment even more satisfying. And I hope you know how proud we are of you.

As you move forward to the next part of your life’s journey, I would like for you to continue to reflect on your experiences at WVU and most particularly on your education. The graduation ceremony commemorates the completion of your academic course of study, and your diploma will be a tangible symbol of that achievement. But remember, the education you received at West Virginia University is something that now, and always will be, a part of you. So, I ask you to reflect from time to time about your education and the opportunities it presents you for. Moreover, I ask you to make good use of your education. The benefit of an Eberly education is that it is not just about the knowledge you gained about a particular subject, but rather the skills that will allow you to continue to learn throughout your life. Those skills manifest in being a critical thinker; being intellectually curious, being creative and innovative; being able to express yourself in a thoughtful and respectful manner; being compassionate and understanding; and being a problem-solver. The world needs individuals who possess these skills. Finally, and because of this, I hope you will also be good ambassadors for the power of education. When you have the opportunity, be willing to stand up and support the importance of education in all forms and find ways of helping others attain their educational goals.

Through reflection, action and support for others, the benefits of your education from the Eberly College and WVU will be renewed and perpetuated, and you will have an even greater sense of satisfaction and accomplishment than you do at this wonderful moment.

I wish you nothing but success and I cannot wait to see what you will achieve. Congratulations, graduates!

Let’s Go!

R. Gregory Dunaway, PhD
Dean
Doctor of Philosophy

**Biology**
- Brooke Eastman
- Melissa Axelrod Lehrer

**Chemistry**
- Anthony DeBastiani
- Kinkini Udara Jayasundara
- Steven William Knowelden
- David Allen Mersing
- SM. Ashikur Rahman
- Lindsay Veltri

**Communication Studies**
- Heath Allen Howard
- Sara Elliotte Pitts

**English**
- Muhammad Manzur Alam
- Aaron James Rovan
- Kelli Dawn Wilhelm

**Forensic Science**
- Travon Cooman

**Geography**
- Alanna Kristine Higgins
- Gary Richard Lander
- Mitchell Paul
- Herath Pathiramanage Janaka
- Chathuranga Piyathilaka
- Pedram Tavazohi

**Geology**
- Shelby Lee Isom
- Natalie Abigail Mitchell

**History**
- Elisabeth Moore

**Life-Span Development**
- Jeffrey Lee Hughes

**Mathematics**
- Ali Abdulrasool Abdulhussein
- Gbrel M. Keralaa Albkwre
- Ryan Tyler Hansen
- Omaema Ali Lasfar
- Cheng-Han Pan
- Sulin Song
- Galyna Voitiuk

**Physics**
- Ashok Choudhary
- Uthpala Kaushal Herath
- Mudiyanselage

Master of Arts

**Communication Studies**
- Breana Nicole Britt
- Judy Keesler
- Kristen A. Kief
- Sarah Muzick (Snider) Smith

**English**
- Kristen N. Gragg
- Andrew Lewis
- Miranda Gale Smith

**Geography**
- Faith Maureen Hartley
- Sarah Elizabeth Woolard

**History**
- Nathaniel Bauder
- Morgan McMinn
- MaryAnn Theresa Steinmiller

**Linguistics**
- Timothy Ellis Bedunah
- Salome Copin
- Diana Patricia Hernandez Burgos
- Jessica Paola Jurado Eraso
- Camilla Mastrapasqua
- Cristina Otero del Real
- Kyle S. Reams
- Constantia Vivionna Rhinehart
- Baptiste Vernieuwe

**Political Science**
- Darius Anthony Heffernan
- Christopher William Keller
- Bryan S. Phillips
- Trevor Glen Samaha

**Public History**
- Crystal Lee Coon
- John Pendleton Gatling
- Megan Louise Nielson
- Katie Lee Saucer
- MaryAnn Theresa Steinmiller

**Sociology**
- Stephanie Marshelle House-Niamke
- Summer Lea Kuhn
- Daniel Gene Liedl
- Marina Binti Mohd Hamdan
- Andrew Phillip Stover
- Aleksandra Nicole Vac

**Spanish**
- Javier Garcia
- Sarah Elizabeth Sakaguchi

*Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.*
Master of Arts (continued)

TEACHING ENGLISH TO SPEAKERS OF OTHER LANGUAGES

Amelia Ann Arrington
Emil Asanov
Salomé Copin
Christina Ebling
Javier Garcia

Julian David Guevara Leon
Hailey Elizabeth Hall
Diana Patricia Hernandez Burgos
Camilla Mastrapasqua
Iuliia Mikheeva
Baptiste Vernieuwe

Master of Fine Arts

CREATIVE WRITING

Vahid Arefi
Gabriel Lee Bass
Rachael Taylor Bradley
Katelyn Mae Clendenin
Karen Jean Klein
Sharon Marie Reynolds
Caroline Margaret Riley
Morgan Ashley Roedinger
Kasey Renee Shaw

Master of Legal Studies

Daniel Ashley
Evon R. Christian
Cullen Clark
Amanda Davis
David DeWayne Hudson

Allyson Phillips
Zachary Joseph Sykes
Debra Tomasko
Ella Van Nort
Tina Romeo Williams

Master of Public Administration

Khaled Mohamad Naser Aldabek
Christine Anderson
Mason Drew Arbogast
Brandon Anthony Chinn
Jacob Sidney Coots
Ashlyn Anne Rosetta Courtney
Patrick A. Davis
Chelsea Diane Dean

Benjamin Thomas Evans
Haley Lauren-Ann Gillispie
Gabrielle C. Karr
V. Konopka
Emma Nicole Pearman
Kathryn Pirie
Casey Nathaniel Putney

Nicholas J. Reeder
Jacqueline Miranda Rich
Brianna Small
Mark Anthony Tuzi
Shae A. West
Madison Nicole White
Leann Marie Williams

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Master of Science

BIOLOGY
Shivani Maan
Mohd Freezely Ezzani Bin Mazri
Farren Smith
Marvin Jacob Wright

CHEMISTRY
Jacob Michael Mosteller
Kristen Sharon Nerbecki
Stafford Wade Primeaux
Chase Allen Wilson

FORENSIC AND INVESTIGATIVE SCIENCE
Oyedoyin Ifeyinwa Adeoye
Sara Raye Bodnar
Madison Lynn Boyd
Katrina M. Rupert
Coral Melissa Smith

GEOLOGY
Lindsey Aman
Garrett Beacom
Steven James McGrath
Samantha Blair Ocon
Catherine Regina Patterson
Rhiannon Rose Schmitt
Spencer Leonard Williams Jr.

MATHEMATICS
Ariel Agatha Crawford
Sarah Fleischer
Stephen Sol Han
Nicholas Ralph Papalia
Annabella Grace Pauley
Matthew George Snyder

PHYSICS
Graham Doskoch
John Darrell Hansen
Tyler Dane Matheny
Ripudaman Singh Nirwan
Katey Stevenson

PSYCHOLOGY
Jeongwi An
Laura Elizabeth Bernstein
Rebekah Lynn Damitz
Lindsay Rebecca Druskin
Hannah Elias
Alivia Kay Frazier
Brianna Sarno

Master of Social Work

Maria Renee Bernardo
Breanna Dawn Bogess
Nora Asteria Clarke
Naomi Ruth Crickenberger
Holly Michelle Danner
Chelsea Diane Dean
Josandra Frances DeFazio
Meghan Elizabeth Falkenstein
Chantelle J. Friend
Audrey Elizabeth Gibb
Vanessa Hamade Said
Alexa Jade Harris
Kayla Jade Harris
Aisha Hashmi

Atlee Houser
Kaelyn Ann Jones
Courtney Danielle Kisamore
Sarah Patricia Lempka
Lucy Alana Litten
Shannon McDaniel
Cierra Rose Merrill
Brooke Rae Miller
Kansas Levada Ann O’Brien
Charlotte Patterson
Megan Elizabeth Powell
Hannah Marie Rhea
Adam Jeffrey Richmond
Michelle Paige Richmond

Nissa Shamsi
Renee Marie Slattery
Brianna Small
Kalynn Maschelle Spaid
Davi Shaye Stanley
Halle Morgan Stewart
Hannah Rae Taylor
Kayla Elizabeth Trunnell
Aylin Turkoglu
Lauren Dru Verlinden
James Andrew Weiss Jr.
Leann Marie Williams
Zoe Mykel Wright

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.
Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Bachelor of Arts

ANTHROPOLOGY
   * Jenna Rose Ablak
   * Olivia Madonna Berarducci
   ** Mononita Khan
   * Adia Ryleigh Kolb
   *** Adelaide Jo McDonald
   *** Savannah Lindsay Milne
   ** Seth Andrew Mullins
   Wesley James Nelson
   *** Riley Ann Phares
   *** Declan William Revenew
   * Carolyn Nicole Sommer
   Katy Ann Trent

BIOLOGY
   *** Katherine Grace Farinash
   * Joshua Wade Harlan
   Jaleea M. Hill
   *** Jacob Tate King
   * Jessica Nicole Link
   Gabriella Lorraine Oliverio
   ** Alec Marshall Phelps
   *** Andrew Gibson Strutz

CHEMISTRY
   * Marielle Elizabeth Formentera Carter
   * Jackson Ryan Cassidy
   *** Ashley Nicole Eby
   Andrea M. Fernandez
   ** Sophia Eileen Massinople
   Brenna Elaine McIntyre
   Kevin Cole Paugh

CHINESE STUDIES
   Thomas Anderson
   Matthew William Woody

COMMUNICATION STUDIES
   ** Tatyana Aleya Amador
   Savannah Marie Ambrose
   Sophia Elizabeth Aurand
   Emily Inez Baker
   Kamryn Renea Bedore
   Noah Wade Blair
   Hannah Elyse Bradley
   *** Jillian Emily Catalano
   Nicholas Alexander Claude
   Jayne Cronin
   Alexis Nicole Marie DaRe Bartsch
   Jillian Alyse Dubil
   Taylor A. Dunn
   * Carli Rae Fulmer
   ** Emily Elizabeth Garber
   Youssef John Georgian
   *** Jacalyn Rose Geyer
   Leeanna Grace Hesler
   Andrew Koby Ingraham
   Madison Ann Jenkins
   Taylor Camden Knudsen
   Zachary Stephen Kotch
   Patrick William Long
   Gabrielle Nicole Lund
   *** Lindsey Nicole Lynamhol
   Cole McMahon
   Dominick Montante
   Giovanni Noto
   Molly O'Rourke
   ** Evan R. Penrose
   * Joseph Michael Pollio
   Shaina Jo Scheetz
   Kari Elizabeth Shifflett
   *** Robert James Stover
   Alissa Welischar
   ** Rachel Marie Yankowy
   *** Yixi Zhou

CRIMINOLOGY
   *** Molly Atkinson Augustine
   Eva Christine Barber
   Densel M. Barnes
   Mekaila Blackwell
   Hannah Marie Blankenship
   Madison Gray Holt
   ** Paxton Boone
   Justin Howard Breclin
   Megan Rose Burke
   Sade Avery Burton
   Aaron Joseph Butler
   Bailey Sebastian Campbell
   * Mikayla Madison Caporale
   Emily Elizabeth Caracciolo
   ** Madison Faye Carmack
   Jeff Kyubum Choi
   *** Logan Michael Clingerman
   * Micaela Denise Colbert
   Kiersten Marie Coleman
   Shane Francis Connolly
   Kaitlyn Therese Coppolella
   *** Kaylee Cisselle Crockett
   Logan Gloyd Dean
   *** Katherine Mae Dooren
   Jasmine Elizabeth Dulik
   Ryan William Dunleavy
   Kendra Lea Edgecomb
   ** Hallie Bean Edmunds
   Eli Matthew Eggleston
   Karri Leigh Evans
   * Leah Kathryn Favro
   Molly Kristine Fitzmaurice
   *** Mackenzie Grace Freeman
   ** Alyx Mindy Glick
   Trevor Michael Gnagay
   * Mackenzie Dale Good
   Makayla Greene
   ** Margaret Willow Haislip
   * Dyonna Ann Hall
   Jacob Carl Hinerman
   Benjamin Patrick Jackson
   ** Brandon Neil Johnson
   Stephen Johnson
   * Tori B. Kane
   ** Aubrey Anna Keller
   * Morgan Leah Kniley
   Jesselyn Victoria Koscinski
   Joseph Lee Kruegenbrink II
   * Joshua Ryan Laprise
   Kyle James Limone
   Cassandra Lopez
   Destiny Leigh Lybyk
   Kylee Rose Marcil
   *** Andrea Jane McComas
   Colton Hunter Menear
   Madison Marie Mercante
   Alexandria Middleton
   *** Amanda Elizabeth Newman
   Alyssa Rose Niedjieicki
   Dilicicyah Marih Nunes
   Abigail Panza
   Kaylee E. Pendal
   Matthew Frank Pesco
   ** Malayna Anne Pirain
   Nicci Marcella Pirillo
   Lachlan Clyde Plummer
   *** Ariana Marie Porter
   Taylor Lynn Prentice
   Caleb Anthony Rea
   *** Benjamin Eugene Ross
   Michael Anthony Ryan
   Noah James Sabatino
   Allison Schaefer
   Katherine Schwartz
   Ryan Patrick Shank
   Matthieu Tristan Shivnen
   Lucas James Sibole
   Asharay Lee Smith
   Dakota Paul Smith
   Mark Dakon Smith
   Charlize Snyder
   Dena Solieman
   Kenzie Raenay Stack
   Maria Josefine Stasko
   Austin Patrick Sullivan
   Kyle Jason Sullivan
   Lauren Ashleigh Taylor
   Andrea Rachelle Thompson
   Nicholas John Thornton
   Laura Avery Toates
   *** Emma Elizabeth Toy
   Alexandria Rebecca Tracey

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  🖼 Honors Foundations Scholar  🟠 Honors EXCEL Scholar

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.

Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
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Bachelor of Arts (continued)

ENVIRONMENTAL GEO SCIENCE

** Nicholas Dakoda Atha
*** Zachary William Atha
*** Zachery Shane Black
** Travis Lee Brotherton
** Noah Dalton Burdette
** Chad James Harper

** Sara Elizabeth Lusher
*** Wyatt Hunter Lutz
*** Kyle Andrew Roberts
*** Jackson Dean Sydnor
*** Meagan Rory Walker

FRENCH

Christian Alexander Boulware
*** Christina Kay Hinerman
*** Falon Nachole Snodgrass
*** Lillian Ruth Wright

GEOGRAPHY

Tucker Henry Gill
*** Weston Elijah Huggins
*** Jason James Lehosit II
*** Connor Nipper Sock
* Carolyn Nicole Sommer
** Jordan Jason Tabula

GERMAN STUDIES

*** Natalie Eve Tirendi

HISTORY

Ama Abrefi Amaniampong-Adusei
*** Nevin Roy Bolvard
*** Matthew Cavallaro
*** Alexandra Elizabeth Clovis
*** Benjamin Keegan Dalton
*** Savannah Gabrielle Flesher
*** Tyler Louis Geisler
*** Andrew J. Geissler
*** Brayden Huston
*** Matthew Allen Imes
*** Robert Watson Kahle
* Logan Thomas Kennedy
* Joseph Anthony Kulas-Nunez
*** Jason James Lehosit II
*** Benjamin Richard McMullen
*** Jaxon Drew Miller
*** Reid Michael Felix Miller
*** Noah Thomas Motz
*** Max Alexander Ostrow

*** Riley Ann Phares
*** Logan Polen
*** Sean Cole Poole
* Tyler Ripken Robinette
*** Benjamin Eugene Ross
*** Margaret Jane Rymer
*** Kristi Rhea P. Snodgrass
*** William Swallen
*** Tori Elise Ueland
*** Cole Thomas Valenti
*** Harry Stephen Weeks IV

INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES

*** Alexandra Virginia Bunn
*** Kaytely Carpenter
*** Madeleine Marie Khoury
*** Natalie D. Linton
*** Victoria McDaniels
* Gentry Ann Morrone
*** Tristen Eric Nichols
*** Ashley Marie Ross

INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

** Dalton A. Ash
** Laura Lefevre Barrat
** Christian Alexander Boulware
* Anastasia Bovoloskaja
*** Jared Holden Brown
*** Christopher Patrick Burns
*** Katherine Charlebois
*** Madison Faye Chermak
*** Jordan M. Dixon-Gross
** Sophia Katherine Haddox
*** Noah Alexander Haikal
*** Bailey Nicole Harshell
*** Mya Brooke Helm
*** Sarah Louise Ilmenfeld
*** Jadh Ariella Jose
*** Maurice Zaveni Kenny
*** Mononita Khan
*** Alyssa Renee Koskinen
*** Niall Lewis
*** Ryan Gregory Maiden
* Tyler Ripken Robinette
** Margaret Jane Rymer
** Caleb Thomas Schoolcraft
** Emily Anne Schreckengost
*** Falon Nachole Snodgrass
*** Zachary Velling

ENGLISH/SECONDARY EDUCATION

Casey Jane Dye

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
Æ Honors Foundations Scholar
Æ Honors EXCEL Scholar
Æ Honors Laureate

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.

Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Bachelor of Arts (continued)

MATHEMATICS
- Noor Wijdan Al-Tayyar
- Teresa Ann Riffle
- Kaitlynn Brooke Spiker

PHILOSOPHY
- Taylor N. Camden
- Jordan M. Dixon-Gross
- William Edward Gaydos
- Luke Andrew Keyser
- Luke Benjamin Litvinov
- Emily Irene Ott
- Max William Rezek
- Candace Smith
- Harry Stephen Weeks IV

POLITICAL SCIENCE
- Peyton Taylor Bates
- Zachary Jared Beaver
- Nevin Roy Bolyard
- Taylor N. Camden
- Emily Elizabeth Caracciolo
- Tanner Anthony Cava
- Thomas James Celona
- Gino Roberto Ciotola
- Yasmine Nicole Colebank
- Taylor Leigh Cook
- Riley Anne Davenport
- Peyton Shea DeMoss
- Lucas DePasquale
- Drew Michael Dunbar
- William J. Durst
- Ethan Scott Farinash
- Hayden Edward Fonner
- Casey Shea Frederick
- Youssef John Georgy
- Joshua Edward Harman
- Patrick Neil Hassen
- Alexa Nicole Haynes
- Mya Brooke Helm
- Aubree Spring Howard-Brown
- Brayden Huston
- Alexis Elisabeth Karstien
- Luke Andrew Keyser
- Veronica Lynn Kovach
- Andrew Ryan Lewis
- Nicholas Brayden Luci
- Darbi Luther
- John Joseph Luzynski
- Dominic M. Martin
- Jacob Aaron Michael Matlack
- Kaylie Michelle McGraw
- Colton Hunter Menear
- AnnaMarie Elizabeth Miller
- Laurin Shay Miller
- Noah Thomas Motz
- Emily Irene Ott
- Evan R. Penrose
- Savannah Ryleigh Pettigrew
- Logan Polen
- Christian Reed
- Maclean Kent Repman
- Max William Rezek
- Lyndsey Anne Schultz
- Zachary Austin Siegel
- Abigail Elizabeth Smith
- Margaret McKendree Sorrells
- Hall Nicol Stuck
- Joanna Switala
- Samantha Nicole Tranquillo
- Cheyenne Renee Traverse
- William Powell Walker
- Kaylee Michelle Watson
- Harry Stephen Weeks IV
- Katherine Elizabeth Whittington
- Alexander L. Worrell
- Noah S. Zachwieja
- Zane Anthony Zimnox

PSYCHOLOGY
- Kari Alana Amtower
- Brooke Ashley
- Hadiya T. Bartley
- Kelsey Kathryn Beall
- Carson Grace Beans
- Jessica Suzanne Benevides
- Bryanna Elizabeth Benson
- Jack William Berlin
- Skylar C. Bills
- Madison Gray Bolt
- Matthew William Butynski
- Terri Susan Childress
- Kaylea Sue Clark
- Kaitlyn Alexandra Conner
- Kaylee Michelle Crockett
- Emily Christine Dawson

- Patrick William Duffy
- Miguel Angel Duran-Leonardo
- Torie MarieAnn Dye
- Gabriella Anjoline Ferraro
- Macey Lane Flohr
- Samantha Nicole Franzez
- Mackenzie Grace Freeman
- Joshua Edward Harman
- Sierra Monique Harris
- Rylee Haught
- Tayah Elizabeth Hawley
- Jocelynn Bella Heiney
- Emily Hengin
- Kira Henson
- Mia Kay James
- James Brayden Jarrett
- Avalon Dolores Jones
- Sydney Ryan Kaiser
- Aubrey Anna Keller
- Rebecca Delaney Kendall
- Emily Mckenzie King
- Morgan Leah Knley
- Lauren Elizabeth Layne
- Eleya Madison Lovitch
- Olivia Marie Mangan
- Kylee Rose Marciello
- Olivia Ann Martin
- Annelise Massimo
- Morgan Elizabeth May
- Mattie Blair McArthur
- Tyler Milgrim
- Carlee Yvonne Milik
- Margaret Moss
- Amanda Nicole Neighbarger
- Keeley O’Brien
- Leslie Ann Payne
- Anthony Joseph Pedata
- Juliana Rose Perdue
- Victoria R. Pettry
- Malaya Anne Pirain
- Hanna Rayne Rachow
- Megan Elizabeth Reed
- Brittany Michelle Rinehart
- Erin Lynn Ringley
- Kendall Makenzie Robey
- Haley Ann Rupert
- Danielle Elizabeth Samalonis
- Ethan Schneider
- James Ryan Slaughter

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  🏆 Honors Foundations Scholar  🏆 Honors EXCEL Scholar  🏆 Honors Laureate
Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.
Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Bachelor of Arts (continued)

Lauren Ashleigh Taylor  
* Mariya Terziyska  
* Amy Grace Thaxton  
** Kaylee Sue Thomas  
Laurel Ann Thomas  
*** Madison Channing Walker  
** Laurel Aileen Weber

RELIGIOUS STUDIES
** John A. Frederick  
*** Luke Benjamin Litvinov  
** Joanna Switala

RUSSIAN STUDIES
*** Valerie A. Browne  
* Elizabeth Ryan Hanley  
* Maurice Zavien Kenny  
*** Zachary Velling

SLAVIC AND EASTERN EUROPEAN STUDIES
*** Connor Owain Phillips

SOCIAL STUDIES/SECONDARY EDUCATION
*** Sarah Elizabeth Bartlett  
*** Dominic Franzese  
* Stacie Noel Kewer  
* Joshua Samuel Morrell  
* David Solomon

SOCIOLOGY
*** India Leontine Bender  
*** Diana Lane Davidson  
Jessie Renee Dellinger  
** Kelsey Greene  
Kaitlyn Desiree Haaland  
* Leah Itani  
* Samantha Grace McManus  
*** Chloe Anna Mikorski  
* Ashley Marie Sheree  
*** Candace Smith

SPANISH
*** Laura Lefevre Barrat  
*** Shannon Michelle Biega  
* Megan Marie Brown  
Alison Nicole Carroll  
*** Alyssa Renee Koskinen  
*** Tucker Nadeau  
*** Rachel Celeste Pellegrreen  
*** Declan William Revenew  
Matthew William Woody

WOMEN’S AND GENDER STUDIES
** Kaylea Sue Clark  
Emily Henigin  
* Adia Ryleigh Kolb  
Nayreshca Aidene Pacheco Sánchez  
Kelsy Bre Robbins  
* Elizabeth Marie Rockwell  
*** Lilly Rebecca Runion  
* Ashley Marie Sheree

* Cum Laude  
** Magna Cum Laude  
*** Summa Cum Laude  
☆ Honors Foundations Scholar  
★ Honors Laureate

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Bachelor of Integrated Studies

Daniela Abril
***
Angela Nichole Amick
Bailey Barnett
Giana Cancemi
Channing Drayke Carr
Thomas Coles
***
Abbigail Grace Davis
Atarhe Mitchel Ekedayan
Noah Lee Epperson
Camille Marie Frye
Taylor Alexandria Gillenwater
***
Alea Breann Goodman
Kyle Cummings Grady
Hannah Catherine Grant
John Paul Hadley

Biology

Jessica Adkins
**
Abdulaziz Albasri
* *
Noah Asa Albright
* *
Raven Fawn Allen
***
Sydney Renee Allman
Esraa A. Almatoq
***
Maha Mohammad Alshamma
***
Abdullah S. A. N. M. Alsharifi
***
Kareem Bacha
***
Hana Barrett
John Michael Briers
Chase Ryan Childress
Ahmad Dakhllah
**
Kellie Elizabeth Daniels

Meghan Elizabeth Delaney
**
Nathan P. DeTemple
Taylor Raye Duncan
***
Nathaniel Charles Dunham
Zachary Scott Dunlop
* ***
Grant Ethan DuVall
***
Madison Faith Evick
Alexander Thomas Fergione
* *
Joseph Michael Folio III
Taylor Renee Fuchs
Mykah Lynn Gatin
***
Fady Amjad Ghoul
Alexander Kent Harris
**
Nicholas Wallace Hatcher

Jaliyah Hubbard
**
Albert Jiang
Ryusa Kyle Komatsu
**
Kaley B. Limer
Vjoza S. Marku
* *
Morgan McClelland
Sara Elizabeth McFoy
* *
Jacob Todd Meyer
Victor Jack Mitchell
Gian Marco Morales-Martinez
***
Grace Kathryn Myers
***
Matthew Paul Ogershok
**
Garrett Nelson Pauls
* *
Madeline Grace Peck

Bachelor of Multidisciplinary Studies

Daniela Abril
***
Angela Nichole Amick
Bailey Barnett
Eric Whitaker Buck
Gianna Cancemi
Channing Drayke Carr
Thomas Coles
***
Abbigail Grace Davis
Atarhe Mitchel Ekedayan
Noah Lee Epperson
Camille Marie Frye
Taylor Alexandria Gillenwater
***
Alea Breann Goodman
Kyle Cummings Grady
Hannah Catherine Grant
John Paul Hadley

Biology

Jessica Adkins
**
Abdulaziz Albasri
* *
Noah Asa Albright
* *
Raven Fawn Allen
***
Sydney Renee Allman
Esraa A. Almatoq
***
Maha Mohammad Alshamma
***
Abdullah S. A. N. M. Alsharifi
***
Kareem Bacha
***
Hana Barrett
John Michael Briers
Chase Ryan Childress
Ahmad Dakhllah
**
Kellie Elizabeth Daniels

Meghan Elizabeth Delaney
**
Nathan P. DeTemple
Taylor Raye Duncan
***
Nathaniel Charles Dunham
Zachary Scott Dunlop
* ***
Grant Ethan DuVall
***
Madison Faith Evick
Alexander Thomas Fergione
* *
Joseph Michael Folio III
Taylor Renee Fuchs
Mykah Lynn Gatin
***
Fady Amjad Ghoul
Alexander Kent Harris
**
Nicholas Wallace Hatcher

Jaliyah Hubbard
**
Albert Jiang
Ryusa Kyle Komatsu
**
Kaley B. Limer
Vjoza S. Marku
* *
Morgan McClelland
Sara Elizabeth McFoy
* *
Jacob Todd Meyer
Victor Jack Mitchell
Gian Marco Morales-Martinez
***
Grace Kathryn Myers
***
Matthew Paul Ogershok
**
Garrett Nelson Pauls
* *
Madeline Grace Peck

Bachelor of Science
Bachelor of Science (continued)

CHEMISTRY
* Wadhah Alghanboosi
  Ghina Ghassan Sulaiman Al-
  Mazrouai
  Tristan Nguyen Dinh
** Bradford Parker Dugan
*** Trevor Dow Ford
*** John George
*** Timothy Robert Johnson
  Hannah Joye Lunsford
* Hayden Alexander Moran
*** Elizabeth Louisa Ruhlman
  Nathaniel James Selvaraj
  Kelsi Vacheresse
  Paige Nicole Witt

FORENSIC AND INVESTIGATIVE SCIENCE
Tamadher Ali Al Habsi
Julia De Oliveira Arjona
Ariella Judith Callender
** Lorena Marie Delgado
Mary Katherine Edelson
*** Kelly Ann Farley
  Abigail Ellen Finn
  Jordan L. Finneyfrock
  Elizabeth Hadlock
* Elizabeth Ryan Hanley
*** Ahna Marie-Elizabeth Kotula
  Matthew Theodore Magee
  Nicholas Scott McCall
  Margaret Elie McEnroe
* Madison Taylor McGhee
  Alan McGuire
  Lindsay Susan Milam
  Griffin Michael Moran
  Danielle Lynn Romberger
  Rhiann Amaya Stevens
** Katie Ann Tulp
** Melanie Wendhausen

FORENSIC AND INVESTIGATIVE SCIENCE

FORENSIC CHEMISTRY
Abdulaziz Mohammed Alafi
*** Lauren Olivia Barbee
  Gavin Michael Beaumont
*** Olivia Catherine Duffett
  Kyle Charles Fisher
  Jessica Marie Friedel
  Kendra Jayne Kelly
  Gwennyverre Victoria King
*** Hannah McMillen
*** Declan William Revenew
  Brianna Rose-Marie Sauve
* Lynette Kathreen Vogel

FORENSIC EXAMINER
Allison Luisa Baughman
* Irene Jeanette Blamer
* Jett Tyler Brandes
** Tara Sue Dillman
** Lauren Mai-lan Fagan
* Francesca Marjorie Gormas
Alexandra Leigh Gulick
Alyssa Lee Hess
Jonathan Lee Kessler
Gabriella Kricheli
Kathleen Elizabeth Kyak
*** Reagan Emma Martignetti
  Tailor Grace Mayne
  Emily Louise McNeill
  Rebecca Kristine Mlinek
  Morgan Taylor Rodriguez
*** Owen Michael Shawver
* Kaitlyn Mae Slezak
* Zachary Ryan Whitlock
* Jacob Kent Zollinger

BIOCHEMISTRY
* Carter Allen Boger
  Juan Alvaro Casas Doza
  Andrew Paul Cook
  Celeste Angelina DeRiggi
*** Kevin Edward Dubaj
*** Matthew Todd Duigan
  Stephanie Elizabeth Dykas
  Hunter Dylan Edwards
*** Joshua Weber Ferrar
  Lydia Marie Fry
*** Morgan Jane Glass
  Alyssa Nicole Hardy
  Coleman Hazen
*** Brianna Nicole Hodak
  Max Charles Hollmeyer
  Jayden Paulette Lindsey
** Derek Nguyen
  Nicole Pereira
* Shayna Rose Redford
  Ryan Lee Schilling
*** Joseph Allen Schmiden
  Peyton Kenneth French Sims
*** Kathleen Nicole Summers
  Hanna Christine Traggiai
  Sierra Deserie Ward
* Isabel Weeks
* Leon J. Wilson
* Emily Ann Wyda
*** Lauren Evette Young

* Cum Laude          ** Magna Cum Laude          *** Summa Cum Laude          ² Honors Foundations Scholar          ³ Honors Laureate

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
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Bachelor of Science (continued)

GEOLOGY

Ahmed Mahdi Abu Shaheen
Bader Alhouli
Thomas James Decoste
Sam Dutcher Kozak
** Jakob Voisin Kunz
Daniel Conner Price
** Mackenzie Louise Stone
❤ Kaylee Ann Walty

MATHEMATICS

Kawthar Albadr
** Yaronn James Cuarteros Arciaga
* Olivia Paige Boltz
Ryan Sebastian James Cressman
*** Kyler J. Deavers
* Ashlee Diana Fishbaugh
Sabine Gloeckner
*** Zachary Christian Hammersla
❤ Olga Hawranick
Olivia Marie Lehki
*** Joshua Duane Madzy
Makayla Marie McKinnon
Hannah Michelle Melius
Bradley Kent West
❤ Troy Whittaker
❤*** Brook Teklu Woldegabriel

NEUROSCIENCE

Blake Michael Anderson
Brandon Michael Barnes
* Amber Lynne Beltz
*** Margaret Craw
* Olivia Danielle Crum
*** Colson Glover
Carson Elizabeth Kerekes
* Autumn Elizabeth Long
Carly Jean Miceli
David Edison Wimer

PHYSICS

Nischal Acharya
Sadie Rebecca Chafin
Naganachiketh Chinnamuttevi
*** Trevor Dow Ford
Elias Garden
Kara Noelle Green
Michael E. Moran
* Jack Kenneth McNulty Powers
Logan Allan Raslton
Christian David Thrasher
Waleed Umar
Cayla Nicole Vincent

PSYCHOLOGY

* Christiana Beimel
* Amber Lynne Beltz
*** Alyssa Marie Blancke
Gabriella Grace Bonk
Joshua Christopher Borosky
Sydney Amber Bourne
Kayhlee Madison Butler
Keshawn Lorenz Carter
* Payton Caroline Clarke
*** Michelle Marie Coleman
Emma E. Comis
Payton Cramatulo
Nathan Michael Dorschner
Ashley Nicole Eby
Emma Louise Farrell
Allie Elizabeth Hudson
Brandelle Meagan Jett
Lara Anne Joyce
*** Kelsey Rebecca Keen
* Autumn Elizabeth Long
Jayana Cherie McElvy
Bethany Rose McPherson
Allison Paige Michaels
Mekenzie Anne Moffitt
Trent Bailey Pendleton
*** Sophia Dawn Shank
Caroline Danielle Shuttleworth
Jordyn Mackenzie Snider
Carmen Renay Thomassy
Madeline Leah Van De Bussche
Sherley Kristal Vazquez Colon
Tera Isabella Waterman
Kelsey Marie Watkins
Joshua Wade Wiles

MATHEMATICS

Kawthar Albadr
** Yaronn James Cuarteros Arciaga
* Olivia Paige Boltz
Ryan Sebastian James Cressman
*** Kyler J. Deavers
* Ashlee Diana Fishbaugh
Sabine Gloeckner
*** Zachary Christian Hammersla
❤ Olga Hawranick
Olivia Marie Lehki
*** Joshua Duane Madzy
Makayla Marie McKinnon
Hannah Michelle Melius
Bradley Kent West
❤ Troy Whittaker
❤*** Brook Teklu Woldegabriel

NEUROSCIENCE

Blake Michael Anderson
Brandon Michael Barnes
* Amber Lynne Beltz
*** Margaret Craw
* Olivia Danielle Crum
*** Colson Glover
Carson Elizabeth Kerekes
* Autumn Elizabeth Long
Carly Jean Miceli
David Edison Wimer

PHYSICS

Nischal Acharya
Sadie Rebecca Chafin
Naganachiketh Chinnamuttevi
*** Trevor Dow Ford
Elias Garden
Kara Noelle Green
Michael E. Moran
* Jack Kenneth McNulty Powers
Logan Allan Raslton
Christian David Thrasher
Waleed Umar
Cayla Nicole Vincent

PSYCHOLOGY

* Christiana Beimel
* Amber Lynne Beltz
*** Alyssa Marie Blancke
Gabriella Grace Bonk
Joshua Christopher Borosky
Sydney Amber Bourne
Kayhlee Madison Butler
Keshawn Lorenz Carter
* Payton Caroline Clarke
*** Michelle Marie Coleman
Emma E. Comis
Payton Cramatulo
Nathan Michael Dorschner
Ashley Nicole Eby
Emma Louise Farrell
Allie Elizabeth Hudson
Brandelle Meagan Jett
Lara Anne Joyce
*** Kelsey Rebecca Keen
* Autumn Elizabeth Long
Jayana Cherie McElvy
Bethany Rose McPherson
Allison Paige Michaels
Mekenzie Anne Moffitt
Trent Bailey Pendleton
*** Sophia Dawn Shank
Caroline Danielle Shuttleworth
Jordyn Mackenzie Snider
Carmen Renay Thomassy
Madeline Leah Van De Bussche
Sherley Kristal Vazquez Colon
Tera Isabella Waterman
Kelsey Marie Watkins
Joshua Wade Wiles

Bachelor of Social Work

* Madelyn Grace Adkins
** Brigette Renee Anders
Haley Briana Butler
❤ Kamrynn Carney
* Leah Kai Chen
Taylor Christine Cole
*** Tessa Danielle Congo
Grace Anne Connell
Kayley Rose Cosner
* Mikaylah Dawn Cress
Seth Wayne Dailey
*** Abbigail Grace Davis
Charde Danielle De Lestre
Lexy Nicole Evanto
** Kendra Molloy Fiala

* Anna Arlene Finch
** Sarah Beth Finkelstein
Grace Catherine Foreback
* Lindsey Nicole George
Shea Elizabeth German-Tanner
* Lexie Morgan Goodwin
** Amanda Rae Gotshall
** Shawn Gray
Maryssa Ann Kemmerling
Laura Nicole Kinnaman
❤❤ Hannah Josephine Kinty
Sarah Keegan Kochis
Evdokia Lazarova
Sabrina Angelina Lesher
❤❤ Andrea Jane McComas
* Avery Alan McCoy

* Kiley Shea McCoy
Sade Alexandra Miller
Jacqueline Marie Paine
*** Gina M. Pisano
Alexis Marie Renghini
Mary Elizabeth Richman
* Abbrilie L. Savage
Ashley Rose Schaffer
*** Drue Therese Schneider
*** Nicolette Lindsay Shaffer
*** Madeline Emma Frances Snyder
Anna Lea Sofranko
* Ginger R. Swain
*** Dalton Hunter Tenney
Christian Eduardo Unsihuay
*** Mason An Vida
Madison Elizabeth Vitale

* Cum Laude        ** Magna Cum Laude        *** Summa Cum Laude
❤ Honors Foundations Scholar        ♦ Honors EXCEL Scholar        ♦ Honors Laureate

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Regents Bachelor of Arts

Certificate

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT POLICY AND PRACTICE
Lauren Weatherford

CULTURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Nathaniel Bauder
John Pendleton Gatling
V. Konopka
Megan Louise Nielson
Katie Lee Saucer
MaryAnn Theresa Steinmiller

HEALTHCARE ADMINISTRATION
Rudi Safarudin

LEADERSHIP
Heather Lysbeth Henderson

Linguistics
Christina Ebling
Sarah Elizabeth Sakaguchi

Spanish
Cristina Otero del Real

Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages
Timothy Ellis Bedunah
Kyle S. Reams
Constantia Viviyonna Rhinehart

Women’s and Gender Studies
Emil Asanov
Crystal Lee Coon
Susana - Mazuelas Quirce
Morgan Ashley Roediger
Alesandra Nicole Vac

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude
Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
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“Storming Heaven” was a Discovery selection of the Book-of-the-Month Club, and a New Voices selection of the Quality Paperback Book Club. “Storming Heaven” also received the 1987 W.D. Weatherford Award for the best published work about the Appalachian South. “The Unquiet Earth” also received the Weatherford Award as well as an American Book Award and the Lillian Smith Award for Fiction, the oldest literary award in the South. “Saints and Villains” was awarded the 1999 Boston Book Review Fisk Fiction Prize and was a semifinalist for the International Dublin Literary Award.


Giardina took part in the Appalachian Land Ownership Study in the early 1980s which documented that the region is dominated by absentee land ownership. She was arrested twice during the United Mine Workers’ strike against the Pittston Company in the late 1980s. She is an ordained deacon in the Episcopal Church.
Presidential Honorary Degree Recipient

STAVROS LAMBRINIDIS

Stavros Lambrinidis is the ambassador of the European Union to the United States, as of March 1, 2019.

From 2012 to 2019, he served as the European Union special representative for human rights.

In 2011, he was foreign affairs minister of Greece.

Between 2004 and 2011, he was twice elected member of the European Parliament (MEP) with the Greek Social Democratic Party (PASOK). He served as vice president of the European Parliament (2009-11), vice president of the Civil Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs Committee (2004-09) and head of the PASOK Delegation (2005-11).

Between 2000 and 2004, he was director-general of the International Olympic Truce Centre, an International Olympic Committee organization.


Between 1988 and 1993, he was an Attorney at Wilmer, Cutler & Pickering in Washington, D.C., specializing in international trade, transactions and arbitration.

He has received numerous recognitions for his work on human rights and privacy, including the Electronic Privacy Information Center’s “Champion of Freedom Award” in 2020 and the Boston Global Forum's “World Leader in Artificial Intelligence Award” in 2021. He is a member of the President’s Council on International Activities at Yale University and a former president of the DC Bar Association’s Human Rights Committee.

Lambrinidis was born in Athens, Greece, in 1962. He received his B.A. degree in Economics and Political Science from Amherst College (1984) and his J.D. degree from Yale Law School (1988), where he was also managing editor of The Yale Journal of International Law. He is a 1980 graduate of the Athens College High School in Greece. He is married and has a daughter.
Dear Class of 2022,

Today, a new journey begins.

Even if you don’t know exactly where that journey will take you, know that you are ready for it because of what you’ve learned during your years at West Virginia University.

Each of you learned more than you ever bargained for during your time at WVU – and you learned it fast. In the true pioneering spirit of the Chambers College, you pivoted and successfully learned to navigate the unexpected. We often say that our Chambers College students are the future of work, and that has never been more true than it is today.

A bright future lies ahead – and that future needs you. It needs your perseverance, your energy and your adaptability. It needs your hope and your aspirations to change the world for the better. It needs you to be the next generation of creators, entrepreneurs and business leaders who will confront the problems of today and solve the problems of tomorrow. It needs you to value and champion diversity so that you can break through barriers and do impossible things – and so that you can inspire others to do impossible things, too.

The jobs of tomorrow will favor those who are prepared to innovate and adapt on their feet. Chambers College students are well-prepared to do just that, as you have risen to the challenge together of navigating your college education with flexibility and tenacity.

Each of you has a blank slate in front of you, and that will give you the ability to transform business. Companies are rethinking how they work, and they will look to this generation to make an impact and shape a new course for all functional areas of business.

My hope is that you never stop dreaming big. As you take on the world, remember the importance of compassion. Take care of yourselves and each other. Be courageous enough to turn impossible to possible. Be humble enough to learn from your mistakes.

Know that I am so proud of each and every one of you. I can’t wait to see you all change the world for the better!

Best wishes,

Josh Hall
Milan Puskar Dean
Doctor of Philosophy

ACCOUNTING
Ali A. H. A. Alhasan

FINANCE
Shenru Li
Yang Yang

MARKETING
Elizabeth Tucker Gratz
Yuerong Liu

ECONOMICS
James Dean
Sara Elizabeth Guffey
Tuyen Pham
Noah James Trudeau
Allyssa Ann Wadsworth

ECONOMICS
Cody Michael Adams
Monica Martha Moses
Dinushka Menaka Paranavitana

Master of Arts

ECONOMICS
James Dean
Sara Elizabeth Guffey
Tuyen Pham
Noah James Trudeau
Allyssa Ann Wadsworth

FINANCE
Shenru Li
Yang Yang

MARKETING
Elizabeth Tucker Gratz
Yuerong Liu

ECONOMICS
Cody Michael Adams
Monica Martha Moses
Dinushka Menaka Paranavitana

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Master of Business Administration

**BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION**
- Victory Adedokun
- Fatma Hamid Alansary
- Tyler Wayne Aliff
- Ryan Edward Archer
- Benjamin Phillip Arthur
- Andrew Kevin Berry
- Nicholas Michael Blue
- Alexander Michael Bowby
- Zachary Mason Boyko
- Emily Eileen Broughton
- Jessica Ann Burns
- Jonathan Thomas Burnside
- Douglas Andrew Cumpston
- Ana Pereira de Faria
- Michael Anthony DeFelice
- Christopher Wayne Dulaney
- Blessing Ejiofor
- Christian Michael Elliott
- Michael John English
- Stephanie Ann Gibbs
- Austin Tyler Godfrey
- Anthony Vincent Goode
- Julia Hartlage
- David Joseph Hartzell
- James Brian Hull
- Nirmal Maheshbhai Joshi
- Hunter Ross Koch
- Andrew Richard Kraich
- Mateen Malekadeli
- Samantha Jo Manson
- Kevin Andrew McGlumphy
- Sean Michael McNeil
- Harshil Balasubramanian Menon
- Hunter James Moody
- David Adam Moye
- Faith Marie Mueller
- Ryan Walter Nagy
- Bobby Nutter
- Holly K. Nye
- Logan Perkins
- Mark Vincent Pinti
- Seth Nathan Polk II
- Michael P. Quinlan
- Kady Raines
- Rachel Ramesh Ramezan
- Grant William Rhoads
- Trevor Russell
- Benjamin Martin Scott
- Aarif Ahmed Siddiqui
- Grace Smith
- James Clark Smith
- Danny J. Stanley II
- Tyler Scott Stercho
- Alexander Stover
- Micalyn S. Stump
- Christina Lynne Sullivan
- Amanda Lee Summers
- Marissa Rose Teodor
- Taylor Christine Thompson
- Alicia Anderson Townsend
- Jamison William Errold Ugland
- Cameron Beck VanDeMark
- Estefania Laura Vega
- Christopher Keith VonScio
- John Webster
- Mitchell Williams
- Margaret Wuletich
- Bryant Keith Young
- Jacob Donald Young
- Ruifyang Zhou

**HEALTHCARE BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION**
- Phillip Aguila
- Jaime Beth Billotti
- Alexandria Isabella Dayton
- Steven Carder Eshenaur
- Jordan Todd Feathers
- Andrew Galland
- Jennifer Gerdes
- Rebert Cody Hall
- Ali Stark Herron
- Jessica Marie Hughes
- Ashley Sara Mears
- Wayne Brian Park
- Benjamin Parker
- Melissa Lynn Popovich
- Carrie Lynn Rapp
- Amber Rock
- Jane Christine Rodavich
- Devin Keith Russell
- Mary Boggs Russell
- Sarah Sherman
- Michelle Sieminski

Master of Science

**BUSINESS CYBERSECURITY MANAGEMENT**
- Christopher Davis

**FINANCE**
- Krysten Nicholle Alameda
- Blake Jeffrey Baderian
- Michaela Calubayan
- Bokai Cao
- Alexander Higgins Cappadona
- Anthony Cicciarelli
- Isabella Maria DeFelice
- Conner Fowler
- Yiyang Guo
- Eric Jon Gustafson Jr.

**FORENSIC AND FRAUD EXAMINATION**
- Congrui Jiao
- Pengyi Li
- Zhangjie Li
- Yupei Ma
- Carter Newman
- Mike Connor O’Brien
- Alexander Quinn
- Xiufeng Shen
- Huizi Wang
- Min Wen
- Matthew Arthur Williams
- Gewei Xiao
- Lu Yu
- Yingming Zhao

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Bachelor of Arts

**ACCOUNTING**
Abdalrahman M. Q. DH. S. Alazemi
*** Allison Marie Berg
*** Brandon Jeffrey Cochran
Jacob Cruz
*** Luke Richard George
Olivia Josephine Graziotto

** ECONOMICS **
Connor Patrick Hall
Mark Ryan Hayes
Sarah Louise Ihlenfeld
Andrew Morgan Kerzak
Robert C. Kimes

** FINANCE **
Lauren Christine Moore
Saxx Redick
Joelle Lillian Thomas
Erik Nils Wellings
Lewis Preston Witte

Bachelor of Science

**ACCOUNTING**
Abdalrahman M. Q. DH. S. Alazemi
*** Allison Marie Berg
*** Brandon Jeffrey Cochran
Jacob Cruz
*** Luke Richard George
Olivia Josephine Graziotto

** ECONOMICS **
Connor Patrick Hall
Mark Ryan Hayes
Sarah Louise Ihlenfeld
Andrew Morgan Kerzak
Robert C. Kimes

** FINANCE **
Lauren Christine Moore
Saxx Redick
Joelle Lillian Thomas
Erik Nils Wellings
Lewis Preston Witte

Bachelor of Science in Business Administration

** ACCOUNTING **
Taylor Lee Raghunath
Ryan Matthew Ratley
Keegan Mathew Sahlin
Kimberly Anne Sanford
Michael Robert Selak
Lilly Catherine Simmons
Elizabeth M. Sims
Matthew William Stahl
Viviane Ross Steiner
Hunter Ray Tankersley
Cara Paige Thomas
Aaron Long Tran
Andrew Aaron Uy
Justin Thomas Van der Vate
Cole Thomas Waligura
Delani Linn Watson
Mikayla Naomi Weaver
Elise Johanna Weber
Mia Wilson

** ECONOMICS **
Nour Ali
Abdullah Sabah Alibrahim
Fahad Ali Almuammar
*** Maria Elizabeth Amber
* Carle Andrews
Adam Aronson
Tanner Anthony Astorina
Machiah Leigh Baxter
*** Phillip David Bertovic
* Carli Paige Black
* Blake Christian Bosch
Jeremy Alan Brooks
Susana Diana Bustamante
*** Benjamin Michael Carey
* Jacob Castro
* Nathan Channell
Fangli Cong
Dylan Thomas Conner
Joshua Michael Constantine
Nicholas P. Corea
*** Evan Michael Cuomo
Logan Vincent Cushing
Austin Lee Czartorski
Jiayi Du
*** James Robert Dufford
Jacob Chase Durbin
Timothy Ryan Elkins
Andrew Dalton Elliot
*** Hannah Grace Farish
Erik Paul Fisher
William Garrett Florence
*** Caroline N. Gallo
*** James Lorenzo Gaudio
Luke Richard George
*** Alexander Michael Goss
* Curtis Cameron Grant
*** Amaya Lynn Gray
Andrew Joseph Greaney
*** Jacob Andrew Gruninger

** ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND INNOVATION **
Elliott Gage Currence
Brianne Marie D’Alessandro
John Alexander Higginbotham
John Connor Hiltwine
Victoria Dalzell McCluskey
Dawson Lee Moody
Nevin Michael Moore
Collin Isaiah Pierce
Trey Thomas Rohanna

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  ✪ Honors Foundations Scholar  ✧ Honors Laureate

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration (continued)

Evan Alexander Gump
***  Dane Ross Herto
**  James Alva Hicke Jr.
***  Sierra Elizabeth Hoffman
Lauren Elisabeth Hoppe
**  Annapoorna Jasti
Giorgi Kapanadze
**  Muhammed Daud Khan
Mark Ryan Lachenauer
Nathaniel Lee Lavender
Storn Leftridge
Wensong Leng
Bolin Li
Zijia Li
Ryan D. Loughry
Joshua Terique Love
**  Brooke Noelle Lowery
Kolby Mack
Jared Patrick Mannino
Dylan Patrick McDermott
*  Michael Edward McEvoy
Joseph William McMaster
**  Mekeni Jaden McNabb
Tong Meng
***  Matthew Donovan Moore
***  Hunter D. Mullens
**  Steven Brian Nanners II
*  Kara Pellecchia
*  Tyler Dalton Piatt
**  Frank Vincent Pizzichillo V
Braiden Daniel Poling
***  Megan Barenholzz Present
John William Rickert
***  Jacob Paul Runner
**  Tyler Reed Schoenly
Aaron Tyler Sealey
**  Meghan Ashley Shaffer
*  Noah Stephen Short
***  Amy Jo Slager
***  Antonio Spatafore
Donavan Bryce Spencer
*  Bria Luv Spigarelli
***  Michael Benjamin Spitak
***  Theodore Henry Stackpole
*  Marshall Stevens
***  Parker Ryan Stout
Ying Tan
***  Cara Paige Thomas
***  Jenna Thomas
Kevin Anthony Tidmore
**  Ryan Andrew Tweedy
Ryan William VanVeelen
*  Fallon Sandra Walsh
Jiaqi Wang
Xuyang Wang
***  Yihang Wang
**  Conner Alan Watt
John Wolfgang Weihman
Zachary D. Wilcox
***  Timothy Eric Wynia

***  Deyue Yan
*  Bowen Yu
Lili Yu
Hanwen Zhang

***  Garret Alexander Babe
Caleb Lee Bailes
Maxwell Robert Barrows
Brittany Danielle Belcher
Makayla J. Cameron
Karla Mourad Cario
Haley Nicole Chamberlain
Finn Atwood Chase
Trevor Reed Conley
Maegan Curran
Anthony John Danielson Jr.
James Natale D’Annunzio
***  Aaron Hans Mariano Denk Gracia
Kendra Bernice England Combs
Derek Andrew Forgse
Richard Andrew Frye
Markie Marie Gallik
Breck Marshall Gates
Avery Jacob Grant
Luke Hunter Gutting
James Hall
**  Harriet Lund Hauge
Amanda Marie Haynes
Jordan C. Irvin
**  Lindsey Anita Kam
Donia Nassib Khaddaj
Daniel Regis Kwiakoski
Noah Christopher Lafferty
James Early Laprade Jr.
James Lilly
*  Austin Robert Littell
Jack Malone
Kyle Patrick Matson
Maxwell Joseph McAdams
Levi Martin McKenzie
*  John McLaughlin
*  Katherine Elizabeth McMullen
Fritz Charles Moore III
Gian Franco Morales-Martinez
Richard William Morse
Aaron John Mummert
Emily Carol Murphy
Ophelia Murray
***  Abigail Leigh Nass
Oliver Newton
Jamison Reed Nuijens
Matthew Douglas Potter
Mitul Pradhan
Bailey Simon Ratliff
Colton Samples
Kyle Anthony Schinosi
Sydney Barron Schmidt
Stephen Keith Schultz
**  Alina Nicole Stahl
Justin Brock Valentino

***  Jade Nicole Thomas
Jeffrey Brimmer Tito
Calum Alexander Wilson
Colt Preston Wooldridge
Vincent Antonio Yock
Gavin Townsend Yondura

GLOBAL SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
Megan Elizabeth Amsdell
Jacob Stephen Anderson
Mason Gene Baughan
*  Emma Louise Beck
***  Casey Allen Bilski
Nathaniel John Bricker
Spencer Brooks
Sydney Marie Brown
*  Ravi Teja Chandolu
***  Camaryn Taylor Clark
Jared Russell Crawford
**  Zachary David
***  Bryan Michael DeBald
***  Francesca Leigh DeCesare
*  Chase Anthony DiBartolomeo
***  Aidan Jamison Maharaj Glowacki
Madeline Megan Graham
Devin Daniel Hamrick
***  Benjamin Bjorn Harman
**  Ally Makenzie Hawkins
***  Coln Trace Heilman
Matthew Lawrence Herbert
**  Cameron Anne Keefe
***  Alan Scott Kendrick
Christian James Kiefer
Brent Michael Kowalsky
Eva Constance Laufer
Daniel James Leitner
*  Eric James Lemanski
**  Adam Scott Long
**  Juliana Taylor Lynch
*  Abagayle Anne Macleod
Jack Douglas Martin
Christopher Alan Massie
David Joseph Mauser
***  Marisa Darby McCoy
Hunter Rawlings Millner
*  Zachary William Morris
*  Makenna Marie Myers
Mitchell Patrick Nedley
Andrew Michael Paul
**  Deane Matthew Preston
*  Gavin Scott Robertson
***  Michael Everett Sandner
***  Allie Elizabeth Satterfield
Michael D. Sherman
Cole Spencer Tross
Ian Vilevac
Blake Vilga
Evan Wadsworth
Courtney Ann Withers
Trenton Yerger

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  € Honors Foundations Scholar  ♦ Honors Laureate

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.

Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
**HOSPITALITY AND TOURISM MANAGEMENT**

** Kyle William Bellemore
** Courtney Epling
*** Daniel James Epstein
*** Stella Jo Hehnly
** Frank Taylor Kerekes
*** Kaitlyn Lea Moore
* Lauren Mary O’Donnell
** Skyler Alexis Rudy
*** Laria Alexa Rush
* Cole Andrew Schwartz
 Jayna Marin Vaglio
** Adrea Elizabeth Welsh

**Zachary Robert Kimball
Alexander Michael Kreh
Nicholas Michael McCarty
Lexie Nicole Mooney
** Adonis S. Mortilal
Jared Bryan Myers
Tyler David Newton
Angelavan Thanh Nguyen
Riley James Ocker
Shaylyn Brooke O’Neill
Caely Morgan Philip
*** Evelyn Mary Roberts
** Ryan Richard Robinson
Mary Grace Ryan
Joseph Warren Silvester
** Mckenna Elisabeth Smith
Jacob Bryan Snodgrass
Sophie Stoviak
Andrew Richard Sullivan
*** Isaac Jacob Swiger
Ian Alexander Thayer
Patric Joseph Vaccariello
*** Erica Marie Vandall
* Madeline Lee Voorhees
Connor Otoule Ward
Emily Elizabeth Weintraub
Brandon Michael Williams
Tucker Yano
*** Lacey Jayne Zerwas

**Ali M. Abbas
Benjamin Virgil Allen Bailey
*** Casey Michelle Clements
*** Elias Costello
*** Stephanie Jane Dottie Dillon
Joshua Aaron Dwire
* Megan Elaine Ellis
Paul B. Farrell
*** Abigail Evelyn Gibbons
Stephen G. Hart
Timothy Daniel Hartnett
Samuel Hayden Henry
Brendan Edward Hill
*** Timothy Hritsko
John Anthony Hughes
*** Chance Alexander Johnson
Kenneth Kaelin
*** Frank Taylor Kerekes
*** Paul Joseph Lenz
*** Alexandra Grace Love
Aadithya Manoharan
*** Lilly Anne McCracken
* Adeline O’Savage
* Evan Owens
* Lauren Marie Piatti
Jakob Ryan Rasmussen
Ryan Matthew Ratley
Drew Logan Rogers
Joel A. Ross
Katrina Ann Sechler
Nathan Matthew Shoeman
*** Benjamin Christopher Slates
Cameron Michael Talbott
Krish Atul Thakkar
*** Karen Truong
** Chance Gregory Turner
*** Justin Thomas Van der Vate
Connor M. Wells
Steven Zachary Wingard
Tiffany Nicole Yelenik

**MANAGEMENT**

Julia Nicole Lin Adkins
* Christopher John Barlow
Blake Robert Basescu
Sydney Rose Belitz
* Allison Brooke Canales
Marco Ferdinand Cerbone III
Marcus E. Christian
*** Tessa Constantine
Peyton Dayne Cotter
Logan Blake Crayton
** Brianna Faith D’Orazio
Noah Harrison Drummond
Cameron Elma
Michael Charles Englund
* Cole Ryan Evans
Maxwell Finan
* Kieran Scott Fleming
*** Christopher Michael Fontana
** Dana Nicole Harris
Owen P. Hassell
Eric Knud Hellested
Leo Ivan Herrick
John Frederick Hiner Jr.
* Matthew Joseph

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Ali M. Abbas
Benjamin Virgil Allen Bailey
*** Casey Michelle Clements
*** Elias Costello
*** Stephanie Jane Dottie Dillon
Joshua Aaron Dwire
* Megan Elaine Ellis
Paul B. Farrell
*** Abigail Evelyn Gibbons
Stephen G. Hart
Timothy Daniel Hartnett
Samuel Hayden Henry
Brendan Edward Hill
*** Timothy Hritsko
John Anthony Hughes
*** Chance Alexander Johnson
Kenneth Kaelin
*** Frank Taylor Kerekes
*** Paul Joseph Lenz
*** Alexandra Grace Love
Aadithya Manoharan
*** Lilly Anne McCracken
* Adeline O’Savage
* Evan Owens
* Lauren Marie Piatti
Jakob Ryan Rasmussen
Ryan Matthew Ratley
Drew Logan Rogers
Joel A. Ross
Katrina Ann Sechler
Nathan Matthew Shoeman
*** Benjamin Christopher Slates
Cameron Michael Talbott
Krish Atul Thakkar
*** Karen Truong
** Chance Gregory Turner
*** Justin Thomas Van der Vate
Connor M. Wells
Steven Zachary Wingard
Tiffany Nicole Yelenik

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
★ Honors Foundations Scholar

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration (continued)

MARKETING

Devon Rose Adams
Anna Renee Ahern
Jinan Ali
Hannah Christine Anderson
Stephanie Jean Avillo
Joseph Simon Bagan
Hunter Anthony Baird
Christian Mackenzie Belcher

Allison Brooke Bennett
* Elena Sreyouch Berryman
Camille Rose Bianco

Casey Allen Bilski
Nicholas Lester Eugene Branson
Victoria Denize Buckley

Camille Burt
Mia Elizabeth Carpenter
Kamryn Allison Carter
Brittany Ann Christoff

Jenna Marie Cooper

Elias Costello
Grace Olivia Coyle
Christopher Dean
Cole J. Dillon

* Morgan Elliott
William Harrison Faulkes
Seth Rogers Fike
Elena Louise Filipone
Cameron Adam Frame
Kacey Davon Furlong
Kaitlyn Rose Gallo
Jared Benjamin Garcia

Courtney Ann Geiger
Jeremy Robert Gentile
Kaylee Jo Gibson

Rachel Ann Gibson
Jack Thomas Ginsburg
Jacyln Renee Green
Jacob Michael Green

Graham Jackson Grimm
Mia June Grove
Angelo Lucas Guerrera
Lauren Taylor Hess

* Alana Grace Hill
Mikayla Jordan Hill
Daia Lyn Jackson
Ryan Lane Jahr

* Morgan A. Jalso
Dmitri Michael Jukus
Brandon P. Kaufman
Mason Vincent Kent

* Christopher Koranteng Koi-Larbi
Faith Kostov
** Olivia August Kowalczyk
Megan N. Kozlarski
Connor George Kraus

*** Lauren Catherine Krause
Mackenzie Elizabeth Kukla
Lauren Nicole Laughlin
Patrick Lavelle

Luke Joseph Lawrence
Yeongrok Lee
Julia M. Leishear
Chacey Lemley

*** Sheila Elizabeth Lundquist

** Olivia Paige Mace

** Megan Nicole Malo
Catherine Doris Malone
Courtney Elizabeth Mancone
Starasia M'Nisha Marson

* Leah Christine Mazelon
Derrick Edward McFadden

*** MacKenzie Madeleine McMichael

* Ethan Mose Nedeff
Kari Antoinette Niblack

Ally Elizabeth O'Connor
Michael Angelo Oliverio III
Alexander Charles Paternostro
Julia Paige Pireaux


*** Sydnee Carolyn Porter

** Audrey Emmeline Rader

* Kristen Marie Rager
Allie Carol Rhoads
Bryan James Ritchey
Annaliese Nicole Rohrbaugh

Jennah Mackenzie Roman

*** Avery Lynn Sapp
Caley Sawchuk

*** Amanda Nicole Schmitt

* Kenneth Joseph Seelig Jr.
Thomas William Shaw

** Madison Grace Simms
Lea Jean Smith
Margaret Tyndall Stoker

Gabriel Christopher Stover

*** Ronan Sullivan
Victoria Tadlock

* Emma Catherine Tingley

*** Dana Cheyenne Vanderveer
Sydney Alaina Vargas
Noel Thomas Veitch

Lindsey Paige Warden

*** Mikenzie Rae Warth

Arthur Jeremiah Weintraub

Jordon Lyn Weiss
* Jordan Matthew Wendolowski
Kayla Lynn Whetzel
Michael James White

Allyssa Hope Whitmore
Ryan Thomas Williams

Logan R. Winans

Caroline Michelle Winge

** Melissa Jo Yanego
Stanley J. Ziemba

*** Mya Lynnae Zollicoffer

ORGANIZATIONAL LEADERSHIP

*** Jordan Emmeleene Brigan

Susan Angele Fauber

Alexis Corrine Halterman

*** Katherine Elizabeth Whittington

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
Honors Foundations Scholar
Honors Laureate

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Certificate

BUSINESS CYBERSECURITY MANAGEMENT
Joseph Steve Marton Jr.

BUSINESS OPERATIONS RESEARCH
Zachary Mason Boyko

BUSINESS DATA SCIENCE
Ruiyang Zhou

FORENSIC ACCOUNTING AND FRAUD EXAMINATION
Annette Lorraine Hoelzer
Tina Bigalke is chief diversity officer of PepsiCo. She is responsible for the continued evolution of the company’s culture, the development of behaviors that embrace diversity, inclusion and engagement at all levels of the company and the promotion of the company’s external reputation as a great place to work. She assumed the role in June 2020.

Bigalke, a 20-year PepsiCo veteran, works with leadership to create a sustainable roadmap for PepsiCo’s Winning with Purpose mission, including PepsiCo’s racial equality journey while continuing to progress the gender parity mission. She drives diversity into the decision-making process of the business.

Prior to her current role, Bigalke was SVP HR – Commercial for PFNA, where she shaped HR strategy in Frito’s commercial functions – customer sales, marketing and transformation. In this role, Tina and her team played a pivotal role in supporting FLNA’s transformational initiatives, including future go-to-market systems and organizational models, new ways of working and adoption of new technologies. She was instrumental in accelerating PFNA’s commercial talent agenda, while advancing a pipeline of diverse talent.

She has served PepsiCo in a range of HR capacities in field, headquarters and corporate global assignments, where she has developed broad and varied human capital management expertise in business transformation/innovation, change leadership and organizational design.

Bigalke holds an MSILR and a BBA in International Studies/Spanish from West Virginia University and participates in the WVU Practicum series, in addition to serving as an alumni mentor. She is a 2020 Chambers College Roll of Distinguished Alumni inductee. Bigalke is a previous board member of CASA of Collin County. Currently, she sits on the Dean’s Advisory Board of the WVU Chambers College of Business and Economics and as a member of the Compensation Committee of the WVU Foundation. Prior to PepsiCo, she held a range of human resources roles with PPG Industries, Inc., and MagneTek, Inc. Bigalke is the proud parent of two daughters.
Dear Reed College of Media Class of 2022,

Congratulations! You have worked hard, persevered and earned your degrees. We are proud of you!

As you continue along your professional paths, be patient and take heart in knowing your College of Media experience has prepared you to make a difference in the world. You undoubtedly will face new challenges and make mistakes along the way, but don’t be discouraged: few worthwhile goals in life are easy. Remain determined and dedicated to your purpose.

Remember that your professional work is more important than ever, as you research, report and communicate so people can make better sense of our complex world, discern fact from fiction, build community and make informed decisions. Work hard and find joy and motivation in these efforts, knowing there will be countless new opportunities for you to use your education and skills over time.

Class of 2022, you have enriched our classrooms and campus, and we will miss you. May “country roads” continue to inspire you and bring you “home” to the Reed College of Media at WVU. You are taking your place among our long history of graduates, and we are eager to hear of your journeys.

Best wishes for much continued success.

Let’s go!

Diana Martinelli
Dean
Master of Science

DATA MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS
Brooke Elizabeth Ferman
Leigh Alice Limerick
Justin Tyler Neal
Takara Tylar Robinson

DIGITAL MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS
Temitayo Moses Adesokan
Julia Mary Boyle
Kayla Elizabeth Gagnon
Carin Giordano
Alexa Hasting
Michelle Michaud
Andrea Siders

INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS
Carlos Gildardo Acosta-Escudero
Allison Elizabeth Akers
Nathan Banks Sr.
Robert Michael Benning Jr.
Kaitleen Rose Brady
Katy Jean Broskey
Kristen Burroughs
Nathanael Stephen Callon
Sarah Taylor Cenevert
Brittany Dolan
Carina Lee Fancher
Laura Ann Fletcher
Josiah Gregory George
Myeisha Denitra Gibson
Thomas Daniel Goss
Shannon Aubrie Hamblin
Jessica Hinkle
Rachel Lauren Hino
Matthew O’Connor Holly
Orlandon Howard
Johannah Abraham Huizar
Georgia Marie Kourakos
Gary W. LaDue Jr.
Michael Lahrmann
Timothy Theodore Lakeberg
Benjamin Troy Lauffer
Joseph Luke Lee
Dennis Lester
Megan Amelia McCluskey
Haley Marie Miller
Brittany N. Murray
Katherine O’Malley-Simpson
Timothy James Ortega II
Carleigh Christine Pappas
India Leigh Pilgrim
Dalis Lindsey Rich
Alexis Marie Rogers
Adam Fitzgerald Ross
Diamond Jenai Sanders
Olivia Grace Sauvageot
Kelsey Kathleen Schonewolf
Kalie Slattery
Alissa Ann Smith-Comstock
Ronnie Snyder
Sarah Jean Marie Spook
Erin Staley
Ashley Brooke Stibrik
Kimberly C. Thomas
Elizabeth Ann Thompson
Adrienne Marie Uphold
Ryan Patrick Wagner
Madison Mckenzie Ware
Sarah Ann Warner
Erica Gabrielle Webster
Jesef Lamar Williams
Jacklyn Winkle
Elise Malooly Zeitzheim

Bachelor of Arts

INTERACTIVE DESIGN FOR MEDIA
Kareem Akremi
** Thomas Joseph Ambrusico
*** Kirsten June Barrett
Shauntil Dewayne Cash
* Emma Christian Copley
Shawna Jaika
Andrew Mathis
*** Madison Noelle Mills
Joseph Charles Vedda II
** Catherine Margaret Wylie

MULTIDISCIPLINARY MEDIA STUDIES
Tanya Ajalli
Cameron Marie Albright
Ryan Paul Cook
Audrey Blair Crogan
Jordan Keith Heckert
Hayley Brooke Maguire
* Jaden Shane McCord
Hunter Morgan McElroy
Molly Elizabeth Metz
Katherine Mann Minor
*** Desiree Nicole Satterlee

MULTIDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
Olivia Banham
Sabrina Marie Dahlia
* Bailie Deer
Camryn Leona Puccio
** Tatum Marie Sahli
Tara Jean Scott
*** Sarah Elizabeth Walker

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  & Honors Foundations Scholar

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.
Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Bachelor of Science

ADVERTISING AND PUBLIC RELATIONS
  Christian Laurence Allison
  ** Jenna J. Ashley
  *** Kasey Ann Barrow
  Jilian Bartel
  ✲ Hunter Ryan Bennett
  Kylie Rose Bennett
  ** Elizabeth Jean Bohon
  ✲ Caroline Eve Bond
  Dominic Francis Bottino
  Evan T. Brunette
  ✲ Megan Buchheit
  Alexis Faith Cheeseman
  *** Robert Wallace Clark
  Emily Brooke Compton
  ✲ Kenzie Nicole Dye
  ✲ Megan Rae Fabyonic
  Michael Jeffrey Fallon
  Michael James Gagliardi
  ✲ Mary Madeline Gould
  Camryn Gabrielle Guerin
  Tristan Allen Haley
  ** Abigail Rue Haught
  ✲ Alexandra Matundan Holsclaw
  Lesley Maki Janes
  ✲ Rachel Johnson
  Madison Brianna Kelbaugh
  James Patrick Knable
  John Patrick Lennon
  Abby Rachel Lester
  Hannah Marie Lutz
  ✲ Sarah Katherine Marrs
  Jarrett Christopher Mastro
  Tara Rene Maupai
  Thomas Cole McClanahan
  ✲ Marleigh Rose Means
  ** Corbin Cromarty Mills
  Brittany Nelson
  Nellea Joy Parsons
  * Emily Elizabeth Radano
  Harlee Rausch
  *** Amanda Michelle Reh
  ✲ Abigail Renee Riggs
  ** Sarah Marie Routhier
  Sausha Saunders
  ** Kristen B. Shaffer
  ** Morgan Paige Sherwood
  ✲ Daniel Paul Spetz
  ✲ Katherine Leigh Stiffler
  ** Jordan Robert Stosic
  *** Emilie Sunde
  Grace M. Thompson
  ✲ Tyler Murray Whitman
  ✲ Madison Brooke Williamson
  ✲ Madison Renae Wingate
  Peyton Beers Wolfe

JOURNALISM
  Matthew R. Beik
  Quinn William Burkitt
  ✲ Crystal Check
  Lauren Michelle Coleman
  ** Dustin James Cuthern
  ✲ Daniel Patrick Delany
  Harrison Wilkes Dover
  Allison Marie Emel
  ✲ Jarret Fox
  *** Alayna Grace Fuller
  Camren Shaun Gandee
  *** James Lorenzo Gaudio
  ✲ Delaney Colleen Geiger
  * Olivia Paige Gianettino
  *** Annika Godwin
  ** Samuel Benjamin Gorski
  * Anthony George Halkias
  Makayla Gabrielle Heater
  Corey Jacob Jackson
  ** John Edwin Keehan
  Chase Michael Kelly
  ✲ Kasey Elizabeth Lettrich
  ** Clara Jordyn Litchfield
  Julia Katherine Maltby
  * Julia Elizabeth Manley
  *** Alessandra Marie McDaniel
  ✲ Seth Edward Mitchell
  ** Olivia Grace Murray
  Samuel Adam Myers
  Colton Andrew Price-Fiore
  Jessica Lyn Riley
  Emily Brooke Robinson
  * Jared Michael Serre
  *** Duncan Heath Slade
  * Samantha Leigh Smith
  Chloé Elise Snodgrass
  *** Holden Edward Strausser
  *** Daniel A. Woods

STRATEGIC COMMUNICATIONS
  * Tara Delaney
  Jordan Hamilton Dragon
  Brandy Hernandez

SPORTS AND ADVENTURE MEDIA
  Natalie Jo Barrett
  ✲ Carli Elise Berkhouse
  * Sara Maria Brinsfield
  ✲ Rachel E. Davis
  Sheryce Nicole Gabriël
  Nicole Hirasek
  ** Frank Andrew McConnell
  Chancellor Allen Pickens
  * Sophia Helena Pisano
  Seth Robert Seabaugh
  *** Connor John Taylor
  * Luke Richard Wiggs

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  ✲ Honors Foundations Scholar  ✡ Honors Laureate

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Certificate

DIGITAL AND SOCIAL MEDIA
David Russell Corbett
Julia Pierce

PUBLIC RELATIONS LEADERSHIP
Anne Stoltenberg
Ashley Danielle Workman

INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS
Margaret Wuletich
Ron Nixon is global investigations editor at the Associated Press where he oversees a team of nearly 30 investigative reporters around the world.

He received the inaugural 2021 News Leader of the Year award from the News Leaders Association.

He has led investigations that have won several national and international awards, including the Selden Ring, Overseas Press Club, Investigative Reporters and Editors, the Robert F. Kennedy Journalism, the Society of Publishers in Asia and the Worth Bingham awards. He was part of a team that won a 2020 News and Documentary Emmy in collaboration with PBS “Frontline” for an investigation into the record-breaking numbers of migrant children in detention under former President Trump.

Prior to coming to joining the AP, Ron Nixon spent nearly 14 years at the New York Times, where he covered a variety of topics, including border and aviation security, immigration, cybercrime and cyber security, transnational crime and violent extremism.

At the Times, he reported from nearly two dozen countries, including Rwanda, Uganda, Belgium, Canada, Mexico, South Africa, Nigeria, Senegal, Guatemala, Costa Rica, Senegal, Mozambique, Burundi, Kenya, El Salvador, the United Kingdom, Peru, Brazil, Tanzania and the Democratic Republic of Congo.

Nixon is also co-founder of the Ida B. Wells Society for Investigative Reporting, a news trade organization with a mission of increasing the ranks, retention and profile of reporters and editors of color in the field of investigative reporting.

In 2015, he co-founded TruthBeTold.news, a non-profit, non-partisan fact-checking website and digital network, run and edited from Howard University’s Department of Media, Journalism, and Film in the School of Communication.

Nixon is currently the visiting associate for Journalism and Media Studies at The University of the Witwatersrand in Johannesburg, South Africa.

He is a Marine Corps infantry veteran who saw combat in the 1990 Persian Gulf War. He was part of the U.S. Marine Corps Security Forces Battalion at Norfolk, the security and counterterrorism unit of the Corps.

He is the author of Selling “Apartheid: South Africa’s Global Propaganda War.” He studied music at Alabama State University. He is a native of Lauderdale, MS.
Dear 2022 Graduates of the School of Dentistry,

Congratulations on your special day!

On behalf of the faculty, staff and your fellow students at the School of Dentistry, it is our extreme pleasure to extend congratulations and best wishes to our newest dentists, dental hygienists and dental specialists.

Today marks a significant career milestone in your life. You, and your families, have worked hard to get to today. It is a culmination of many years of intense personal commitment to achieve a goal. The beginning of this journey can be traced to the early and formative years of your education. One of the keys to your success was developing the ability to set near-term and longer-term goals. The ability to set and achieve goals will continue to be an important part of your professional development and clinical practice.

The pursuit of academic and clinical excellence is a lifelong commitment. The healthcare professions are rapidly changing and evolving. In addition to staying current with new and evolving technologies, there is a need to remain committed to our core mission of providing access to safe, high-quality patient care. Our patients must be at the very center of everything we do and always remember that our “quality of caring” is as equally important as the “quality of care” we provide.

You have made many friends along the way. Relationships matter – nurture your friendships and build your professional relationships. There are many opportunities to stay involved in our profession at the local, state and national level. Find a mentor – be a mentor. Your leadership will make a difference.

Never lose sight of the fact that life is about the journey – not about a destination. It is important to look at graduation as a beginning and not as an endpoint. I encourage you to recall how you felt when you first walked past the Pylons and entered the halls of our School. Never lose that passion, energy and excitement. Stay engaged and choose to be a lifelong learner.

Thank you for choosing West Virginia University and our School of Dentistry. We wish you all the best as you continue your journey.

Stephen M. Pachuta
Dean
Doctor of Dental Surgery

Kamilla Agababayeva
Hasan Akber
Khadejah Yousef Alansary
Ali A. Alshamali
Gianna Marie Anile
Alexa Christine Blatt
Victoria Rose Bovard
Matthew Kyle Bowen
Savannah Lynn Bryner
Brianne Catherine Cardillo
Grant T. Casto
Nisha Kalla Chaudhry
Brandon Tyler Coburn
Anthony Joseph Crivello
Nadine Dali
Naby Hadha Damarputra

AnnaTram Ngoc Do
Michael Joseph Durand
Paige Rita Durkin
Renee Ann Engle
Marissa Lee Fletcher
Keishi Fujii
Anna Kay Haddix
Clark Walter Hamilton III
Colton D. Hiner
Bethany A. King
Tristan Matthew Lamp
Chad David Love
Alexander Colby Lusk
David Paul Maxwell
David Lee Meadows

Thomas Edward Moore
Elizabeth Mary Moreau
Megan Marie Nugent
Krishna Patel
Priyank Arun Patel
Megan E. Pycraft
Tristan Carmella Quinones
Carly Renee Rojas
Monia Ovia Sivaneri
Jordan Elizabeth Snyder
Jason Michael Solensky
Thomas Palmer Stanley
Samuel Raymond Stowers
Corina Lynn Torres
Abraham Roberto Valenzuela

Master of Science

ORTHODONTICS
Miranda Lee Fabrega
Su Min Han
Justin Scott TenBrook

PERIODONTICS
Doheum Choi
Sravanthi Papisetti

PROSTHODONTICS
Nathaniel Chertok

Bachelor of Science

DENTAL HYGIENE
** Lauren Elizabeth Bane
Kelsie Marie Bishop
*** Tatjana Shambrillele Caesar
** Abigail Lee Charles
** Jordan Elizabeth Clark
** Natalie Ann Clingan
Baylee Moon Fitzwater

Hannah Paige Grimm
Madylin Layne Hinkle
Reese Elizabeth Prezioso
Kandice Machell Pruitt
*** Emma Rae Rice
Makennah Mae-Byron Rursch
* Caylie Raeanne Simons

** Lauren Ann Sobek
** Catlyn Lee Sparks
Kaylee Rae Wellborn
Madelyn Savannah White
** Kaci Brynn Zopp
* Macie Lee Zumack

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
As physicians and scientists, we share a greater purpose — to help ourselves and others heal.

Brené Brown, a researcher and author, reminds us that real courage requires vulnerability. Vulnerability to say, “I don’t know, but will find out” or “I will be authentic, even if I feel the pressure to play a certain role.” She goes on to find that being able to embrace the recognition of “enough” is very important — having enough, being enough, earning enough, and knowing enough. In the next stage of your professional and personal life, many you encounter will not feel this way. One of the most important opportunities you have in healing others is to help them recognize they are enough and deserve to be loved and cared about just like they are.

Your graduation is a time of great joy and pride, but is also a time of great transition. You are navigating many unknowns — an ongoing, ever-changing global pandemic, perhaps a new job, maybe a new city or state.

In these moments of uncertainty, I hope you ground yourself in community — a community of peers, professionals, family, and our larger Mountaineer family across the globe.

Great deeds are made up of small acts.

Like the starfish story, where a small child recognized that starfish that washed up on the beach from the night before would die if not placed back in the ocean. An adult wandered by and commented to the child that they were wasting their time, as there were too many starfish to get them back in the water. The child looked at the adult and said, “You may be right, but for the ones that I get back to the ocean, it will make a great difference.”

Impact is forged from taking time for positive action and reaction each day and in each small moment.

May those moments bring you great joy, built on a life of compassion and purpose. I hope West Virginia University has helped provide you with the foundation for both.


These are the qualities of great thinkers, healers and doctors that I see in each of you graduating today.

Godspeed Class of 2022. We are very proud of you.

Clay Marsh, M.D.
Chancellor and Executive Dean for Health Sciences
### Doctor of Medicine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Names</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adebola Mofopefoluwa Adeniyi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khaled Mohamad Naser Aldabek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Nicole Arvon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Nicole Bauer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Mark Berrebi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seher Berzinki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Matthew Bonar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary Michael Bonham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osama Jamal Boustany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skylar Ann Braga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashlyn Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luka Bugarsi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Elizabeth Callaham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonia Kaur Chandi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Lee Cook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Alexander Garcia Crain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashton Elizabeth Cross</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Genevieve Cunningham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunter Cutlip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Malia Davis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine Patricia Doepker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar Dominguez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Donovan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Aaron Dugas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Andrew Farrell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Keith George</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalie Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anne Marlene Groover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronald William Gwinn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmad Izzat Haffar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>River Austin Hames</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmed Abdul Haque</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maren Healey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caleb Heder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brianna Kathleen Hite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalie Hobeika</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dylan Thomas Holland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam Kendall Hull</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arin Migaiolo Jennings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary Andrew Koenig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Andrew Lambert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sundus Sakeena Lateef</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wesley Joseph Lemons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conner Harper Lin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oliver Lin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexa Laura Magner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin Edward Markel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Diane Martin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grayson Yoder Mast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathan Patrick Mauck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paige Marie McAleb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Aaron McGuire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marcelino Mederos Liriano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sreyas Kumar Menon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vincent Morrow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mariah Lee Mott</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spencer Murdoch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benton Paul Nanners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thu Nguyen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Josiah Daniel Nieto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas A. Nolan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinza Noor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seth Isaac Noorbakhsh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant Eldridge Nugent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bradley Owens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caitlyn Patron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Nicole Peterson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Quigley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dawna Cooper Quinn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anusha Reddy Rao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Vaughn Rhudy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathan Elliot Richmond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Umer Rizwan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant Anthony Robertson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathryn Dee Robinson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina Brooke Scarr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Schick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kylie Elise Shockley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linzy Slack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raven Drew Spencer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reid Randall Strobl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brett Michael Szeligo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Morgan Tallman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brooke Nicole Thompson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Elizabeth Thottumari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joanna Louise Twist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia Maria Vasilakis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samjeris Victor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler Scott Wanstreet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Webster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Anastasia Angelica Williams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Tyler Williamson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Elizabeth Wilson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mason Patrick Winkle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmed Babar Yousaf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muhammad Yousaf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaina Marie Zappas</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Doctor of Audiology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Names</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Helen Addair Boyd-Pratt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caleb Heder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brianna Kathleen Hite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalie Hobeika</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dylan Thomas Holland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam Kendall Hull</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arin Migaiolo Jennings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary Andrew Koenig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Andrew Lambert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sundus Sakeena Lateef</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wesley Joseph Lemons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conner Harper Lin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oliver Lin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexa Laura Magner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin Edward Markel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Diane Martin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grayson Yoder Mast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathan Patrick Mauck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paige Marie McAleb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Aaron McGuire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marcelino Mederos Liriano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sreyas Kumar Menon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vincent Morrow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mariah Lee Mott</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spencer Murdoch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benton Paul Nanners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thu Nguyen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Josiah Daniel Nieto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas A. Nolan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinza Noor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seth Isaac Noorbakhsh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant Eldridge Nugent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bradley Owens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caitlyn Patron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Nicole Peterson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Quigley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dawna Cooper Quinn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anusha Reddy Rao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Vaughn Rhudy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathan Elliot Richmond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Umer Rizwan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant Anthony Robertson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathryn Dee Robinson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina Brooke Scarr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Schick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kylie Elise Shockley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linzy Slack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raven Drew Spencer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reid Randall Strobl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brett Michael Szeligo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Morgan Tallman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brooke Nicole Thompson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Elizabeth Thottumari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joanna Louise Twist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia Maria Vasilakis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samjeris Victor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler Scott Wanstreet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Webster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Anastasia Angelica Williams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Tyler Williamson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Elizabeth Wilson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mason Patrick Winkle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmed Babar Yousaf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muhammad Yousaf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaina Marie Zappas</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Doctor of Philosophy

BIOCHEMISTRY AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
Fatimah Khalaf Matalkah
Claire Mae Smathers

CANCER CELL BIOLOGY
Jessica Lea Allen
Justin Edward Markel
Hannah Elizabeth Wilson

CELLULAR AND INTEGRATIVE PHYSIOLOGY
Krista Lee Garner

EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY
Andrya Jean Durr

IMMUNOLOGY AND MICROBIAL PATHOGENESIS
Kelly Lynn Monaghan
Rachael Erin Rush

NEUROSCIENCE
Raymond Theodore Anderson
Jacob Ryan Boos
Jessica Genevieve Cunningham

Doctor of Physical Therapy

Morgan Renee Adams
Samuel Joseph Aloii IV
Shawn Tyler Anderson
Amanda Marie Barrett
Jordan Terri Bennett
Zachary David Benning
Bailey E. Clark
Laura Catherine Davis
Jordynne Therese Deary
Casey Driscoll
Alison Malia Duke
Kylee Marie Ensign
Rebecca Lynn Eubanks

Jason Paul Fertig
Thomas Anthony Fetter
Natalie Marie Fowler
Ryan Tueller Fuller
Dustin Graves
Sarah Elizabeth Harvey
Tess Mikayla Humberston
Emily Louise Hylar-Bith
Alison Marie Kimble
John Reed McClure
Riley P. McDuffett
Samantha Leocadia Monetti
Emily Margaret Murphy

Steven Douglas Murray
Olivia Marie Myers
Lisa Bharat Patel
Kyle Steven Rogers
Courtney Marie Sansone
Evan C. Seby
Tyler J. Sexton
Lucas Timothy Shiflett
Thomas Joseph Simons
Madison Jo Stevenski
Jessica Lynn Welch
Noah Flanagan Woods
Kaylee Ann Yergeau

Master of Health Sciences

PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT
Courtney Danielle Amend
Lauren Ann Bennett
Jennifer Marie Brezny
Jada Shandell Brown
Charles Harry Albert Burrows
Victoria Anne Cooke
Chelsea Lynn Dunlap
Layne Stacey Hartnell

Julia Alyse Hays
Glen Hoffman
Hunter Dale Jenkins
Demetrios Nikolaos Joanow
Kelsie Elizabeth Lusk
Destiny Tierra Noel
Hannah Nicole Poole
Lauren Elizabeth Proffitt
Alexius Jade Ramsey

Skylar Rose Sade
Sarah Mckenzie Shumate
Jaffer Ali Sikander
Bailey Alicia Skubon
Rachel Catherine Thal-Larsen
Jason Tyler Truman
Madison Elizabeth Yocke

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
### Master of Occupational Therapy

Sharon Brooke Blackstone  
Bailey Jo Calandros  
Madison Mackenzie Campbell  
Rachel Taylor Carrico  
Carly Joan Chulock  
Lauren Hope Clarkson  
Carrie Ann Clemons  
Alayna Kathleen Cline  
Darian Hope Darway  
Regan Drisko  
Bailey Suzanne Estep  
Olivia Belle Glazier  
Natalie Jane Henwood  
Alexa Lynn Hickman  
Catherine Teruko Ishimasa  
Mikayla Elizabeth Lansberry  
McKenzie Ann Larsen  
Corrin Taylor Lewis  
Emily Ann McCarthy  
Ally Marie McMullen  
Lauryn Marie Moon  
Kylee Jo Morgan  
Carrie Lynn Morris  
Hanna O’Savage  
Olivia Lauren Palotay  
Bethany Christine Phillips  
Madeline Danielle Pora  
Avery Bella Santella  
Madison Lee Satterfield  
Megan Rae Satterfield  
Meagan Michelle Seaton  
Alexis Jayne Sharp  
Caitlin Mei Shields  
Raeshean Samantha Simmons  
McKenna Ashlynn Smith  
Shelby Rose Smith  
Kaitlyn Taylor Surasky  
Katherine Lynn Szymanski  
Gabriella Maria Velegol  
Kortney Nicole Welch

### Master of Science

#### ATHLETIC TRAINING
- Demetria Marie Derrico
- Matthew Carmen DiGiorgio
- Nakiah Kathleen Dornbusch
- Sabra Nicole Metheney

#### BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
- Sarah Nicole Freeman
- Jordan Hannah Stovall

#### CLINICAL AND TRANSLATIONAL SCIENCE
- Aisha Rizwan
- Shitiz K. Srawastava
- Richa Tripathi
- Haixia Yang

#### EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY
- Amanda Lynn Beers
- Mallory Reed Brown
- Fred William Dering III
- Padraig Donovan-Seamus Kirkwood
- Millissia Murro
- Margaret Rice

#### HEALTH SCIENCES
- Ashley Alexis Booth
- Chantz Collins
- Baylee Nicole Farmer
- Eric Janowitz
- Sara Ashley Levengood
- Lily Loughman
- Briana Lynch
- Marissa Magers

#### SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY
- Leah Marie Blend
- Mackenzie Taylor Bosley
- Emily Anne Bourne
- Kalie Elizabeth Brimhall
- Adreona Elizabeth Cole
- Nicole Arlene Crissman
- Michaela Kate Donovan
- Paloma Dugan
- Buğra Ensar
- Rebecca Foltz
- Kathryn Lillian Fraticelli
- Erica Dawn Gorman
- Britany Nichole Halstead
- Morgan Paige Hambel
- Carolyn Janet Helenski
- Jillian Paige Jachelski

Abigail Johnson  
Olivia Summerfield Johnson  
Hannah Leslie Kauffman  
Elizabeth Kingsley  
Kaitlyn Marie Lammers  
Madiilyn Rose Locey  
Clarissa Jeanine Mason  
Elena Weitzel Nicoll  
Danielle Pretre  
Caleb Root  
Allison Paige Rosborough  
Toni Marie Smay  
Chelsey Ann Smith  
Margaret Sphar  
Abbie Stevens  
Lauren Thagard  
Nicole Wilburn  
Brenan Gabrielle Yoho  
Breonna Ziler

---

**Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.**

**Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.**
Bachelor of Arts

HUMAN PERFORMANCE AND HEALTH
* Paige Nicole Atkinson
** Jordyn Alexandra Bachman
*** Madison Elise Bailey
** Ashley Marie Baker
*** Breanna Taylor Balog
* Alexandra Faith Berger
*** Emily Madison Boyd
Emily K. Butcher
* Jessica Ann Butcher
** Corey Ray Cantley
*** Emily Rose Cottrell
*** Taryn Grace Damm
* Haylee Madison Daniels
* Molly Peyton DeBone

** Lia Elizabeth Deiriggi
** Abigail Marie Dorsa
** Megan Marie Farr
** Kerrin Ann Fitzgerald
*** Kassie Ann Frohnnapfel
*** Nicole McClain Hatton
* Destanee Lane Hazuga
*** Brianna Nicole Hege
** Olivia Morgan Hinkle
*** Gracie Lane James
** Brianna Lynn Lehman
** Hannah Gabrielle Louzy
*** Chandler Kane McCormack
*** Lindsey Nicole McGreevy

** Kaylee Rose McKenzie
* Emily Ann Morton
*** Emily Rose O’Brien
Reiley Kate Parsons
*** Chloe Breanne Payne
** Claire Pinkerton
* Imoni Saab
* Kiersten Nicole Scott
* Aaron Matthew Smith
MacKenzie Rae Summers
** Avery Elizabeth Rose Tomes
* JoLee Michelle Walton
* Amanda Nicole Weller

Bachelor of Science

BIOMEDICAL LABORATORY DIAGNOSTICS
* Kaitlyn Bothe
Brewster Stonewall Bunting
** Caitlin Ann Andrea Davis
* Hayley Grace Dorsey
* Alicja Nicole Goff
** Adrianna Cavallo Gonzalez
Adriana J. Intini
** Sydney Rose LaCosa
** Paul Chase Lestingi
** Tyler Rhein Linkous
*** Emma Julia Locarnini
* Veronica Mann
Rachel Martin
** Madisen Miles
** Myesha Anika Nott
Njeri Amira Segrest-Brooks
* Jessica Jarrell Stallnaker
Adrianna Cavallo Gonzalez
Adriana J. Intini
*** Lacey Marie Beam
Monica Grace Bowers
** Killian Cardinale
Brooke Ashby
*** Katie B. Carnefix
*** Victoria Marie Catania
*** Reyenne McKinley Colaw
Hannah Renae Copenhaver
*** Hannah Sue Corbin
Meg Cramer
*** Haley Marie Curry
** Kylie Anne Digiacomo

*** Morgan Miracle Duty
** Emily Pauline Emmerth
Emma Caylie Falk
*** Alexis B. Grbac
Julie Nicole Hardy
Chloe Autumn Hibbs
* Bethany Jean Hoover
** Abigail Corrine Houtchens
** Samantha Kaczmarek
* Grace Anne KRisher
* Noelle Loren Hays Lamantia
Myah Nicole McAlister
** Pamela June Mullins
*** Karlee Kaye Nesselrod
* Abby Marie Pacek
** Zoe Morgan Pingley
* Alyssa Brooke Raley
Alexandra Taylor Salerno
** Chloe F. Shaak
Jordyn Lee Sherwood
*** Margaret Mickendree Sorrells
*** Linzee Nicole Stover
** Hanna D. Tice
Andrea Danielle Whittington
*** Gina Marie Wolodkin

** Cierra Monet Bedard
Amanda Michelle Biebel
Erin Marie Bisch
*** Daniel Thomas Blades
* Amanda Brooke Bowen
Samantha Paige Bowen
* Ian Thomas Bradford
Robbie Edward Brockop
*** Joseph Conrad Burchett
* Alexis Lee Burow
Zane Tanner Carden
Emily Louise Carter
* Jarrett Robert Childress
Chase Anthony Clements
*** Mitchell Adam Clowes
** Madeline Layne Cochran
** Michelle Marie Coleman
* Ethan John Curry
Carson Anna Dewese
* Alexander J. Dickinson
Amber Lynn Dombrowski
*** Katherine Ann Dowie
** Jared Eddy
* Erin Elizabeth Egnor
Nicholas Michael Eng
*** Ian Gabriel Fairley
* Evan Flesher
*** Matthew Aaron Fleshman
Andrew Thomas Flick
* Gianna Marie Galeno
Bernardo Garcia Arias IV
** Allyson Kaylee Gardiner
Riley William Glines
Bailey Brand Glodowski
*** Alec Anthony Hanshew
* Rachel Anne Hornung
* Ahleeyah Renae Jackson
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Bachelor of Science (continued)

A *** Madison Melanie Jebbia
* Allison Marie Julian
 Jacob Kaplan
A *** Savannah Kincaid
 Nadia Leonore North
 Nicole Marie LaRocca
 Ken Marshall Lewis
- *** Kayla Marie Liptrap
  Kaelyn Mauriel Loague
  Emma Morgan Longley
* Alexandria Leigh Lusk
  Gracie Lynn Martin
  Deandre Vincent Mason
* Laura Rebecca McCray
  Hunter Gabrielle Mcgaughey
  Jay Robert Merrifield
  Allyssa Marie Michalski
* Parker Gregory Miller
** James Andrew Mills
  Alexander Mong
** Zachary James Morris
  Olivia Nicole Naylor
  Sean Patrick O’Donnell
** Reagan Brooke Oliver
- *** Kylie Anne Parker
  Collin William Parrish
  ** Skylar Rose Petrone
  * Emily Grace Pickering
  Cameron Brady Pierce
A *** Katelyn Pinti
* Morgan Pitcher
- *** Rachel Virginia Plants
  Gabrielle Grace Potter
A *** Avigail Whitney Radabaugh
- *** Rachel Nicole Reppert
  * Andrew Charles Riley
  ** Madison Renee Robinson
* Grace Alexandra Rock
  Jordan Shae Rodriguez
A *** Giulia Meher Romani
A *** Abigail Elizabeth Roop
  Chase Thomas Rowand
  Kaylee Elizabeth Ruffner
* Sofia Belle Salom
* Wama Shaalan
* Iman Nisa Shere
* Garrett Bruce Shingler
  Katie D. Shreave
  Tanner John Siemmes
* Drew Philip Sivak
* Katherine Stakem
** Autumn Marissa Stickler
A *** Toni Emerson Stickley
  Catelynn Swartz

- *** John Paul Thomas
  * Douglass Vogtsberger
  * Kyle David Walther
A *** Skylar Grace Watson
- *** Olivia Fay Wills
  ** Gage Cameron Zurcher
  *** Brent M. Zutaut

HEALTH INFORMATICS AND INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

Danielle Baudelouque
* Angela Buckenberger
** Alyssa Janae Calhoun
  Nathanael Blake Collier
  Gabriella Nicole Cosco
  Alissa Brooke Currey
  Mackenzie Lynn Dotson
* John Adam Hargis
** Allison Nicole Houchins
*** Victoria Lorraine Lincoln
** Dylan Hunter Lovett
*** Aubrey Danielle Neff
  Gabrielle Leigh Nemchik
  * Addison Haley Sanders
  Kyle Jahn Sandstrom
  Tony Patsy Selitti
** Leigha Meredith Dawn Shreve
  Sydney Kay Stanley
  Francesca Violet Hope Steele
  Alex E. Stevenson
* Sherrell Lindsay Taylor
** Mercy Ekeoma Udah
  Brianna Nicole Wingrove

IMMUNOLOGY AND MEDICAL MICROBIOLOGY

A *** Jessica Alexandra Arnedro
** Nathan Andrew Arvon
A *** Alyssa LuAnn Brashbear
A *** Kelcie Noel Britton
** Brooke Brothers
A *** Lily Grace Cessna
** Alexander Vincent Chervenick
** Bylee Nicole Cisney
  Colton Joseph Dellarose
- *** Spencer Reilly Dublin
A *** Cody Olen Dunham
** Brian Gregory Farmer
  Nicholas Albert Fitzgerald
A *** Jennifer Ruth-Helen Gillett
* Emily Marie Grayson
* Kaitlyn Makenzie Hayes
** Noah Heinrich
A *** Luke Robert Jarrell
  Morgan Marie Johnson
** Matthew Tyler Kays
  Clarissa Faith Keiffer
** Anna Kurnot
* Saaketh Kyathari
* Erica Elizabeth Larijani
  Aryn Mae Marshall
** Maeve Tessara Morris
* Lauryn Michelle Myer
* Morgan Ashley Pantalone
* Lillie Mae Powell
** Connor Charles Pryeski
** Nathaniel Aaron Rader
  Anna Kathleen Sartini
** Madison Nichole Stamper
** Kelsey Faye Wright

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Michael L. J. Apuzzo is one of the world’s best known and respected neurosurgeons. He is the distinguished adjunct professor of neurosurgery in the Department of Neurosurgery at Yale Medical School, adjunct professor of neurosurgery in the Department of Neurosurgery at Weill/Cornell Medical College and Edwin M. Todd/Trent H. Wells, Jr., professor Emeritus of Neurological Surgery, Radiation Oncology, Biology and Physics at USC Keck School of Medicine.

He was educated at Yale College, Boston University, McGill's Royal Victoria Hospital and Yale School of Medicine. He served in the United States Naval Nuclear Submarine Service and was deployed on Polaris patrols for NATO to polar regions, the Mediterranean and Black seas. Later, in association with the NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, he served as medical consultant and research scientist during the first Viking Project for Mars landing in 1977.

He joined the faculty at the University of Southern California’s Keck School of Medicine in 1973. His career there was principally focused on disorders of the human cerebrum and the application of emerging technologies and progressive neurosciences in creative and innovative methods to establish the cutting edge of modernity over four decades. During that period of time, he pioneered areas of technology transfer, image directed stereotaxy, immunology, stereotaxic radiosurgery, microsurgery, navigation, endoscopy, modulation, OR design and operative simulation. He conceived, developed and “coined” areas of “minimal invasion,” “cellular and molecular surgery,” “functional neurorestoration” and “nanoneurosurgery.”

This work is documented in 800 publications, including 52 edited volumes and 14 monographs, a number of which are considered classics in the field.

Over a 25-year period, he held the positions of editor of the premier international journal Neurosurgery, establishing new dimensions in medical journalism and the dynamic use of the internet as a global vehicle for information dissemination and operative neurosurgery and world neurosurgery – singular offerings in the field.

An avid internationalist, he has received multiple honors and awards nationally and internationally during which he was lauded as the “principal architect of the reinvention of neurosurgery” and the “primary intellectual catalyst for the field.”

He served on advisory panels for the United States National Institutes of Health and held special advisory positions for three American presidents and the United States Congress.

He served as the neurological consultant to the USC Department of Athletics, the New York Football Giants and National Football League Commissioners – having a central role in advancing helmet design and revolutionizing head injury management.

His activities and collective body of work played a primary role in the reinvention of neurosurgery, its practice, scope and status in the global community – earning him iconic historical standing.
Commencement Speaker

David Pogue was the New York Times tech columnist for 13 years. Five years ago, he hopped over to Yahoo Finance — and now he’s back at the Times! He’s a four-time Emmy winner for his stories on “CBS Sunday Morning,” and a host of 17 science specials on “NOVA” on PBS.

Pogue is one of the world’s best-selling “how-to” authors, with more than 100 titles and 3 million copies in print. They include seven books in the “For Dummies” series, his own “Pogue’s Basics” series of essential tips and shortcuts, and the “Missing Manual” series of computer books.

He has won a Loeb Award for journalism and an honorary doctorate in music. He has been profiled on “48 Hours” and “60 Minutes.”

David Pogue graduated summa cum laude from Yale in 1985 with distinction in music, and he spent ten years conducting and arranging Broadway musicals in New York.
Congratulations to our 2022 School of Nursing graduates!

I am delighted to celebrate your achievements, especially after the past few years. Your hard work and perseverance are clear, and these qualities will serve you well as you begin your careers.

Nursing has never been an easy profession. COVID-19 has only exacerbated those challenges. But our nurses, our faculty and staff, and our students have all risen to the occasion. You have volunteered your time, your knowledge and your skills when they were needed most. I am grateful and I am so proud of you all.

On both your best days and your worst, I hope you’ll always remember why you joined the nursing profession — to make a difference in the lives of your patients. That’s why so many people feel nursing isn’t just a profession. It’s a calling.

Thank you for answering the call.

We celebrate your accomplishments as students, and we look forward to your successes as School of Nursing alumni. Once you’re a Mountaineer, you’re always a Mountaineer.

Let’s Go!

Tara Hulsey, PhD, RN, CNE, FAAN
Dean and E. Jane Martin Endowed Professor
Doctor of Nursing Practice

Jodi Hayes Biller

Doctor of Philosophy

NURSING

Brad Eugene Phillips

Master of Science in Nursing

Natalia Arboleda
Rachel Marie Balcourt
Zachary Tyler Buchanan
Justin Tyler Combs
Alison Nicole Cundiff
Alyssa Daugherty
Jamie Lynn Grant
Megan Annette Hayes
Bresounna Danielle Haynes
Allison Grace Heenan
Catherine J. Hendershot
Tracey Lynn Hintze
Scott Anthony Jones

Holly Kaye Kaiser
Lindsey Shaffer Kecez
Samara Loar
Erin Justine McCarthy
Summer Nicole Miers
Carly Rochele Moore
Kasey Ann Mowery
Phyllis Gayle Murray
Haley Breena Nicholson
Miranda Dawn Plumley
Dana Kathleen Price
Therese Prosser

Kady Raines
Catherine Elizabeth Salmons
Alessandra Marie Scavitto
Krisha Renee Schultz
Lea Brianne Scozio
Emily A. Sparks
Abbey Desiree Tighe
Chandler Brooke Trecost
Tori Chandler Veach
Catherine Vaughn Williamson
Megan Elizabeth Wykoff

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

*** Lauren Nicole Adams
Hassan Alaouil
Carly Danielle Barlow
Grace Makena Belcher
Allison Michelle Bennett
Kristin Murphy Betts
Madilyn Elizabeth Bodkin
Kate Olivia Bolinsky
Emily Nicole Bollinger
Jenna Marie Boober
Holly Williams Buckel
Adrienne R. Cabradilla
Cameron David Cain
Jillian Ruth Cheek
Grace Anne Cholden
Cassandra Clark
*** Abigail Elizabeth Cornet
Caroline Jane Coughlin
Kylie Brooke Crites
*** Emalee Machelle Cunningham
Gracie June Dally
Brooke Madison Daniels
Gianna Sophia DeVincent
Amelia Christine Dorman
Hannah Shae Dorsey
Grace Elizabeth Eberhart
Evan Estrada
Julie Lynn Fertig
Claire Elise Frostick
Felicia Dawn Gano
Angela Joanne Giannangeli
Meghan Elizabeth Guzda
Aliyah Robin Gwinn
Madelyn Elizabeth Hall
Sydney Elizabeth Hall
Emma Rose Hamilton
Ashton Brooke Hamrick
Madison Brooke Handy
*** Audrey Lee Hannah
Emily Margaret Harrah
Samantha Nicole Hatcher
Kelsey Nicole Hays
Kate Elizabeth Henderson
Abigail Betty Hill
Rylie Marie Hollar
Sarah Ann Hott
Bethany Brooke Jones
Hannah Jo Kania
*** Karissa Jordan Keech
Brooke Ashley Ketterman
Chelsea Marie Ketterman
Brooke Nicole Kidd
Andrea Marie Kimble
Cheyenne Nichole Kisamore
Ashlee Jordan Lane
*** Carissa Faith Lawhon
Jessica Donn Lawson

* Cum Laude     ** Magna Cum Laude     *** Summa Cum Laude    ● Honors Foundations Scholar  □ Honors EXCEL Scholar
Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Bachelor of Science in Nursing (continued)

*** Seth Allen Leedom
* Anne Frances Lois Lenze
*** Madison Grace Lilly
* Abigail Brooke Liston
* Kasey Louise Lobban
** Sophia Grace Lopez
Makeenzie Shaelynn Lusk
Jessica Ann Mason
*** Hannah Marie McDermitt
*** Serenity Anna Therese McDill
Kathleen Callaghan McGinnis
*** Angela Marie McIntyre
Meghan Elizabeth McLallen
* Nicholas William Miller
*** Tanner Storm Minney
*** Fayth Marie Mitchell
*** Cassidy Lee Moore
* Sarah Elizabeth Mullenax
*** River Paul Myers
* Grace Marie Neely
*** Hailey Marie Nestor
* Dia Alyse Neupauer
Marissa Lee Newman
Sydney Shea Oldaker
* John Liam Owens
*** Sophia Elizabeth Palmer
Sydney Paige Pennington
** Karli Nicole Pomp
Hannah Rachelle Pride
Jonathan TrentPullens
*** Allison Richard
* Lauren Renee Riner
Benjamin Luke Ritz
Kendall Jane Robinson
Rachel Elizabeth Rowe
** Katrina Andrea Aquino Roxas
** Alyssa Elizabeth Santini
*** Audrey Grace Schlosser
Felicia Michelle Seabolt
*** Kelsey Morgan Shelton
*** Noell Elizabeth Shreve
*** Eliza Jane Simmons
* Megan Danielle Simon
* Kate McLaughlin Snider
Nicole Marie Snyder
* Alexis Ann Sopczak
*** Madalyn Leigh Sparks
Jessica Jean Spearing
* Calvin Sutphin III
*** Gillian Nicole Thomas
*** Brittany Kate Triano
* Malory Nicole Van Scyoc
* Petra Lauren Vasale
Kayla Michelle Veach
*** Emily Claire Verbosky
** Lindsey Ann Wegner
* Rebecca Irene West
* Hannah Madisyn White
** Madison Brianne Wiley
Leslie Allen Williams
* Natalie Duan Workman
*** Mason Calvert Zopp

Bachelor of Science in Nursing - RN

Temitope Flora Adeyeri
* Amanda Paige Barton
*** Dakota James Conley
* Rebecca Dickerson
* Sandra Leyla Disinger
*** Lindsey Michelle Greenebaum
Angela Hermance
* Taylor Renee Long-Harrison

Shelby Jordan Marose
** Miranda LeAnn Mitchell
Kailulani Amaris Moats
Tyler Franklin Nobles
Brandys Hope Roberts
Amber Skaggs
Robert William St. Clair III

Certificate

ADULT-GERONTOLOGY ACUTE CARE NURSE PRACTITIONER
Sandy Louise Gray
Stephanie Dawn Ice

FAMILY NURSE PRACTITIONER
Emmanuel Dayao Paragas Jr.
Sarah Stiles

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
\*\*\* Honors Foundations Scholar
\*\*\* Honors Laureate
Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.
Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Dear New Doctors of Pharmacy and Doctors of Philosophy,

The faculty and staff of the School of Pharmacy are very proud of your accomplishments and excited for you to begin your professional careers. We are also indebted to your loved ones for helping you through this journey.

Commencement marks the culmination of your journey as a student and signifies a time to look forward to the opportunities ahead. The COVID-19 pandemic exemplified the critical importance of pharmacists in public health. In addition, the general public became more aware of the need for scientists and clinicians to identify critical health issues and save lives through the development and delivery of new therapeutics.

You likely played a role in WVU’s incredible response to the pandemic. Now, your greatest test going forward may be to find the area of practice or research that is most rewarding for you and beneficial to society — consistent with the roots of your degree from a land-grant institution. The best jobs may not be widely advertised, but ones created because someone believes in you or yourself.

Many of the traits we look for during interviews of potential students fall in line with the words found in the Boy Scout Law. I would like you to contemplate how you are: trustworthy, loyal, helpful, friendly, courteous, kind, obedient, cheerful, thrifty, brave, clean and reverent.

One trait that is missing from those is persistence. You certainly needed it to earn your degree. Do not be afraid of failure, for you cannot achieve improving your profession and yourself without it. You have learned many skills to facilitate future success, but your ability to best utilize them will require persistence.

A snapshot of the Class of 2022 shows you come from all regions of West Virginia, multiple other states or countries, as well as various ethnicities and backgrounds. However, you all have been united by the University, the School and now the profession of pharmacy.

Never forget your “home amongst the hills,” as we will always be here to encourage your professional growth, commiserate in not-so-good times and celebrate your successes.

Sincerely,

William (Bill) Petros, PharmD, FCCP
Dean and Professor of Pharmaceutical Sciences
Doctor of Philosophy

*** Colby Scott Acri  
Noor Hani Al Ahmoud  
Sarah Ali  
Mallori Lynn Anderson  
*** Joy Elizabeth Akinyi Apopa  
*** Ryan Edward Archer  
*** Rebecca Ashton Arthur  
Mohammed Balkhdhar  
* Anthony Glenn Berberich  
*** Megan Lynn Boniti  
Evan Marshall Boothe  
*** Troy David Boughner  
Alexander Michael Bowly  
* Courtney Ann Bunner  
Jonathan Thomas Burnside  
April Castro  
* Amina Channel  
Roger Frederick Cogar III  
*** Elizabeth Ann Conforti  
Algie Jeremiah Cook  
*** Logan Michael Cox  
Lucas Wayne Edenfield  
*** Tyler Anthony Flint  
Jessica Renee Elizabeth Gainer  
* Ashleigh Ann Gaudet  
*** Courtney Glascock  
Chandler Bryce Haines  
Ashley Haywood  
Kathleen Herrick  
Drew Mikel Hicks  
*** Lindsay Ann Hoke  
Jordan Tyler Horshaw  
Kara Marie Howard  
Nirmal Maheshbhai Joshi  
Wyatt Allen Kincell  
Hannah Rose Knight  
** Andrew Richard Kraich  
Jonah Nicholas Likar  
* Amy LeeAnne Lusk  
Samantha Jo Manson  
* Trevor Alexander Mayfield  
** Hunter James Moody  
* Seo Lin Park  
John David Parker  
** Kiersten Marie Weber Parsons  
Jordan Racheal Pentes  
Julia Elizabeth Pepper  
Mark Vincent Pinti  
Mary Catherine Platz  
*** Raven M. Powers  
Richard Franklin Reed III  
*** Elizabeth Virginia Rose Rightnour  
** Levi W. Rose  
Frank Dakota Sammons  
Jennifer Ann Slotnick  
* Emery Adler Smith  
*** Sarah Morgan Snider  
** Danny J. Stanley II  
Tyler Scott Stercho  
* John Andrew Stilgenbauer  
Morgan Summersgill  
*** Taylor Nicole Talkington  
*** Taylor Christine Thompson  
* Michaela Leigh Trent  
Jacqueline Marie Turner  
** Ashley Rose Van Camp  
* Lainey Nicole Vargo  
** Nicole Helena Virtue  
** Mackenzie Walker  
* Alyssa Wallace  
* Mikayla Alexis Wright  
* Amy Yeung  
Jacob Donald Young  
Tyler Michael Zimm  

Doctor of Pharmacy

*** Colby Scott Acri  
Noor Hani Al Ahmoud  
Sarah Ali  
Mallori Lynn Anderson  
*** Joy Elizabeth Akinyi Apopa  
*** Ryan Edward Archer  
*** Rebecca Ashton Arthur  
Mohammed Balkhdhar  
* Anthony Glenn Berberich  
*** Megan Lynn Boniti  
Evan Marshall Boothe  
*** Troy David Boughner  
Alexander Michael Bowly  
* Courtney Ann Bunner  
Jonathan Thomas Burnside  
April Castro  
* Amina Channel  
Roger Frederick Cogar III  
*** Elizabeth Ann Conforti  
Algie Jeremiah Cook  
*** Logan Michael Cox  
Lucas Wayne Edenfield  
*** Tyler Anthony Flint  
Jessica Renee Elizabeth Gainer  
* Ashleigh Ann Gaudet  
*** Courtney Glascock  
Chandler Bryce Haines  
Ashley Haywood  
Kathleen Herrick  
Drew Mikel Hicks  
*** Lindsay Ann Hoke  
Jordan Tyler Horshaw  
Kara Marie Howard  
Nirmal Maheshbhai Joshi  
Wyatt Allen Kincell  
Hannah Rose Knight  
** Andrew Richard Kraich  
Jonah Nicholas Likar  
* Amy LeeAnne Lusk  
Samantha Jo Manson  
* Trevor Alexander Mayfield  
** Hunter James Moody  
* Seo Lin Park  
John David Parker  
** Kiersten Marie Weber Parsons  
Jordan Racheal Pentes  
Julia Elizabeth Pepper  
Mark Vincent Pinti  
Mary Catherine Platz  
*** Raven M. Powers  
Richard Franklin Reed III  
*** Elizabeth Virginia Rose Rightnour  
** Levi W. Rose  
Frank Dakota Sammons  
Jennifer Ann Slotnick  
* Emery Adler Smith  
*** Sarah Morgan Snider  
** Danny J. Stanley II  
Tyler Scott Stercho  
* John Andrew Stilgenbauer  
Morgan Summersgill  
*** Taylor Nicole Talkington  
*** Taylor Christine Thompson  
* Michaela Leigh Trent  
Jacqueline Marie Turner  
** Ashley Rose Van Camp  
* Lainey Nicole Vargo  
** Nicole Helena Virtue  
** Mackenzie Walker  
* Alyssa Wallace  
* Mikayla Alexis Wright  
* Amy Yeung  
Jacob Donald Young  
Tyler Michael Zimm

HEALTH SERVICES AND OUTCOMES RESEARCH
Nazneen Fatima Mohammed Umer Shaikh  
Yifan Zhang

PHARMACEUTICAL AND PHARMACOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Clark Jones  
Janet Amy Thompson
Commencement Speaker

CHRIST D. PONTE

Dr. Charles D. Ponte is professor of clinical pharmacy and family medicine in the Schools of Pharmacy and Medicine at West Virginia University.

Dr. Ponte’s career has focused on pharmacy education, the training of medical students and residents in family medicine and the provision of pharmaceutical care. Dr. Ponte is a board-certified pharmacotherapy specialist, is board-certified in advanced diabetes management and holds additional certifications in diabetes care and education and pain education. His practice interests include the management of diabetes mellitus and its complications, pain management and women’s health issues. He has authored numerous articles in a wide variety of professional journals and is an active lecturer.

He currently serves on the editorial boards of the Annals of Pharmacotherapy, Pharmacotherapy, the Journal of the American Pharmacists Association and serves as an advisor/consultant to the Pharmacist’s and Prescriber’s Letters.

He is a fellow of the American Society of Health-System Pharmacists, the American College of Clinical Pharmacy, the American Pharmaceutical Association and the Association of Diabetes Care and Education Specialists.

Dr. Ponte is a member of many professional and honorary organizations and has received many professional awards and honors including the 2003 APhA/APPMM Distinguished Achievement Award in Clinical/Pharmacotherapeutic Practice, the 2005 University of Connecticut School of Pharmacy Distinguished Alumnus Award (Academia Category) and the 2006 Distinguished Service Award.

He was elected into the National Academies of Practice (Academy of Pharmacy) in November 2007. In 2009, Dr. Ponte received the inaugural Academic Pain Educator of the Year Award from the American Society of Pain Educators. In 2011, Dr. Ponte was the recipient of the USP Award for an Innovative Response to a Public Health Challenge in recognition as a member of the 2010-2015 Medicare Model Guidelines Expert Panel.

In 2016, Dr. Ponte was selected as a Distinguished Alumnus of the Yale-New Haven Hospital pharmacy residency program. In 2019, Dr. Ponte received the Vice President’s Master Clinician Award from the WVU Health Sciences Center.
Dear Graduate,

We celebrate for two reasons. One of those reasons is likely obvious, as it is much deserved: it’s you – along with your collective success, marked by this milestone event and measured far beyond what is reflected solely in your transcript. It includes the many hours you’ve spent engaged in service and outreach; in the classroom, research field and lab; or working alongside a community partner. It encompasses your commitment, resilience and resolve, which fortified your ability to make it through some incredibly challenging years over the course of your academic journey. On commencement day, we celebrate you.

You may be surprised to learn, however, that the second reason for celebration is larger than you. It is what led you to the WVU School of Public Health, and it is what will carry you far beyond: your purpose.

Public health and purpose are the perfect complements. Purpose is shaped by intentionality – something by which public health is driven. As you graduate, the entire world now understands the purpose of public health, as the pandemic – and the numerous, complex issues and health disparities it amplified – has underscored a core public health fundamental: good health is not simply a matter of choice or genetics. Rather, it is impacted by the conditions in which people live, work and play. And your purpose is to improve those conditions.

You join your fellow Public Health alumni in a profession that believes deeply that good health is not a privilege of the few but is a basic human right for all people, regardless of their socioeconomic status, race, religion, gender identity, sexual orientation or country of origin.

Today, and every day forward, we celebrate your purpose.

Wherever your next step leads, continue following your dreams – never losing sight of the golden rule of life – and follow the path upstream to make your community, state and world a better place.

Congratulations and best wishes.

Jeffrey Coben, M.D.
Dean
Doctor of Philosophy

**Epidemiology**
- Saima Shafique

**Occupational and Environmental Health Science**
- Brandy Lynn Brown

Master of Health Administration

**Health Administration**
- Rachel Baker
- Sydney A. Ballard
- Lara Brandfass
- Michelle Marie Coben
- Melanie Irene Dempsey
- Ethan Emory James Feldmiller
- Mitchell Watts Gulan
- Morgan Elizabeth Henson
- Nicholas Dale McCardle
- Allie Townsend
- Melissa Tolbert Yeso

Master of Public Health

**Biostatistics**
- Joel Patrick Steadman Breit

**Health Policy**
- Zainab Azhar Rana

**Social and Behavioral Sciences**
- Bethany G. Boback
- Corrine Megan Day

**Epidemiology**
- Owomide Oluwapamilerin Adeyemi
- Imani Celeste Carey
- Olivia Ellen Denzie
- Kamila Jo Duff
- Margaret Mary Karcher
- Alika Anne Lopatka
- Cassie Lynn Smith
- Kelsi Anne Taylor

**Occupational and Environmental Health Sciences**
- Alia Aljuaidan
- Miranda Aman
- Dylan Maurice Willis

*Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.*
Bachelor of Science

HEALTH SERVICES MANAGEMENT AND LEADERSHIP

- Yara Abdelwahab Alamin
- *** Haley Alyssa Cothern
- *** Haley Elisabeth Feldmeier
- *** Samantha Lynn Palfreyman
- *** Anna Christine Sellaro

PUBLIC HEALTH

- * Ranyah Abou-Chahine
  - Grace Xiuyuan Atkinson
  - ** Kimberly Anne Benton
  - ** Christina Anna Bondi
  - *** Stevi Alese Branham
  - * Rebecca Burnfield
  - Olivia Jean Campbell
- ** Hannah Leigh Clatworthy
- * Allison Crites
- * Kyleigh Ann Cummings
- ** Sydney Kent Durrah
  - Kali Marie Ellison
  - Laurel Grace Heiskell
  - Danica Hernandez
- ** Johnathan Raulstin Hufford
  - Indya Ivy
  - Lily Rae Kastelic
  - Drew Reynolds Kemp
- ** Shelby Alexis McCloskey
  - Aine Mairead McCusker
  - Gina McLaughlin
  - Ram Vardhan Moravaneni
  - Nicole Rampino
  - Jessica Kateland Ross
- *** Trey Michael Rouse
- * Margaret Lee Smittle
- * Caden James Staggers
- ** David Christopher Tincher
- ***** Ryan Titus
  - Thuc Thi Hien Tran
  - * Ana Lucia Villabona
  - Kasey Rhiannon Whare
  - Kaitlyn Jean Willett
- ** Sada Dakota Wright
  - Gabriele Joy Youngerman

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  ⊕ Honors Foundations Scholar

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Commencement Speaker

THOMAS C. DOLAN

Thomas C. Dolan, PhD, FACHE, received his doctorate in hospital and health administration from the University of Iowa and his bachelor’s degree from Loyola University Chicago. Dr. Dolan is board-certified in healthcare management and a Fellow of both the American College of Healthcare Executives and the American Society of Association Executives.

He is president emeritus of the American College of Healthcare Executives, an international professional society of more than 48,000 healthcare executives who lead hospitals, healthcare systems and other healthcare organizations. Dr. Dolan served as president and chief executive officer from 1991 to 2013. Before his appointment as president and CEO, he served as ACHE’s executive vice president. Prior to joining ACHE, he held a variety of teaching, research and administrative positions at St. Louis University, the University of Missouri-Columbia, the University of Washington and the University of Iowa. He also served in the U.S. Army as a field artillery officer.

He has served as chair of the American Society of Association Executives, Association of University Programs in Health Administration, the Association Forum of Chicagoland, the Board of Overseers of the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award, and the Institute for Diversity in Health Management and as president of the International Hospital Federation.

He has also served as president of the Mental Health Association in Missouri and as a member of the board of trustees of Alexian Brothers Hospital in St. Louis. Dr. Dolan is a board member of Volunteers of America National Services.

Dr. Dolan has received the Gold Medal from the American College of Healthcare Executives; the Distinguished Service Award from the American Hospital Association; the Key Award from the American Society of Association Executives; the Samuel D. Shapiro Award from the Association Forum of Chicagoland; the Distinguished Alumni Achievement Award from the University of Iowa; the Leadership Award from the Institute for Diversity in Health Management; the Workplace Partnership for Life Association Leadership Award from the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services; and the U.S. Army Outstanding Civilian Service Medal.
COUNTRY ROADS
Michael David Loudon
Abigail Louise Tennant

GLOBAL MOUNTAINEER
Kathleen Charlebois

UNIVERSITY TEACHING
Brent Andrew Bishop
Chantelle J. Friend
Alanna Kristine Higgins
Shelby Lee Isom
Brenna Owens Kirk
Melissa Axelrod Lehrer
Iuliia Mikheeva
Rachel Erin Rush
Miranda Gale Smith

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.

Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Congratulations, Graduates!

Let me be one of the first to officially welcome you to the WVU alumni family. After years of hard work and dedication, you’ve earned your degree from West Virginia University and I commend you for reaching this meaningful milestone.

Today marks a new beginning in your relationship with West Virginia University. You will soon learn that your Mountaineer experience extends far beyond graduation day; a part of your alma mater will always be with you. When you pass someone wearing a WVU hat in the airport or you read about the incredible accomplishments of a fellow graduate, you will most certainly feel a warm sense of pride and nostalgia for this special place.

As a member of the WVU family, I hope you will continue to use your time and talent to help future generations of students who will follow in your footsteps. Just as previous generations of alumni have extended a hand to help you, today I urge you to do the same. Here are a few examples of how you can help.

- Always display your favorite old gold and blue apparel proudly so that all know you are a Mountaineer.
- Join your local alumni association chapter to stay connected, network and volunteer.
- Keep in touch with your professors to stay up to date with what’s happening on campus and consider visiting to participate on a panel or make a class presentation.
- Serve as a mentor on WVU Connect and offer advice to students who might be interested in learning more about your passions and purpose, campus involvement, research or career path.
- Participate in the Old Gold, New Blue Program, helping to recruit prospective students considering a future at WVU.

To help you stay connected, we are providing you with a complimentary year of membership in the WVU Alumni Association as a graduation gift. I hope you’ll take advantage of our valuable resources and communications that will deepen your connection with West Virginia University. You can learn more about the WVU Alumni Association by visiting alumni.wvu.edu.

Wherever your Country Roads may lead you next, I’m sure you’ll find fellow Mountaineers who will make it feel like home. On behalf of a community of more than 200,000 living WVU graduates, congratulations on this important achievement. I look forward to helping you stay connected with our alma mater.

In Mountaineer Spirit,

Kevin Berry, ’94, ’95
Vice President of Alumni Relations
Life Member of the Alumni Association
The indicia depicted are registered trademarks of West Virginia University.
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